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Summaries

Summary
Raised bogs are raised above the regional ground water level and only fed by rain. To be able to be
‘high yet wet’, they have developed intricate self-regulation mechanisms. The most important of these
mechanisms in Sphagnum raised bogs is the acrotelm. This upper layer of peat and vegetation shows
a distinct gradient from large pores at the top to small ones at the bottom. When the water table
drops, water can only flow through small pores and run-off is effectively reduced. Still, the acrotelm
has high storativity, which restricts water table fluctuations to this layer. The acrotelm presents a
compromise between small pore space to minimise run-off and large pore space to maximise
storativity.
These two ‘tasks’ of the acrotelm can also be split in horizontal space. The dry hummocks on the
surface of a raised bog have much lower transmissivity and storativity than the wet hollows. These two
surface elements can be organised in strikingly regular patterns of elongated strings of hummocks and
so-called flarks of hollows arranged perpendicular to the slope. The origin of regular string-flark
patterns was studied in chapter 2.
In a simple, heuristic, spatially explicit simulation model, each cell in a square grid is randomly declared
either a hummock or a hollow. The grid is on a slope and water is allowed to flow from each cell to its
four neighbouring cells until water tables stabilise. Then, every cells changes state based on its water
table: if the water table is low, the cell will more likely be a hummock, if it is high a hollow. If the
parameter settings are right, this procedure will result in regular striping patters. Chapter 2 was the
first study to search the parameter space for settings that result in patterning. Systematic analysis
showed that the parameter space in which patterns develop is sharply delineated, indicating positive
feedback mechanisms. Once a pattern develops, water tables in the model diverge: the flarks become
wetter and the strings become drier. The hummock and hollow cells have combined into higher order
units, the strings and flarks, that emerge as more effective in regulating water flow.
Applying the same model for the first time to the dome shape of a raised bog (chapter 3), pattern
formation appeared to occur on three organisational levels. On the lowest nanotope level, we find
strings and flarks, again combined in a string-flark complex, but this complex occurs alongside an all
hummock rand and a wet, featureless central plateau. These three mire sites constitute the second,
microtope level. On the third, mesotope level we can distinguish different types of bog domes that are
defined by different combinations of mire sites. Classical literature on peatland classification used the
same approach to classify bog domes, but also other and larger peatland areas. Our modelling shows
that the mire sites actually exist as functional units in a self-organising bog and that they are not mere
human classification constructs.
To test our ideas on self-regulation and -organisation as well as the modelling results, we studied a
patterned raised bog in Tierra del Fuego in terms of its plant cover, its water and its peat (chapter 4).
The studied bog is almost completely covered by Sphagnum magellanicum. In northern peatlands the
different niches from high and dry hummock to low and wet hollow are filled by different species of
Sphagnum, each with their specific growth form. In the studied bog, all niches from dry to wet are
occupied by Spagnum magellanicum, showing a wide range in growth form. Yet, we found it has only
limited genetic diversity that is not linked to these niches and growth forms.
Detailed measurements were made along a 498 m long transect crossing the bog, including water table
measurements (every metre), vegetation relevés (2 × 2 m), hydraulic conductivity just below the water
table (n = 246) and hydraulic conductivity in 11 depth profiles to a depth of 2 m (n = 291); the degree
of humification of the corresponding peat was assessed in conjunction with the hydraulic conductivity
measurements (n = 537). Sphagnum magellanicum moss samples were collected every 2 m along this
transect and genotyped (n = 242). In addition, along short, 26 m long transects crossing strings and
flarks water table and hydraulic conductivity just below the water table were measured every metre.
Sphagnum growth forms were assessed and the vegetation of the entire bog was mapped in 10 × 10
m relevés (n = 3322). The simulation model was applied to a generalised form of the bog.

There was an almost perfect match between plant cover and water tables. As expected, hydraulic
conductivity just below the water table was about 7 times lower in the dry than in the wet
measurement spots. These observations are valid on the low level of the nanotope: hummocks and
hollows or dry and wet spots in general. Other observations only made sense on higher organisational
levels like the microtope. For example, the hydraulic conductivity profiles of the string-flark complex
show a gentler gradient than those of the plateau and the rand. The peat in the string-flark complex
originates on this level of organisation and combines characteristic of both its dry and wet constituents.
On the mesotope level, the simulation model produced a good match with the patterns on the actual
dome. We analysed the abundant data on different organisational levels ranging from small single
plants to the large mire system of fens and domes of which the studied dome is part. We looked for
commonalities and discrepancies to help us better understand how the close link between plants,
water and peat functions in reality.
The results of all measurements were integrated with information from literature and discussed in the
framework of a self-regulating and -organising raised bog. The field measurements considerably
sharpened existing theoretical considerations. We identified nineteen hydrological feedback
mechanisms. We found that the various mechanisms overlap both in space and time, which means
there is redundancy in the self-regulation capacity of the system. Raised bogs, when in a natural state,
are among the most resilient ecosystems known; resilience that is provided by feedbacks and back-up
systems to these feedbacks.
We used our ideas and insights on self-regulation in Sphagnum raised bogs to look for similar patterns
and responses in tropical domed peat swamps (chapter 5). We know that in Sphagnum raised bogs the
tasks of the acrotelm can be split in horizontal space. When we looked at undisturbed tropical peat
swamps with this new search image, we recognised how hummocks of root material and litter and
particularly buttress roots regulate run-off and storage of water. We could identify several additional
hydrological feedback loops that mirror the mechanisms found in Sphagnum raised bogs.
This thesis considerably advances our understanding of raised bogs as self-organising systems. The
patterns and processes they display on multiple levels can be seen as a form of ecosystem diversity
that exists independent of species and genetic diversity.

Zusammenfassung
Hochmoore erheben sich über dem regionalen Grundwasserspiegel und werden nur durch Regen
gespeist. Um "hoch und doch nass" sein zu können, haben sie komplizierte Selbstregulationsmechanismen entwickelt. Der wichtigste dieser Mechanismen in Sphagnum-Hochmooren ist der
Akrotelm. Diese oberste Schicht aus Torf und Vegetation zeigt ein deutliches, vertikales Gefälle von
großen Poren, oben, zu kleinen Poren, unten. Wenn der Wasserstand sinkt, kann das Wasser nur noch
durch kleine Poren fließen und der Abfluss wird wirksam reduziert. Dennoch hat der Akrotelm eine
hohe Speicherkapazität, was die Schwankungen des Wasserspiegels auf diese Schicht beschränkt. Der
Akrotelm stellt einen Kompromiss zwischen kleinem Porenraum zur Minimierung des Abflusses und
großem Porenraum zur Maximierung der Speicherkapazität dar.
Diese beiden "Aufgaben" des Akrotelm können auch im horizontalen Raum verteilt sein. Die trockenen
Bulten auf der Oberfläche eines Hochmoors haben eine viel geringere Durchlässigkeit und
Speicherkapazität als die nassen Schlenken. Diese beiden Oberflächenelemente können in auffallend
regelmäßigen Mustern aus langgestreckten und senkrecht zum Hang angeordneten Bulten und
Schlenken organisiert sein. Der Ursprung regelmäßiger Bult-Schlenken-Muster wurde in Kapitel 2
untersucht.

In einem einfachen, heuristischen, räumlich expliziten Simulationsmodell wird jede Zelle in einem
quadratischen Gitter zufällig entweder Bult oder Schlenke. Das Gitter befindet sich an einem Hang,
und Wasser kann von jeder Zelle zu den vier benachbarten Zellen fließen, bis sich der Wasserstand in
den Zellen stabilisiert. Dann ändert jede Zelle ihren Zustand auf der Grundlage ihres Wasserstandes:
Wenn der Wasserstand niedrig ist, wird die Zelle eher zum Bult, wenn er hoch ist, zur Schlenke. Wenn
die Parametereinstellungen stimmen, werden so regelmäßige Streifenmuster entstehen. Kapitel 2 war
die erste Studie, die den vorgegebenen Parameterraum nach Einstellungen durchsuchte, die zu
solchen Mustern führen. Die systematische Analyse zeigte, dass der Parameterraum, in dem sich
Muster entwickeln, scharf abgegrenzt ist, was auf positive Rückkopplungsmechanismen hinweist.
Sobald sich ein Muster entwickelt, divergieren die Grundwasserspiegel im Modell: die Schlenken
werden feuchter und die Bulte werden trockener. Die Bulte und Schlenken haben sich zu Einheiten
höherer Ordnung, den Strängen und Flarken, zusammengeschlossen, die sich bei der Regulierung des
Wasserflusses als wirksamer erweisen.
Als dasselbe Modell zum ersten Mal auf die Uhrglasform eines Hochmoores angewendet wurde
(Kapitel 3), zeigte es sich, dass die Musterbildung dabei auf drei Organisationsebenen erfolgt. Auf der
untersten Nanotopebene finden wir Stränge und Flarke, die wiederum in einem Strang-Flark-Komplex
kombiniert sind, aber dieser Komplex befindet sich zwischen einem „nur Bult“-Rand und einem nassen,
unorganisiertem Zentralplateau. Diese drei Moorstandorte bilden die zweite, die Mikrotopebene. Auf
der dritten, der Mesotopebene, können verschiedene Moortypen unterschieden werden, die durch
verschiedene Kombinationen von Moorstandorten definiert sind. In der klassischen Literatur zur
Moorklassifikation wurde der gleiche Ansatz verwendet, um Hochmoore, aber auch andere Moore und
größere Moorgebiete zu klassifizieren. Unsere Modellierung zeigt, dass Moorstandorte tatsächlich als
funktionelle Einheiten in einem selbstorganisierenden Moor existieren und dass sie nicht nur
menschliche Klassifikationskonstrukte sind.
Um unsere Ideen zur Selbstregulation und -organisation sowie die Ergebnisse der Modellierung zu
testen, untersuchten wir ein gemustertes Hochmoor in Feuerland hinsichtlich seiner Pflanzendecke,
seines Wassers und seines Torfes (Kapitel 4). Das untersuchte Moor ist fast vollständig vom TorfmoosArt, Sphagnum magellanicum, bedeckt. In den nördlichen Mooren werden die verschiedenen Nischen,
vom aufragenden und trockenen Bult bis zur niedrig liegenden und feuchten Schlenke, von
verschiedenen Sphagnum-Arten besetzt, jede mit ihrer spezifischen Wuchsform. Im untersuchten
Moor sind alle Nischen von trocken bis nass von Spagnum magellanicum besetzt. Die Art weist hier
eine große Bandbreite an Wuchsformen auf. Die von uns festgestellte ohnehin geringe genetische
Vielfalt steht nicht mit diesen Nischen und Wuchsformen in Zusammenhang.
Detaillierte Messungen wurden entlang eines 498 m langen, das Moor durchquerenden Transektes
durchgeführt. Es erfolgten Vegetationsaufnahmen (2 × 2 m) und Messungen des Wasserstands (jeder
Meter), der hydraulischen Leitfähigkeit knapp unterhalb des Wasserstandes (n = 246) und der
hydraulischen Leitfähigkeit in 11 Tiefenprofilen bis zu einer Tiefe von 2 m (n = 291); der
Zersetzungsgrad des entsprechenden Torfes wurde in Verbindung mit den hydraulischen
Leitfähigkeitsmessungen beurteilt (n = 537). Entlang dieses Transektes wurden alle 2 m Sphagnum
magellanicum-Proben entnommen und genotypisiert (n = 242). Darüber hinaus wurden entlang
kurzer, 26 m langer Transekte, die Stränge und Flarke kreuzen, der Wasserstand und die hydraulische
Leitfähigkeit knapp unterhalb des Wasserstandes jeden Meter gemessen. Sphagnum-Wuchsformen
wurden gekennzeichnet und die gesamte Vegetation des Moores in 10 × 10 m Aufnahmen kartiert (n
= 3322). Das Simulationsmodell wurde auf eine generalisierte Form des Moores angewendet.
Die Messungen ergaben eine fast perfekte Übereinstimmung zwischen Pflanzendecke und
Wasserstand. Wie erwartet, war die hydraulische Leitfähigkeit knapp unterhalb des Wasserstandes an
den trockenen Standorten etwa 7-mal niedriger als an den nassen. Diese Beobachtungen sind auf dem
niedrigen Niveau des Nanotops gültig: Bulten und Schlenken oder trockene und nasse Stellen im
Allgemeinen. Andere Beobachtungen machten nur auf höheren Organisationsebenen wie dem
Mikrotop Sinn. Zum Beispiel zeigen die Profile der hydraulischen Leitfähigkeit des Strang-FlarkKomplexes einen sanfteren Gradienten als die der Hochfläche und des Randes. Der Torf im Strang-

Flark-Komplex hat seinen Ursprung auf dieser Organisationsebene und vereint charakteristische
Merkmale sowohl seiner trockenen als auch seiner nassen Bestandteile. Auf der Mesotop-Ebene ergab
das Simulationsmodell eine gute Übereinstimmung mit den Mustern im Moor. Wir analysierten die
reichlich vorhandenen Daten auf verschiedenen Organisationsebenen, von kleinen Einzelpflanzen bis
hin zum großen Moorsystem aus Nieder- und Hochmooren, zu dem das untersuchte Moor gehört. Wir
suchten nach Gemeinsamkeiten und Diskrepanzen, um besser zu verstehen, wie die enge Verbindung
zwischen Pflanzen, Wasser und Torf in der Realität funktioniert.
Die Ergebnisse aller Messungen wurden mit Informationen aus der Literatur integriert und in Bezug
auf ein sich selbst regulierenden und -organisierenden Hochmoors diskutiert. Durch die
Feldmessungen wurden bestehende theoretische Überlegungen erheblich geschärft. Wir
identifizierten neunzehn hydrologische Rückkopplungsmechanismen. Wir stellten fest, dass sich die
verschiedenen Mechanismen sowohl räumlich als auch zeitlich überlappen, was bedeutet, dass es eine
Redundanz in der Selbstregulationskapazität des Systems gibt. Hochmoore in natürlichem Zustand
gehören zu den widerstandsfähigsten Ökosystemen der Welt; eine Widerstandsfähigkeit, die auf
Rückkopplungen und Back-up-Systeme für diese Rückkopplungen beruht.
Wir nutzten unsere Ideen und Erkenntnisse über die Selbstregulation in Sphagnum-Hochmooren, um
nach ähnlichen Mustern und Reaktionen in tropischen Moorsumpfwäldern zu suchen (Kapitel 5). Wir
wissen, dass in Sphagnum-Hochmooren die Aufgaben des Akrotelms im horizontalen Raum verteilt
werden können. Als wir mit diesem neuen Suchbild ungestörte tropische Moorsumpfwälder
betrachteten, erkannten wir, wie Bulten aus Wurzelmaterial und Streu und insbesondere Brettwurzeln
den Abfluss und die Speicherung von Wasser regulieren. Wir konnten mehrere zusätzliche
hydrologische Rückkopplungsschleifen identifizieren, die den in Sphagnum-Hochmooren gefundenen
Mechanismen entsprechen.
Diese Dissertation bringt unser Verständnis von Hochmooren als selbstorganisierende Systeme
erheblich voran. Die Muster und Prozesse, die sie auf mehreren Ebenen zeigen, können als eine Form
der Ökosystemdiversität verstanden werden, die unabhängig von der Arten- und genetischen
Diversität existiert.
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1
Synthesis
John Couwenberg

1.1 Introduction
Peatlands – landscapes with peat – occur in places of waterlogging. Under water saturated conditions
decomposition of plant material is inhibited because oxygen is practically not available, temperatures
are low, and microbial activity is reduced. As more plant material is produced than is decayed, it
accumulates as peat. As soon as air penetrates the peat, it will decompose at a rate much faster than
at which it has accumulated. Any peatland therefore requires to be wet almost all of the time. This
would seem particularly challenging for raised bogs.
Raised bog are curious systems. They are raised above the surrounding groundwater level and receive
water input from rain alone. Instead of ‘high and dry’, they are ‘high, yet wet’. In former times, people
thought that capillary forces fed the bog with water from below. In his Geological Travels De Luc
described raised bogs near Bremen and explained:
“The new peat is like a sponge, constantly moistened by the ascent of the water
through its capillary interstices; and as this moisture, so conducive to the rapid
growth of plants, is thus enabled to rise much above the course of the waters, the
height of the peat successively increases…”
De Luc, Geological Travels, English translation of 1810
Later authors pointed out that capillary forces can only supply water over short distances and that
actually rain water dominates on the surface of the raised bog. For example, C.A. Weber (1902)
dismissed the writings of Carl Sprengel (1827). Sprengel was a proponent of the capillary water theory
and claimed that it explained why raised bogs are always drier at their centre than at their margin. The
otherwise very correct and factual Weber was truly no fan of Sprengel, as evidenced by these very
clear words:
“Obviously Sprengel has never seen a culturally untouched raised bog! His comments
on origin and natural development of raised mires are completely worthless or can
be used only with extreme caution.”
Weber 1902, translation from Couwenberg & Joosten, 2002
It was Heinrich Dau, who first resolved the question in 1821. He described how one would sink kneedeep into water in the centre of a (culturally untouched!) raised bog, although the bog was far higher
here than at its margin. The rainwater that falls on the raised bog does not readily run-off because the
peat, through decomposition and compaction, has become less porous and therewith less permeable
to water flow. In a later riddle/poem he characterised the raised bog as follows:
“From merely rain and dew of heaven has it grown
it is not fed from Earth.
And when the water usually hurries down,
see here it lingers both on top and slope”
Dau 1823, translation from Couwenberg & Joosten 1999
Which then brings us to the crux of the matter: To remain wet at least 95% of the time is no easy task
when you are a hill in the landscape and are only fed by precipitation. After all, precipitation is unevenly
distributed over time and water losses occur. Evaporation is always an important, almost
uncontrollable loss in a wet or moist area and also downward seepage from a high area can never be
avoided completely.
How does a raised bog ensure that the water level remains permanently close to the surface? How
does a bog change the uneven ‘alternating current’ of precipitation and evaporation into a stable
‘direct current’ that feeds the peat body evenly and compensates for the continuous water losses?
And how does a raised bog manage to survive for many thousands of years and even survive
considerable changes in climate?
The answer to these questions is that living raised bogs have developed a set of self-regulation
mechanisms, each of which functions on a certain scale in space and time. Some mechanisms work on

a very short-term and small scale, buffering the ‘occasional shower’. Others work over long periods
and on large scales, buffering changes in climate (Joosten 1993, Van Breemen 1995, Waddington et al.
2015, Couwenberg & Joosten 1999).
The most important feedback mechanism in any peatland that has – or lies on – a slope is that the
presence of peat reduces run-off and thus ensures the presence of water, which ensures the presence
of typical plants that are able to form peat when they become waterlogged after death, which ensures
the presence of peat, which reduces run-off… (Fig. 1). This feedback is the one that Dau (1821, 1823)
referred to. Like many other feedbacks in bogs, it is based on the strong interlinkages between plant
cover, water and peat (Fig. 2). If you change one of the three, at least one, and eventually both, of the
other two will respond.
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Figure 1: Water ensures the
presence of plants and peat,
which ensures the presence of
water (from Couwenberg &
Joosten 1999)

Among the feedbacks that result from the strong interlinkages there are direct (immediate) and
indirect (mediate) reactions. An example of a direct feedback is, when Sphagnum capitula lose water,
their colour fades, which increases albedo, thus reducing evaporative losses (Eggelsmann 1963, Harris
2008). Or, in another example, if mosses grow drier they develop denser growth forms, which increases
capillarity, keeping their capitula moist (Früh & Schröter 1904, Smolyanitsky 1977, Green 1968). These
negative feedbacks are a direct response of the plants.
PLANTS

PEAT

WATER

Figure 2: In peatlands the interlinkages between
plants, water and peat are strong. If you change one,
the others respond, forming the basis for feedback
mechanisms. Changed after Joosten 2008.

Other feedbacks are indirect: they work through higher level structures. These higher level structures
have emergent properties that result from the interaction between lower level entities. For example,
a single moss stem with a dense growth form will not affect water tables in its vicinity. A hummock,
which is in some way merely a collection of mosses with dense growth form, will affect water flow to
some extent; a string, which is a collection of hummocks arranged perpendicular to the slope, will
affect water flow and water tables very effectively. The local scale reaction of single plants to dry
conditions can create higher level entities like hummocks and strings that can effectively reduce runoff and keep the peatland wet. The sum is more than its parts: it not only needs mosses with dense
growth form, but a sufficiently large number of them and a certain spatial arrangement.

Among the feedbacks identified thus far, some work to minimise pore space in the peat so that not
too much water flows through and out of the bog. Others work to maximise pore space so that more
water can be stored. As a result, there is an optimisation between small pores to limit transmissivity
and large pores to increase storativity. A large storativity not only provides water in times when it is
not raining, it also limits water table fluctuations (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: The principle of storativity explained on the basis of a jar with marbles. A peat body can be
represented as consisting of dead plant material and water, or as (a pot filled with) marbles and water.
The water table for a fixed quantity of water is indicated by 1, the water table for half that amount by
½. If the marbles are large (a), there is a lot of empty (pore) space between the marbles and the water
table fluctuations are small. If the marbles are small (b), there is less empty (pore) space and the water
table fluctuations will be larger. Without marbles (c) there is only pore space and the water table
fluctuations are smallest (from Couwenberg & Joosten 1999). Note that in case of actual storativity the
marbles float to some extent, making things more complex.

1.2 Strings and flarks (paper I)
One solution to optimise between limited transmissivity and high storativity is to separate these tasks
spatially (paper III). This separation expresses itself in striking surface patterns. Most conspicuously
these can be observed in the regular hummock-hollow patterns of boreal mires (Fig. 4), consisting of
linear ridges and troughs aligned perpendicular to the slope (Gams and Ruoff 1929, Sjörs 1961,
Aartolahti 1965, Ivanov 1981, Glaser 1999). The hummock ridges are called strings and the hollow
troughs are called flarks. Attempts to explain the origin of string-flark patterns range from the surface
simply following underground relief (Auer 1920, Radforth 1969), to solifluction (Weber 1910, Von Post
& Sernander 1910), fissuring (Pearsall 1956), differences in the local rate of peat accumulation
(Alexandrov 1988, Foster et al. 1988), litter transport (Tanttu 1915, Sakaguchi 1980), or frost action
(Auer 1920, Sjörs 1961).
Rietkerk et al. (2004a, see also Eppinga et al. 2009) proposed differences in evapotranspiration and
resulting redistribution of nutrients as a driving force behind the patterning, thereby linking these wet
peatlands to (semi-)arid tiger bush ecosystems (Rietkerk et al. 2004b). This explanation may seem
tempting as it gives a unified explanation for similar patterns in vastly different ecosystems. However,
the central assumption of the evapotranspiration model, viz. that dry hummocks evaporate more than
wet hollows, does not hold in most patterned peatland settings, particularly in raised bogs (see for
example Overbeck & Happach 1957, Romanov 1968).
A promising explanation of peatland patterning was proposed by Kulczyński (1949): water flowing
through the uppermost peat layers tends to pond up behind hummocks, causing the formation of
hollows upslope. Ivanov (1981) explained the lateral extension of hummocks to form strings by
increased productivity due to rheotrophic effects where flowlines converge. This hypothesis fails to
explain the regular spacing between strings, however, as well as the prevalence of nutrient poor
conditions on the hummocks (Swanson and Grigal 1988). Instead of nutrient conditions, a simulation
model presented by Swanson and Grigal (1988) takes the water table as determining factor in the
formation of hummocks and hollows (cf. Alexandrov 1988, Belya and Clymo 2001, Nungesser 2003,
Morris et al. 2013). A difference in transmissivity of hummocks and hollows (Ivanov 1981) creates a
feedback loop in which the type of surface element influences the water table, which in turn affects

the type of surface element. Such feedback loops are essential in self-organisation (Couwenberg and
Joosten 1999, papers I, II, III, IV).

Figure 4. A patterned peatland with dry strings and wet flarks in Karelia, Russia
(64°09'20" N, 33°17' E). The width of the picture spans 2 km. North is up. Source:
Google Earth.

The grid-based model presented by Swanson & Grigal (1988) is simple: each cell of the grid is either a
‘hummock’ or a ‘hollow’. Hummocks have low transmissivity and occur when water tables are low,
hollows have high transmissivity and occur when water tables are high. The model starts with a random
distribution of hummocks and hollows over the cells of the grid. The water tables at the top and bottom
of the uniformly sloping grid are kept constant. Water is allowed to flow between neighbouring cells
through the randomly arranged hummocks and hollows until it reaches quasi-steady state. In a next
step, called development step, the character of each cell is adapted to the water table. The probability
of becoming a hummock increases with deeper water tables until it becomes one at a defined level. In
the other direction the probability of becoming a hollow increase with higher water tables until it
becomes one at a defined level. The difference between these two levels defines the sensitivity of the
transfer function. So, if the water table in a cell is low, it will likely be a hummock; if it is high a hollow.
A new arrangement of hummocks and hollows results through which the water is again allowed to
flow.
This simple model indeed produces stripes of hummocks and hollows. Water will pond up upslope of
any concentration or clump of hummocks in the random arrangement and the wet cells will turn into
hollows. Similarly, any concentration of hollows will in effect drain the area upslope and the dry cells
will turn into hummocks. Any concentration of hummocks or hollows thus stimulates the development
of a concentration of hollows and hummocks, respectively. A self-stimulating process starts that ends
up in a striping pattern (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Snapshots of a typical run showing the development of a regular striping
pattern. Black pixels denote hummocks, white pixels hollows. The development step is
indicated below each snapshot. After fig. 4 in paper I.
The water flow component of the original model of Swanson & Grigal (1988) turned out to be faulty
and over time more and more water would be conjured into the system. In the late 1980ies when
Swanson and Grigal did their modelling, computing power was only a fraction of that available in the
2000s, and the problem never showed. The fact that distinct striping patterns developed in the original
model of Swanson and Grigal (1988) in spite of its faulty water flow function, shows the robustness of
the approach to explain the origin of the patterning.
There are four parameters to the model: the slope of the grid, the water table at the top and bottom
of the grid, the ratio between the transmissivity of hummocks and hollows, and the sensitivity of the
transfer function. I was able to explore a far larger part of the parameter space of the model than the
original authors. First of all, the slope must be steep enough. In contrast to reality, the model develops
stripes even on extremely steep slopes, because water can only flow through the hummocks and
hollows. In reality, there is no room for hollows with their (nearly) horizontal surface on very steep
slopes, and these are dominated by hummocks alone (Goode 1973). Secondly, the water supply may
not to be too small, nor too large. The first results in hummocks dominating the system without a
pattern developing. The second case is less likely to occur in nature as excess water would run off
either over the surface or through the upper peat layers. In reality, transmissivity increases with higher
water tables (Ivanov 1981, Ingram 1983) and at high water tables excess water can effectively leave
the system (paper III). Thirdly, although the difference in transmissivity between hummocks and
hollows must be large enough for the hummocks to impede the water flow, even very small differences
may eventually lead to a conspicuous striping pattern, although this would require unrealistically steep
slopes. Finally, the transfer function should be sensitive enough: the water table at which the
probability of a hummock is equal to one should not be too much below the water table at which the
probability of hollow formation is equal to one.
In conclusion, water flow acts as the organisational force behind the pattern formation in the
simulation model and this force needs to be strong enough. Moreover, water table differences should
sufficiently affect the character of the plant cover and peat. The simulations showed that these
conditions are easily fulfilled.

In paper I, I could show that depending on the parameters a pattern either develops, or not. The
‘parameter space’ in which pattern formation occurs is very sharply delineated. This sharp delineation
indicates that the striping pattern is self-enhancing. With initial lumping of hummocks and hollows, a
positive feedback mechanism is initiated, which results in a distinct pattern. Outside the sharply
delineated parameter space, the organising force is too small and the feedback does not establish. If a
pattern develops, water tables in the model diverge: the flarks become wetter and the strings become
drier. The hummock and hollow pixels have combined into higher order units that emerge as more
effective in regulating water flow.
The model showed a distinct downward movement of the hummock and hollow stripes. Water
penetrates hummock structures from upslope whereas their low transmissivity will cause areas
downslope to become drier. This leads to migration of hummock structures down the slope. Early
writers have indeed pointed out that a string cannot move upslope because it is always wet there, but
that it will move down because it is not always wet (Osvald 1923, Bogdanovskaja-Guineff 1928). Yet,
the phenomenon of strings and flarks actually moving down the slope had (to our knowledge) never
been described.
Studies have shown movement of hummocks and hollows through time, for example in two- or threedimensional bog sections, but often the movement was not unidirectional or the orientation of the
sections was unclear (Walker & Walker 1961; Casparie 1972; Moore 1977; Barber 1981). Other studies
were made in areas where ice builds up in the hummocks that remains there well into the summer,
which likely stabilises the patterns (Karofeld 1998, Koutaniemi 1999).
So, the heuristic model of Swanson & Grigal (1988) and paper I had generated a hypothesis of moving
strings and flarks. Looking at published sections with this new search image, we found evidence of
patterns moving down the slope; for example in the sections published by Von Post & Sernander (1910,
their figure 2) and Svensson (1988, his figures 7 and 8). Finally, in 2012, using a combination of groundpenetrating radar and soil cores, Kettridge et al. (2012) published additional evidence from a raised
bog in Wales in support of the hypothesis.

1.3 Microtopes and mesotopes (paper II)
The simulation model illustrates how simple, locally defined, small-scale processes can create complex
spatial patterns on a much larger scale. The initial model of paper I simulated pattern formation on a
flat plane on a slope. Such a situation can be found in fens like the patterned fen tracks of the Red Lake
peatlands in Minnesota (Glaser 1987) or the aapa fens of the boreal zone (Cajander 1913). The next
step was to apply the model on the shape of a raised bog (paper II).
The shape of a raised bog can be approximated by the Dupuit-Forchheimer Equation for ground water
mounds (Ingram 1982, Glaser et al. 2004): if you dig ditches in a field, the water table between these
ditches will have a parabolic shape that is determined by the distance between the ditches, the depth
below the surface of the water in the ditches, the water supply to the field, and the hydraulic
conductivity of the soil. The shape of a raised bog located in an otherwise plane landscape is therefore
determined by its width, by the hydraulic conductivity of its peat, and by the amount of water that
flows through this peat. However, this amount of water is not simply the precipitation surplus, because
not all water flows through all of the peat.
A raised bog has a so-called ‘acrotelm’, which encompasses the upper decimetres of plant material
and fresh peat. Water table fluctuations are restricted to this acrotelm and therefore aerobic
decomposition of the peat is restricted to this layer. Together with the upgrowth of new plant material
this results in a steep gradient in hydraulic conductivity in this upper layer, which forces most of the
water to flow laterally through the acrotelm. The acrotelm is the most important self-regulation
mechanism in raised bogs and I will discuss it in more detail later. For this moment it suffices to know
that we put bog-like domes in our simulation model, but that the water flow will still be lateral only.
Instead of putting the 2 dimensional model grid on a slope, it is now put on a dome.

String-flark striping patterns are also known from raised bogs (Fig. 6), but next to this type of mire site,
we also find a flat plateau, where patterning is absent and generally wetter conditions prevail, and a
steep rand, also without patterning but drier. These mire sites, and others, have been used as the basis
of mire classification systems that aimed at classifying and understanding large mire landscapes as
nested systems (Cajander 1913, Galkina 1946, Sjörs 1948, Bogdanovskaya-Gieneff 1949, Masing 1984,
Foster et al. 1988). Because the human mind is very good at seeing patterns, even if they are not there
in reality, the question was whether the scale levels originally chosen by Cajander and Galkina are ‘real’
or a mere classification construct.

Figure 6: Raised bog with concentric strings and flarks between a featureless plateau and a
rand with shrubs and trees. The hamlet at the top of the picture is Vanajärve (Pärnu), home
of the administration of the Nigula bog reserve in Estonia. The width of the picture spans 3
km. North is at 2 o’clock. Source: Google Earth.

We have seen that the development of a striping pattern requires a certain organising force that –
among other parameters – depends on the slope of the mire. The dome shape implies that the slope
changes from very gentle near the centre to very steep at the edge. The string-ﬂark striping pattern
will only develop on that area of the dome where the slope is appropriate. The steep edge of the dome
is effectively drained (Damman & Dowhan 1981; Ingram 1983) and will thus become dominated by
hummocks. The opposite applies to the ﬂat centre, where the slope and hence the organizational force
of the water ﬂow is not sufﬁcient to create string-ﬂark patterns (cf. Tanttu 1915). In fact, owing to its
ﬂatness, the centre is likely to become wet and dominated by hollows (Bakker 1992).
Of course the extreme case of a very steep dome with little recharge will be covered by hummocks
only. The extreme case of a very ﬂat dome with high recharge will everywhere be covered by hollows.
In all other cases the dome will be patterned. It must not necessarily show a string-flark striping
pattern, but it will show a dry rand in combination with a wet central plateau. Depending on the shape
of the dome and the amount of recharge four different types of raised bogs can be discerned (see also
Fig. 8 further below):
A. On steep slopes and with little recharge, the entire dome is covered by hummocks
B. On flatter domes with little recharge, there is an all-hummock rand and a disorganised
hummock-hollow central plateau
C. On a trajectory with more recharge as the dome gets steeper, there is an all-hummock rand, a
string-flark complex and a disorganised hummock-hollow central plateau. There is a gradual
transition to a plateau with an all-hollow central part
D. On flatter domes and with a lot of recharge, there is a thin all-hummock rand and an all-hollow
central plateau. A clear string-flark complex is absent.

The borders between the four types of bog are sharp. The positive feedback that drives the formation
of the string-flark pattern either starts to work, or it does not. So, depending on the parameter settings,
a string-flark pattern either develops between the rand and the plateau, or it does not. We conclude
that the mire sites (rand, string-flark complex, plateau) are true functional components of the raised
bog and not mere classification constructs. I will address their functional roles later.
The organising force behind the development of clear surface patterns like the string-flark complex
also requires that water flow is lateral. The absence of surface patterns in bogs that lack an acrotelm
supports this assumption underlying the model. We had postulated the existence of so-called
percolation bogs without surface patterning (Couwenberg & Joosten 1999) and later found them in
the Kolchis area of Georgia, Transcaucasia (Krebs et al. 2017).
A modified later version of the model allowed not only for hummocks and hollows, but for any state
in between (Fig. 7). The resulting patterns are very similar to those shown in figure 3 of paper II (see
also Morris et al. 2013). The formation of the patterns does not occur based on random clumps of
hummocks and hollows as seeds for strings and flarks, but starts from the edge of the dome. Here,
water losses are always high because of the steep slope. An all-hummock rand develops that stagnates
run-off and creates wet conditions just upslope of it. A ring of hollows results that more effectively
drains the area directly upslope of it, resulting in drier conditions, etc. The plateau becomes dominated
by pixels with an intermediate transmissivity. The hollows show a gradient in transmissivity from
somewhat dry at their upslope side to much wetter at their downslope side. Their appearance thus
more resembles hollow flarks in real raised bogs (Osvald 1923, Bogdanovskaja-Guineff 1928, Lindsay
1995).

Figure 7: Snapshots from a typical run showing the development of pattern on a raised bog dome using
a modified transfer function. The transfer function from water table in a cell to transmissivity allows
for all values between 0.1 (wet, high) and 0.01 (dry, low), see scale on the right. The development steps
are given in the upper left corner of each snapshot. Parameter settings are: shape factor S, 0.05;
recharge, 0.001; water level at which phummock = 1, −0.05; the initial water table is -0.026 for all cells,
associated with a transmissivity of 0.052. Compare with Fig. 3 in paper II.

Some parts of the parameter space we explored in paper II are unlikely or unstable. For example, we
treated the shape of the peatland dome and the amount of recharge as individual, unrelated
parameters. Yet, we know the two to be related (Granlund 1932). Empirical data suggest that the
height of a dome is proportional to the square root of the net amount of rainfall (Wickman 1951). This
relationship implies that raised bogs that have developed under long-term wetter or drier climate
conditions would also have developed steeper or ﬂatter domes, which means that there are
restrictions on the possible parameter combinations we put in the model. Yet, exploring the entire
parameter space helps us better understand the possibilities and impossibilities of the raised bog
system.

The existence of the mire sites as functional units supports the approach taken in the nested
classification approaches mentioned above. At this point, we can discriminate at least four different
levels of organisation: picotopes, nanotopes, microtopes and mesotopes. On the picotope level, we
discern (patches of) hummock or hollow moss. We put their characteristics into the model pixels a
priori. On the nanotope level, we discern hummock, hollows and strings and flarks. These mire features
emerge as groups of pixels from the picotope-level interactions. On the microtope level we discern a
rand, a string-flark complex and a plateau. These mire sites are combinations of the nanotope-level
elements. On the mesotope-level we look at the entire bog dome (the massif), where different
combinations of microtope-level elements define different bog types (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8: Different types of raised bog massifs as
derived from our simulations on the left (paper II)
and a classification/succession scheme for raised
bog massifs designed by Galkina (1946) on the
right.

1.4 From genes to landscapes (paper III)
To test our ideas on self-regulation and -organisation as well as the modelling results, we studied a
patterned raised bog in terms of its plant cover, its water and its peat. We chose a bog in Tierra del
Fuego, because of its minimalistic simplicity: it essentially only carries one species of Sphagnum, which
covers all niches and growth forms, and is joined by only a dozen higher plant species; it is entirely
ombrotrophic with very sharp borders to the surrounding fen; it has only one type of peat that shows
an only limited range in degree of decomposition; and it is situated in a valley with a very even climate
with minimal differences in rainfall and temperature over the year. We assessed observables essential
to the workings of the model, viz. water tables and hydraulic conductivity. In addition, we looked at
plant cover, Sphagnum growth forms and genotypes, and degree of decomposition of the peat to
better understand the triangular relations between plants, water and peat of figure 2.

Figure 9: The studied raised bog in Tierra del Fuego is the largest member in a group of
bogs and fens (54°45'15" S 68°20' W). North is up. (Source: Google Earth)

The bulk of the measurements in the bog were carried out along a 496 m long transect that crosses
the entire peatland. Along this transect,
- absolute height was measured every metre using a precision GPS for one point and a transparent
water filled hose as a levelling device to extrapolate to all others,
- 248 contiguous 2×2 m large vegetation relevés were recorded,
- moss samples were collected every second metre and their DNA was analysed,
- the water table was measured every metre on 31 January 2005,
- the water table was measured every second metre in November 2015,
- hydraulic conductivity of the peat 10-20 cm below the water table was measured at 246 locations,
- the degree of humification was determined at these 246 location at measurement depth,
- hydraulic conductivity was measured in depth profiles at 11 locations with 5 to 20 cm intervals up
to a depth of c. 2m (n=291),
- the degree of humification was determined for these 11 profiles,
In addition,
- storativity was estimated as the reaction of the water table to heavy rain on three days at 30
locations in the bog,
- the plant cover of the entire bog was mapped in 10×10 m large relevés (n=3322),
- absolute height, water tables and hydraulic conductivity just below the water table were measured
every metre in two 26 m long transects crossing strings and flarks,
- the angle of Sphagnum moss stems was determined every metre along one of these transects,
- volumetric samples of mosses were collected on 4 locations along a water table gradient from -1 to
-50 cm using a 2 l. plastic lemonade bottle with the top cut off, and growth-form characteristics
were determined,
- a rain gauge was installed and operated.
Moreover,
- an idealised approximation of the shape of the bog was used in the simulation model.

In analysing the enormous amount of data, we chose a stepwise
approach,
based
on
the
organisational levels found in peatlands in general, and in raised bogs in particular. We distinguish
between organisational levels and the actual components that occur on the respective levels (Table 1).

We first analysed the data at the nanotope level, which meant that we did not take into account where
along the transect the data point was located. We looked at plant cover, water tables and peat
characteristic (hydraulic conductivity, degree of humification) separately to find groups or clusters. We
then looked for correlations between the different types of measurements.

Table 1: Ecotope components and organisational levels on which they occur
Organisation level

Component

Example

Picotope

Mire ero

Single plant

Nanotope

Mire feature

Hummock, hollow, pool

Microtope

Mire site

Central plateau, string-flark complex, rand, lagg

Mesotope

Mire massif

Concentric raised bog, ribbed palsa mire1

Macrotope

Mire complex

Red Lake peatlands2, Great Vasyugan Mire3

Supertope

Mire region

Atlantic bog region4, maritime forested bog region5

1Joosten

et al. 2017; 2Heinselman 1963; 3Katz and Neustadt 1963; 4Moen et al. 2017; 5Glaser and Janssens 1986

On the nanotope level we found two distinct groups of vascular plant species. (Plus a third one that is
rare and indicates disturbance near open water pools). The 31 January water table data also revealed
two distinct groups: dry and wet. We can draw a sharp border between wet and dry features at −31 cm.
The plant cover and water table groups correspond almost perfectly. The peat characteristics differ
between the wet and dry features as well, but there is considerable overlap. On average the hydraulic
conductivity we measured in the dry features just below the water table is 7 times lower than that of
the wet features.
The hydraulic conductivities measured in the depth profiles, in contrast, show the same trend with
depth for the wet and dry features. Note that the measurements along the transect were carried out
over a considerable period of time. Water tables changed during this time and could deviate
substantially from the water table measured on 31 January. Some wet spots had water tables well
below and some dry feature well above −31 cm at the time hydraulic conductivities were measured. If
we plot the hydraulic conductivities measured along the transect against measurement depth, we see
much lower conductivities at lower depths than we would expect on the basis of the profile
measurements.
A deeper measurement depth is associated with a deeper water table. If the water table drops, a
thicker peat layer becomes unsaturated and is no longer supported by pore water pressure (loss of
buoyancy). Nevertheless, moisture content of the unsaturated peat is still (very) high and adds to its
weight. This weight exerts pressure on the saturated peat below, reducing pore space and hence
hydraulic conductivity (Ivanov 1981, Price 2003). It turns out that this deformation of the saturated
peat is stronger in the wet mire features than in the dry ones
We move up to the microtope level. The strict distinction between wet and dry features based on the
water table, allows us to go along the transect and delineate a rand as an uninterrupted series of dry
features, a plateau as an uninterrupted series of wet features and a string-flark complex as a series of
alternating wet and dry features. We can see differences between wet features that belong to the
plateau and those that belong to the string-flark complex; the same for dry features of the rand and
those of the string-flark complex. For example, storativity of wet features on the plateau seems much
higher. In the flarks storativity seems comparable to that of the strings.
Hydraulic conductivities measured in the flarks are similar to those in the plateau and as both hydraulic
conductivity and storativity are related to porosity, so we had expected similar storativities in the two
mire sites. Yet, although the peat of the flarks is loose and an only limited water table rise was expected
after heavy rain (Fig. 3), the water table in the flarks is obviously connected to that in the strings with

their low storativity (cf. Sjörs 1948). In other words, we did not actually measure storativity as related
to porosity, but an otherwise driven water table response.
The strong entanglement of the flarks and strings also expresses itself in the hydraulic conductivity
profiles. The gradient over depth in the plateau and the rand is the same: it decreases by three orders
of magnitude over a depth of one metre. In the strings and flarks it drops by only two orders of
magnitude over the same depth. There is evidence that the strings and flarks indeed move down the
slope. As a result, the peat below the strings and flarks consists of alternating thin layers of light hollow
and dark hummock peat (see Fig. 14 in paper III). This peat is a product of the mire site; it originates
on the higher microtope scale level. It combines the loose characteristics of the wet and the sturdy
ones of the dry features.
On the mesotope level, we fed an idealised, general shape of the studied bog into the simulation
model. We used the modified version of the model (cf. Fig. 7). The model produced patterns on the
expected two scale levels: the characteristic strings and flarks as well as the higher order plateau,
string-flark complex and rand. The extent and location of these mire sites corresponds well with the
pattern in the studied peatland as indicated by the plant cover.
If we compare the slope at which the mire sites are found with values published by Ivanov (1981, p.
93), we see that slopes are much steeper for the respective sites in our bog. We know that formation
depends on flowing water acting as the organising force. This force can express itself only if there is
enough water on a slope that is steep enough and with differences in transmissivity between wet and
dry ecotopes that are large enough (paper I). So, next to the slope, climate and landscape setting play
a role in determining the availability of water (affecting both input and output). Transmissivity of
hummocks is strongly diminished if ice is present, which of course depends on the climate setting as
well. In this light, the lower slopes reported by Ivanov (1981) for mires in continental Russia are no
surprise. The absence of clear striping patterns on tropical domes may be related to their gentler slopes
or to smaller differences in transmissivity between hummocks and depressions (paper IV).
On the macrotope level, the studied bog is the largest in a series of five or six peatlands south of the
river Arroyo Grande (Fig. 9). The peatlands are separated by brooks, but all connected by a fen or by
underlying fen peat. The three largest members are raised bogs with surface patterning. The other
members are in part transitional and developing into bogs. From the stratigraphy and other
observations, we can derive that once a percolation fen fed by water discharging from the foothills
filled the valley side. The three raised bogs developed separately on the fen. The only slightly humified
sedge fen peat underlying the studied bog was heavily compressed by the weight of the bog. Hydraulic
conductivities in the fen peat now reach values close to impermeable.
While analysing the mire components on the different scale levels, we found some non-random
deviations. We distinguished sub-topes on sub-levels that helped to better understand the workings
of the peatland. For example, on the sub-microtope level we were able to make a much sharper
comparison between the hydraulic conductivity gradients in the profiles vs. those in the transect
measurements. Particularly in the wet sites and features the effect of increased weight when water
tables are lower by far exceeds the loss of pores space due to decomposition measured in the profiles.
This dynamic in hydraulic conductivity in the top layers of peat became particularly obvious on the subnanotope level. A detailed look at the absolute water level on 31 January 2005 in the string-flark
complex showed that it dropped conspicuously inside the large hummocks, which is an expression of
their obstructing run-off and expected. We found a small string on a flark between two big strings that
on 31 January did not have any effect on the absolute water level. Apparently it is too small to
compress the underlying peat and probably only young and lying over loose surface peat of the flark.
When hydraulic conductivity was measured in this small string on 3 March 2005, the water table was
8 cm deeper below the surface than on 31 January. The measured hydraulic conductivity was only
about half that of the large string just upslope of it. So we have ‘full-time’ strings, which always obstruct
water flow, and ‘part-time’ strings that are young and only effective in reducing run-off when water
tables are low enough. Yet, when they are effective, they are very much so.

On the smaller picotope level we found much denser and sturdier mosses in the dry than in the wet
features. Sphagnum growth forms are denser in dry and more open in wet sites (Früh & Schröter 1904,
Hayward and Clymo 1983). When a Sphagnum capitulum dries out, apical dominance is suppressed
and stems will bifurcate creating even denser stands (Smolyanitsky 1977). In the wet flarks, Sphagnum
stems are bent in the direction of water flow (cf. Overbeck & Happach 1957, Panov 2006). We
hypothesise this response constitutes a feedback that enables faster run-off that gets rid of excess
water without damaging the moss plants, or, consequently, the bog.
The DNA analysis revealed 6 genotypes that each occur more than a dozen times along the transect.
There are only spurious correlations with water table. Apparently the observed large differences in
growth form all fall within phenotypic variation. The different genotypes occur in what must be clonal
patches that each have their place along the transect. Some seem, by chance, to be more frequent in
wet and others in dry places, but none of the genotypes are restricted to or strongly associated with
either wet or dry conditions.

1.5 Self regulation and –organisation (paper III ctd.)
We used the model results and the many observations on the various scales to sharpen our ideas on
self-regulating and self-organising raised bogs. Bog Sphagna are what are called ecosystem engineers
that change their environment to their own advantage, which involves various biological, physical and
(bio-)chemical feedbacks in which the presence of bog Sphagna stimulates the expansion of bog
Sphagna (van Breemen 1995).
We limited ourselves to hydrological feedbacks. Hydrological self-regulation of a raised bog is based
on three principles (Joosten and Couwenberg 2019, cf. Joosten 1993, Waddington et al. 2014): i)
Regulating evaporation, ii) following the water level (mire oscillation), and iii) changing transmissivity
and storativity. The measurements presented in paper III and summarised above focus on the third
principle.
As a self-organising system, a raised bog finds a compromise between small pore space that limits
transmissivity and run-off and large pore space that supports storativity and water storage. The bog
finds compromises on multiple levels (Couwenberg & Joosten 1999), for which we distinguished a total
of 16 hydrological self-regulation mechanisms. Self-regulation mechanisms work to maintain the
status quo; they are negative feedbacks that dampen or constrain changes to the system.
The most important self-regulating mechanism of a raised bog is the acrotelm. The acrotelm consists
of the upper few decimetres of living plants and the recently formed upper peat layer. Its most
important property is that it shows a steep decrease in pore space with depth. If the water table is
below the surface, aerobic decomposition of the dead plants and peat can proceed rather rapidly. The
resulting loss of dead plant and peat material also leads to a loss of pore space. Yet, this lost pore space
is continuously replenished from above by new plant material. As the older material below has been
subject to more decomposition and longer pressure from unsaturated layers above, a distinct gradient
in pore space results, as we saw in the profile measurements of hydraulic conductivity.
The steep gradient in pore space forces lateral run-off of water, which creates new options for
regulation (Ivanov 1981, Ingram 1982). The ease with which the water flows depends on the
transmissivity of the peat, which is the integral of hydraulic conductivity over depth. The steep gradient
in pore space means that when the water table rises, lateral water flow is increasingly through thicker
layers with an increasingly higher hydraulic conductivity. As a result, excess water flows off quickly but
diffusely without causing erosion. When the water table drops, lateral flow is more and more restricted
to thinner layers with less and less hydraulic conductivity. If the water table has dropped sufficiently,
lateral discharge may even stop completely (Verry 1984, Van der Schaaf 1999).
Because the Sphagnum growing on top replenishes the pore space that is lost due to decomposition
and compaction below, the storativity of the acrotelm remains large and water table fluctuations are

well buffered: The water table remains within decimetres from the surface. The peat below – called
the catotelm – remains permanently water saturated.
The acrotelm fulfils two tasks: it offers high storativity combined with transmissivity that it regulates
as needed. It covers the entire raised bog and it is the only regulation mechanism that works through
a pattern, viz. the vertical gradient in pore space. Other regulation mechanisms are subordinate to the
acrotelm. They change the vertical gradient of the acrotelm in time or split its tasks in space, which is
associated with distinct surface patterns.
In paper III, we give an extensive explanation of how the vertical gradient is flexed in time in reaction
to changes in the water table; then at how it can diversify in space as the mire adapts to local
conditions, which expresses itself in higher organisational levels.
For example, we have learned from the hydraulic conductivity measurements that conductivities
decrease very strongly in reaction to a drop in water table, as it compresses the peat. This reduction is
much more effective than the one provided by the static pore space gradient measured in the profiles.
This mechanism much enhances the response of the acrotelm.
Another example: on steep slopes an acrotelm with large pores cannot persist. Yet, we have seen that
on such slopes a string-flark complex develops in a self-organising manner. The tasks of the acrotelm
are split in space: the flarks are more about high storativity, the strings more about limited
transmissivity. On a very large scale, we have seen that the raised bog compresses the underlying fen
peat. As a result, seepage losses from an ever higher bog to the underground are much reduced.

Figure 10: Tentative overview of hydrological self-regulation mechanisms of a living raised bog in space
and time. On the horizontal axis (in 10x m²) the surface over which the mechanisms work, on the
vertical axis the reaction time with which they react to changes (in 10x y, with more familiar units on
the secondary axes). Note the logarithmic scale of the axes (from paper III).

The hydrological self-regulation mechanisms that we identified each work on their own respective
spatial and temporal scale. We created a tentative overview of the spatio-temporal extent of each
mechanism (Fig. 10). Other mechanism may exist and we do not claim to know the exact limits of each
mechanism. There is a conspicuous lack of mechanisms in the combined small spatial and large
temporal scale realm (upper left corner in Fig. 10). Here we would situate evolution of genetically
different peat mosses with distinct phenotypic expression. We do not see ourselves fit to place a box
here. The lack of habitat related genetic differences in our analysis may indicate that selective forces
and consequent genetic evolution may work – at least concerning Sphagnum magellanicum – over
longer time scales than our bog has existed (or even all Sphagnum magellanicum bogs in the Southern
Hemisphere).
We see that the various mechanisms we identified overlap both in space and time, which means there
is redundancy in the self-regulation of the system. Raised bogs, when in a natural state, are among the
most resilient ecosystems known; resilience that is provided by feedbacks and back-up systems to
these feedbacks. Note that the reaction time of the self-regulation mechanisms differs from their
build-up time. In case of surface oscillation for example, thousands of years may be needed to build
up a peat body of sufficient thickness for it to ‘breathe’ effectively. Once such a peat body exists,
surface oscillation reacts instantaneously to changes in water supply, however.

1.6 A search image for the tropics (paper IV)
Even though there were descriptions of peat from tropical Southeast Asia already since 1794, standard
scientific consensus was that peat formation was confined to the cold regions of the world. It took until
1909, before the idea of tropics without peat was changed (see Joosten 2016 for a review). The new
consensus became that peat occurrence in the tropics was restricted to groundwater fed peatlands.
Only in 1933, Betje Polak could convincingly show that most of the large peatlands found in the
lowlands of Southeast Asia are actually bogs (Polak 1933).
However, these tropical raised bogs look nothing like the well-known Sphagnum bogs (Van Doorn
1959). Already in 1900, Gustaaf Molengraaff mentioned the existence of raised bogs on the Madi
Plateau (inland Borneo), noticing how the peat was made up mainly of trees instead of the mosses and
dwarf shrubs he knew from the raised bogs of the temperate zone (Molengraaff 1900).
Still, like Sphagnum raised bogs, the raised bogs of the tropics are also only fed by rain water. Yet, even
in the humid tropics it is not raining most of the time and so these raised bogs need self-regulation
mechanisms to buffer the strong variations in rain water input. We used our ideas and insights on selfregulation in Sphagnum raised bogs to look for similar patterns and responses in tropical peat swamps.
We were first of all looking for structures that – like the acrotelm in Sphagnum raised bogs – combine
small transmissivity with large storativity. An acrotelm layer, similar to that of Sphagnum bogs, with a
distinct, fine-scaled gradient in pore space is not present in tropical peat swamps. Aerobic decay on
the forest floor is rapid (Brady 1997, Chimner & Ewel 2005, Yule 2008), whereas below-ground
anaerobic decomposition of the more recalcitrant material is low (cf. Miyajima et al. 1997, Jackson et
al. 2008, Couwenberg et al. 2010).
We know that the tasks of the acrotelm can also be split in horizontal space in Sphagnum raised bogs.
When we looked at tropical peat swamps with this search image, we found some answers. We
recognised that in undisturbed peat swamps the water table is actually above the surface for much of
the year (e.g. Anderson 1964, Ong & Yogeswaran 1992, Takahashi et al. 2000, de Vries 2003, Hooijer
2005, Cobb et al. 2017). In these domed tropical peat swamps we find trees growing on hummocks of
root material and litter. Particularly large hummocks establish around buttressed trees (Shimamura &
Mimose 2005, 2007). Spreading plank buttresses are additional elements that restrict the movement
of water across the forest floor (Herwitz 1988, Takahashi et al. 2000, Kayama et al. 2000). There is a
gradient in transmissivity above the permanently saturated lower peat (the catotelm) by litter and
vegetation including buttress roots. This structure is already apparent in the first sketches from a

tropical peat swamp forest by Sijfert Koorders (Potonié 1907). The lower the water level drops, the
more runoff is obstructed (Cobb et al. 2017, see also Bragg 1997, Hoekman & Vrielink 2007). This
pattern of live and dead plant material and the general surface roughness also result in large amounts
of water being withheld in depression storage and surface detention (Herwitz 1988, Cobb et al. 2017).
The peat swamp forest floor and the lower part of the above-ground vegetation thus fulfil the
combined but horizontally separated tasks of limited transmissivity and high storativity.
We could identify several additional hydrological feedback loops that mirror the mechanisms found in
Sphagnum raised bogs. For example, where Sphagnum changes albedo through bleaching, peat swamp
forest trees may shed their leaves during droughts (Goldammer 2007). Although limited, surface
oscillation has also been observed in tropical peat swamps (Hoekman & Vrielink 2007). The size and
extent of buttresses change along hydrological gradients (Anderson 1983, Bruenig 1990). As in
Sphagnum raised bogs different, more adapted species may establish in response to hydrological
changes. Also in peat swamps, coalesced hummocks have been described (Yonebayashi et al. 1997).
Black water streams are common in peat swamp forests and prevent the bog from becoming too wet
and unstable. Bog bursts that reset large parts of the system have been described as well (Wilford
1966, Lee & Pradhan 2006)

Figure 11: René Dommain vs. a buttress root in a tropical peat swamp forest in Brunei Darussalam.
Photo: Hans Joosten.

1.7 Everything is connected (papers I, II, III, IV)
A raised bog is actually “three times nothing”: it is extremely poor in nutrients, it lacks buffer capacity,
which makes it very acidic, and it consists largely of pore space. The first two properties result in the
selection of hardy species and in only limited rates of decomposition. Accordingly, they in fact facilitate
the effective dealing with porosity – limiting transmissivity without losing too much storativity – which
is crucial to the origin and survival of a raised bog on any spatial scale.
The raised bog does not build up the necessary self-regulation mechanisms in a targeted manner. The
mechanisms we explained are all based on simple physical, chemical and biological principles. They

simply exist and combine to contribute to a highly complex self-organised and self-regulating
landscape. In all its complexity, the development of the raised bog self-regulation system is a result of
evolutionary selection: only the mechanisms that ‘work’ can be found. For example, a mechanism
which would produce larger losses at lower water tables cannot be found, because it cannot lead to a
stable, peat conserving situation.
The interconnections are all very clear in the simple world of the Valle de Andorra mire, but they exist
elsewhere too. Sometimes, it takes the right search image to see them. Although they differ in their
practical workings, in principle similar feedbacks exist in the physiognomically very different tropical
domed peat swamps of Southeast Asia (paper IV).
To allow a peatland to grow out of the influence of constant groundwater discharge and to persist by
the irregular supply of “merely rain and dew of heaves” (Dau 1823) is no small feat. Ombrotrophic
peatlands with hardly/much less self-regulation mechanisms do exist in climates with abundant and
very regular rainwater supply, such as the ‘blanket bogs’ in highly oceanic areas and the ‘percolation
bogs’ in the extremely humid warm-temperate climate of Colchis, Transcaucasia. In more normal
climates with intermittent rainfall, however, self-regulation mechanisms must realise the ‘critical
compromise’ between transmissivity and storativity.
In the Sphagnum dominated peatlands of the Northern Hemisphere and Tierra del Fuego only a
handful of Sphagnum species seem to have the right characteristics to shape that critical compromise
on various levels of organisation, and we have seen it can even be done with only one of these
Sphagnum species, basically even without genetic diversity. The comparatively wide distribution of
such Sphagnum ‘acrotelm’ raised bogs, from the subarctic to the temperate-continental climate zone,
shows the impressive effectiveness of this strategy.
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The development of regular, oriented hummock-hollow or string-flark patterns in
boreal peatlands can be explained by a simple spatially explicit model in which
hummocks have a lower hydraulic conductivity than hollows and are more likely to
occur at lower water levels. Revisiting a previously published model, the function used
to simulate water flow is shown to be faulty. Nevertheless, the corrected model confirms
the general conclusions of the original paper, showing the robustness of the approach.
Five phases can be discerned in the development of the pattern. Once the hummock
strings reach from left to right across the grid, there is an increase in the volume of
water stored in the system. The number of hummocks and hollows differs substantially
from what would be expected based on the mean water level, showing that their
arrangement is more important than the actual number of hummocks.
Parameter settings at which a pattern develops are sharply delineated, indicating there
is a positive feedback mechanism that enhances initial patterning. Like in natural mire
systems, the patterns anastomose and merge. In contrast to what is generally assumed
for natural systems, the patterns show a distinct downward movement.
J. Couwenberg (couw@gmx.net), Inst. of Botany and Landscape Ecology, Univ. of
Greifswald, Grimmerstrasse 88, D-17487 Greifswald, Germany.

Regular spatial patterns in vegetation are more the
exception than the rule (Herben and Hara 2003). The
seeming lack of complexity, however, makes regularly
patterned vegetation an interesting object for studying
the interactions that may act as the organisational force
in ecosystems. The regular vegetation patterns of
(semi-)arid ecosystems have been extensively studied
and modelled (Ludwig and Tongway 1995, Lefever and
Lejeune 1997, HilleRisLambers et al. 2001). Also mire
ecosystems display regular patterns of vegetation types,
relief structures, and peat types. Most conspicuously
these can be observed in the regular hummock-hollow
patterns of boreal mires (Fig. 1), consisting of linear
ridges aligned perpendicular to the slope (Gams and
Ruoff 1929, Sjörs 1961, Aartolahti 1965, Ivanov 1981,
Glaser 1999). Attempts to explain the origin of these
patterns range from the surface simply following underground relief (Radforth 1969), to solifluction (Pearsall
1956), or frost action (Auer 1920, Sjörs 1961). Rietkerk

et al. (2004a) proposed differences in evapotranspiration
and resulting redistribution of nutrients as a driving
force behind the patterning, thereby linking these wet
peatlands to (semi-)arid ecosystems (Rietkerk et al.
2004b).
A promising explanation of peatland patterning was
proposed by Kulczyński (1949): water flowing through
the uppermost peat layers tends to pond up behind
hummocks, causing the formation of hollows upslope.
Ivanov (1981) explained the lateral extension of hummocks to form ridges or strings by increased productivity due to rheotrophic effects where flowlines converge.
This hypothesis, however, fails to explain the regular
spacing between strings as well as the prevalence of
nutrient poor conditions on the hummocks (Swanson
and Grigal 1988). Instead of nutrient conditions, a
simulation model presented by Swanson and Grigal
(1988) takes the water table as determining factor in the
formation of hummocks and hollows (cf. Alexandrov
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Fig. 1. Oblique aerial view of a patterned mire in Kamchatka.
Photo: M. Succow.

1988, Belya and Clymo 2001, Nungesser 2003). A
difference in hydraulic conductivity of hummocks and
hollows (Ivanov 1981) creates a feedback loop in which
the type of surface element influences the water table,
which in turn affects the type of surface element. Such
feedback loops are essential in self-organisation
(Couwenberg and Joosten 1999).
The model of Swanson and Grigal (1988) consists of a
uniformly sloping grid of cells, each square being either a
‘‘hummock’’ or a ‘‘hollow’’ with a different hydraulic
conductivity. The probability of a given cell being a
‘‘hummock’’ or a ‘‘hollow’’ is a function of the water
level in the cell attained during the previous step / which
is determined by the hydraulic conductivity and the
water level of the cell and the cells directly adjacent to it
/ and a user-defined transition function (Fig. 2). The
water levels at the upper and lower end of the grid are
kept at a constant level.
This simple model may indeed explain the formation
of a regular pattern of linear strings of hummock and
hollow vegetation aligned perpendicular to the slope.
The following observations were made (Swanson and
0

0.5

1

p

waterlevel

0

-0.05

Fig. 2. The probability p of a hummock occurring in a cell as
determined by the water level in that cell. The probability of a
hollow occurring is equal to 1/p.
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Grigal 1988): 1) If the water table at the upper and lower
ends of the grid is placed very high or very low, the grid
is dominated by hollows or hummocks respectively and
no pattern develops. 2) Steeper slopes lead to a quicker
development of more pronounced patterns. Very steep or
gentle lopes lead to a dominance of hummocks or
hollows, respectively and no pattern develops. 3) A
larger difference between the conductivity of hummocks
vs hollows leads to more pronounced patterns. No
pattern develops at small differences. 4) A shorter
interval over which the probability of hummock formation changes from zero to one (cf. Fig. 2), causes patterns
to form on gentler slopes.
In spite of its success in explaining mire patterning,
the model was never widely cited, nor was it developed
further. In this paper the robustness of the original
model is tested, inaccuracies are pointed out, and
improvements proposed. Finally, an outlook on expanding the model is presented.

The original model
The original model used a steady-state approach to
calculate water flow in a square grid. Initially the water
table (relative to the surface) throughout the grid is set at
the same level as at the upper and lower end, where water
levels are kept at a constant level. Using the probability
function shown in Fig. 2, each cell is assigned either
hummock or hollow and a random distribution of
hummocks and hollows results. Water is then allowed
to flow downslope by successive approximations, each
time calculating new water table heights until the water
level in 95% of the cells changes B/0.0002 units. Using
the resulting water tables and the probability function
(Fig. 2), each cell is newly assigned hummock or hollow.
Each calculation with a new distribution of hummocks
and hollows will be called a development step here.
The water flow is assumed to occur in the near surface
layer and approximations are based on a finite difference
approach to the two-dimensional partial differential
equation describing steady-state flow
Tx

12 h
12 h
Ty
0
1x2
1y2

(1)

where Tx, Ty [L2T 1] are the transmissivity in the
horizontal x- and y-directions, respectively and h [L] is
the vertical position of the water table, assumed to be
equal to the hydraulic head. The equation implicitly
assumes the absence of flow in the vertical (z) direction.
It implies the principle of mass conservation, the
assumption of incompressible flow, and the validity of
Darcy’s law. T is the integral of the hydraulic conductivity k [LT 1] over the saturated depth of the (surficial)
water-transmitting layer (aquifer).
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A finite-difference approach for eq. (1) in a square
grid with grid size DxDy [L] is (Smith 1978):
Tx

(hx1;y  2hx;y  hx1;y )
(Dx)2
Ty

(hx;y1  2hx;y  hx;y1 )
(Dy)2

0

(2)

In a square grid the denominators of both terms of the
left hand member are equal and hence may be cancelled.
However, because the transmissivity may vary between
adjoining cells in both directions, the remaining terms of
eq. (2) have to be split up for opposite sides of any cell
(x,y). This yields
Tx1;y (hx1;y hx;y )Tx1;y (hx1;y hx;y )
Tx;y1 (hx;y1 hx;y )Tx;y1 (hx;y1 hx;y )0

(3)

where the suffixes of T denote the effective transmissivity
between adjoining cells. Rearranging eq. (3) yields an
explicit expression for hx,y:

hx;y 

between elements of the same type (i.e. from hollow to
hollow or from hummock to hummock). When using it
to simulate flow between elements of different types
(i.e. from hollow to hummock or vice versa), however, it
causes a change in the total amount of water in the
system. This can be illustrated by a one-dimensional
system (Fig. 3). The grid is divided in two parts, the cells
on the left hand side having the same transmissivity (Ta)
and the same initial water table height (ha) which differ
from those of the cells on the right hand side (Tb and hb).
In the one-dimensional system calculations only concern
two neighbouring cells and eq. (4) yields:
hx 

hx1 Tx1  hx1 Tx1

(5)

Tx1  Tx1

Only the water table heights of the middle two cells
change during the first iteration step:
h?a  h?b 

ha Ta  hb Tb
Ta  Tb

(6)

hx1;y Tx1;y  hx1;y Tx1;y  hx;y1 Tx;y1  hx;y1 Tx;y1

(4)

Tx1;y  Tx1;y  Tx;y1  Tx;y1

The water table height in any cell with grid coordinates (x,y) can thus be approximated as a weighted
average of the water level of all adjoining with
weighting factors T. In accordance with Swanson and
Grigal (1988), we used the T value of the cell from
which the flow is occurring. This steady-state approach
was applied in the model grid for each development
step.
We implemented the model using Matlab (Mathworks
2000). Our model included a considerably increased grid
size (200 /200 vs 20 /60 originally) and number of
development steps (200 vs a dozen originally). The
results of Swanson and Grigal (1988) could in general
be confirmed. Using the same parameter settings, a
similar pattern developed. The total amount of water in
the system increased between successive development
steps. This may be explained by the hummocks forming
increasingly more efficient barriers to downward water
flow. After a dozen or so development steps (i.e. beyond
the number of steps shown by Swanson and Grigal
1988), however, the amount of water in the system had
increased so much that the strings of hummocks were
drowned and started to disintegrate. Finally, hardly any
hummocks survived and the grid became dominated by
hollows, showing no striping pattern at all.
Testing in a closed system with a fixed amount of
water showed that the approximation used to simulate
water flow (eq. 4) is perfectly suited to calculate flow
ECOGRAPHY 28:5 (2005)

The total amount of water in the middle two cells at
iteration step 0 equals (ha/hb), after the first iteration
(ha?/hb? ). The change in the amount of water thus equals
(ha?/hb? )/(ha/hb), or:

Diff 2×



ha Ta  hb Tb
Ta  Tb

(ha hb )

(7)

a) transmissivity

Ta

Ta

Ta

Tb

Tb

Tb

b) water table heights
Iteration 0

ha

ha

ha

hb

hb

hb

ha´

hb´

hb

hb

Iteration 1

ha

ha

Fig. 3. A one-dimensional system in which water flow occurs
according to the approximation function used by Swanson and
Grigal (1988) (eq. 2; see text). The transmissivity of the cells is
shown in Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b shows the initial water table heights
and those after one iteration step. Further explanation: see text.
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Rearranging yields:
Diff 

Ta  Tb
Ta  Tb

×(ha hb )

Results
(8)

Equation (8) can only be equal to 0 if either Ta /Tb or
ha /hb, all other substitutions result in water being lost
or gained by the system. If the water table height is
highest in the cell with the higher transmissivity (i.e. if
ha /hb and Ta /Tb or reversely hb /ha and Tb /Ta),
then the above term is always positive and the total
amount of water in the system increases. This connection
between water level and transmissivity of a cell is given
by the transition function shown in Fig. 2. Repeated
iterations may reduce the initial increase in the total
amount of water somewhat, but will not correct the
error.
Over the first ten development steps the effect of the
increased amount of water is negligible; afterwards the
incremental addition of water to the system causes it to
‘‘drown’’, leading to a dominance of hollows. Even
though this dominance leads to a larger flux and
increased run-off of surplus water, this does not correct
the error intrinsic to the function.

The adjusted model
Further simulations were done by explicitly implementing the Darcy-law of water flow by calculating the
hydraulic heads between a central cell and each of its
four neighbours respectively and then calculating flow
between a pair of cells by multiplying by transmissivity.
Iterations were repeated until water levels in /99% of
the cells changed B/0.0002 units. In contrast to the
original simulations by Swanson and Grigal (1988),
where the sides of the grid were rigid, the left hand
side is connected to the right hand side of the grid and
water that flows off one side enters at the other, this to
avoid boundary effects in the initial stages of pattern
formation. Simulations with rigid borders did not lead
to significantly different results. The same applies to
simulations with additional precipitation water input to
the cells.
Besides graphically, patterns are described by the ratio
of the variance of the number of hummocks per row of
cells and the mean number of hummocks per row of cells
(Swanson and Grigal 1988). This relative variance is
close to 1 when hummocks are arranged randomly and
increases with more distinct organisation in rows. A
value of ca 2 indicates a discernable pattern. Other
variables used to describe the development of the system
are the fraction of hummocks, the mean, minimum, and
maximum water level, and the number of water flow
iterations steps between development steps.
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Using the same standard parameter settings [slope: 2%;
water level at the top of the grid: /0.02; water level at
which phummock /1: /0.05; ratio transmissivity of
hummocks vs that of hollows: 1:10] as Swanson and
Grigal (1988), results show that although a pattern
develops within the first ten development steps, this
does not remain stable but becomes much more pronounced over time (Fig. 4). Five phases can be discerned
in the development of the pattern.
During the first phase, which lasts ca 10 development
steps, an initial pattern develops. The fraction of
hummocks and hollows remains stable at the level
imposed by the water level at the top and bottom of
the field (Fig. 5a). The mean water level does not change
but minimum and maximum levels diverge rather rapidly
(Fig. 5b). The redistribution of water apparently takes
place in horizontally oriented hummock-hollow patterns
as is illustrated by the dramatic increase in relative
variance (Fig. 5c). The number of iterations needed to
reach near stable water levels also increases (Fig. 5d).
In the second phase that approximately lasts 20
development steps (10 /30), a coarser, more pronounced
pattern develops (Fig. 4). The mean water level increases
(Fig. 5b) and the fraction of hummocks correspondingly
shows a slight decrease (Fig. 5a). Minimum and maximum water levels only diverge slightly. Relative variance
further increases (Fig. 5c), as does the number of
iterations between subsequent development steps
(Fig. 5d).
The third phase lasts another 20 or so development
steps (30 /50) and during this phase uninterrupted
strings form from left to right across the grid (Fig. 4).
There is a rapid increase in the number of hummocks
(Fig. 5a), whereas the mean water level hardly changes
(Fig. 5b). The further divergence of the minimum and
maximum water levels (Fig. 5c) means hummock strings
are becoming drier and are (collectively) more effective
in ponding water upslope, causing hollows to become
wetter. The relative variance increases to maximum
values during this phase (Fig. 5d) and the number of
iterations between time steps rises steeply.
During the fourth phase, which lasts ca 100 development steps (50 /150), the number of hummocks steadily
decreases to values lower than the initial values (Fig. 5a).
This is mirrored by the mean water level that slowly
increases (Fig. 5b), although the fraction of hummocks
is still much larger than would be expected based on the
mean water level and the probability function (Fig. 2)
alone. Maximum water levels continue to increase,
whereas minimum water levels remain stable (Fig. 5b).
Relative variance decreases during this phase (Fig. 5c).
This is related to an increased number of increasingly
narrower strings aligned off the exact horizontal (Fig. 4).
ECOGRAPHY 28:5 (2005)

Fig. 4. A typical run showing the development of a regularly spaced striping pattern. Black pixels denote hummocks, white pixels
hollows. The development steps of the snapshots are given in the right corner underneath the respective snapshots. The surface of
the simulated mire slopes from top to bottom. The grid size is 200/200 cells. Parameter settings are as follows: slope: 2%; water
level at the top of the grid: /0.02; water level at which phummock /1: /0.05; ratio transmissivity of hummocks vs that of hollows:
1:10.

During the final phase relative variance stabilises
(Fig. 5c), as do the mean and maximum water levels
(Fig. 5b), although the latter shows rather large variations. The same accounts for the fraction of hummocks
(Fig. 5a) and the number of iterations between development steps (Fig. 5d).
The shaded areas in Fig. 7 show the parameter
settings at which a pattern develops. Whereas any
combination of parameters that lies within the shaded
areas results in a clear pattern over time, a parameter
ECOGRAPHY 28:5 (2005)

combination arbitrarily close to, but outside of the
shaded areas will not yield any regular striping pattern.
Our results in general confirm the observations of
Swanson and Grigal (1988). Very high and very low
water levels at the top and bottom of the grid indeed
prevent a pattern from developing. The steeper the slope,
the sooner a distinct pattern develops. At very gentle
slopes, the grid is dominated by hollows and no pattern
develops. With larger differences between the hydraulic
conductivities of hummocks and hollows the patterns
657

a)

are more sharply delineated. With very small differences
no pattern develops. An increased sensitivity of hummock and hollow formation to water level variations (i.e.
a higher water level at which phummock /1, cf. Fig. 2)
leads to pattern formation at gentler slopes and at
smaller differences in hydraulic conductivities.
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Fig. 5. Various variables and their development in time during
the ‘‘standard’’ run depicted in Fig. 4. The alternatively shaded
and non-shaded areas denote the phases as discussed in the text.
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The fact that distinct striping patterns developed in the
original model by Swanson and Grigal (1988) in spite of
its faulty water flow function, shows the robustness of
this approach to explain the origin of such patterning.
The revised model shows complex dynamics before stable
patterns establish. The relationship between these stable
patterns and the different parameters has not yet been
quantified; preliminary visual study confirms the general
conclusions drawn by Swanson and Grigal (1988).
First of all, the slope of the mire must be steep
enough. Even on extremely steep slopes the model shows
the development of a striping pattern. This is because
water can only flow through the hummocks and hollows,
which have a uniform hydraulic conductivity over depth.
In reality, hydraulic conductivity increases with higher
water levels (Ivanov 1981, Ingram and Bragg 1984), and
water also flows over the surface, leading to hummocks
dominating steep slopes. These artefacts of the model
must be addressed in future implementations, by simulating surface run off and by making water fluxes
dependent on water level.
Secondly, the water supply to the mire may not to be
too small or too large. The first results in hummocks
dominating the system without a pattern developing.
The second case is less likely to occur in nature, as again
surplus water would run off either over the surface or
through the upper, more permeable layers.
In contrast to what Swanson and Grigal (1988)
suggested, patterning does not depend on the difference
between the hydraulic conductivity of hummocks versus
that of hollows. Although it must be high enough for the
hummocks to impede the water flow, even very small
differences may eventually lead to a conspicuous striping
pattern if the other parameter values are right.
Finally the difference between the water level at which
the probability of hollow formation is equal to one and
that at which the probability of hummock formation is
equal to one (Fig. 2), should not be too large, i.e. the
establishment of either hummock or hollow vegetation
should be sensitive enough to differences in water level.
In short, water flow acts as the organisational force
behind the pattern formation in the simulation model
and this force needs to be strong enough. Furthermore,
the water level should sufficiently affect the character of
the vegetation and the surface elements. The simulations
show that these conditions are easily fulfilled.
ECOGRAPHY 28:5 (2005)
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The sharp delineation of the shaded area in Fig. 7
suggests that the striping pattern is self-enhancing. With
initial lumping of hummocks and hollows, a positive
feedback mechanism is initiated, which results in a
distinct pattern (Couwenberg and Joosten 1999). No
such feedback mechanism operates outside the shaded
areas where the differentiating force that drives this
mechanism is obviously not strong enough.
In contrast to the reaction-diffusion model of Rietkerk et al. (2004a) the organising force for the horizontal
patterning, gravitation driven water flow, can only
express itself on a slope. The absence of patterns on
gentle slopes is in accordance with field observations of
aapa mires (Tanttu 1915, Auer 1920) and raised bog
domes (Venema 1855, Weber 1902, Masing 1982). In
these systems, the prevalence of nutrient poor conditions
on hummocks (Osvald 1923, Dierssen 1984) and the
lower rates of evapotranspiration of hummocks compared to hollows (Romanov 1968, Edom 2001) contradict the hypothesis of nutrient mass flow driven through
evapotranspiration. The latter mechanism may still
apply to maze patterns in flat fens (cf. Rietkerk et al.
2004a). Own field observations suggest that such extensive flat minerotrophic mires are rare.
The change in dynamics that occurs once the hummock strings reach from left to right across the grid
indicates that the size of the peatland has an effect on
these dynamics. Random distribution of elements can
also result in percolation (connecting clusters) across the
grid (Stauffer 1985). Spatial organisation is necessary for
both types of elements to percolate. The ‘‘closing off’’ of
the peatland by uninterrupted strings of hummocks
leads to an increase in the volume of water stored in
the system. The number of hummocks is nowhere near
what would be expected based on the mean water level
and the probability function (Fig. 2) alone. Not only the
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Fig. 7. Parameter settings at which a pattern develops. Only the
parameters denoted on the axes are varied whilst others are kept
at their standard values. The standard parameter setting (cf.
Fig. 4) is denoted by a dot. A regular striping pattern develops
for all parameter settings within the shaded areas.

Fig. 6. A plot of the central column of the grid against
development steps, showing the movement of the pattern down
the slope. For each development step (total 200 steps, x-axis) the
central vertical column of the grid was plotted consecutively.
ECOGRAPHY 28:5 (2005)

number of elements matters, but their arrangement is
even more important (Couwenberg and Joosten 1999).
Remarkably, the hummock-hollow pattern shows
anastomosing and merging patterns that can also be
observed in natural mire systems (Fig. 1). There is no
explicit cause for these features; they are the result of the
collision of horizontally expanding patterns that have
originated at random locations in the grid.
The pattern of hummocks and hollows shows a
distinct downward movement (Fig. 6). In nascent form,
this could already be observed in the data presented
by Swanson and Grigal (1988). Water will penetrate
hummock structures from upslope whereas their relative
659

impermeability will cause areas downslope to become
drier. This leads to migration of hummock structures
down the slope. Although hollows and hummocks are
reported to move through time (Karofeld 1998, Koutaniemi 1999), there is no evidence of a continuous
migration of strings down the slope. In nature, the
position of mire surface elements seems to show
resilience to change (Casparie 1969, 1972, Barber 1981,
1994, Koutaniemi 1999). In case of pools, open water
constitutes an extreme irreversible state that leads to peat
losses rather than growth (Foster et al. 1988). The
introduction of such resilience and irreversibility into
the model, together with a wider variety of elements, and
a more sophisticated model of their establishment (cf.
Belya and Clymo 2001, Pastor et al. 2002, Nungesser
2003) would place the model closer to reality and may
undo the inherent downward movement of the patterns.
These shortcomings shall be addressed in building
additional working blocks to be put on top of the existing
basis. The resulting model may also be used to test
‘‘alien’’ or impossible parameter settings, thus providing
insight into the limits of mire systems and into the
selective forces that led to mires as they exist today.
This simulation model illustrates how simple smallscale processes can create complex spatial vegetation
patterns. The study of the development of these obvious
patterns may contribute to our understanding of ecosystems and their organisation. The correspondence of field
observations with model results does not demonstrate
that the modelled interactions are indeed the underlying
principle for patterns found in the field (Herben and
Hara 2003). It does, however, stimulate the development
of new search images and hypotheses that can be tested in
the field. Own hydrologic field measurements in a
patterned raised bog in Tierra del Fuego (Argentina)
indicate that the basic assumptions of the model indeed
apply. Here hummocks and hollows only show quantitative differences in plant cover and are both dominated by
only one bryophyte species, Sphagnum magellanicum .
This limited complexity makes this particular patterned
peatland an ideal object for further study.
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Summary
1 Raised bogs of the boreal and temperate zone typically show surface patterning on
two distinct organizational levels. A conspicuous pattern of alternating dry strings and
wet flarks aligned perpendicular to the slope occurs in combination with other microtopes, resulting in a mesotope pattern.
2 Patterning on both these levels can be explained by a simple, spatially explicit model
that assumes predominantly lateral water flow through an acrotelm that is draped over
a dome-shaped catotelm. The model distinguishes two types of surface elements: hummocks with low transmissivity growing under dry conditions and hollows with high
transmissivity growing under wet conditions.
3 Hummocks dam up water and stimulate the development of hollows upslope, whereas
hollows effectively drain upslope areas, stimulating the development of hummocks. If
the dome is steep and the recharge high enough, this leads to the development of a
string–flark microtope.
4 Four distinct types of microtopes are distinguished: (i) areas entirely covered by
hummocks, (ii) randomly arranged hummocks and hollows, (iii) string–flark striping
patterns and (iv) areas entirely covered by hollows.
5 Different combinations of sharply delineated microtopes occur with different parameter
settings, allowing for the classification of four types of raised bog mesotopes. In addition
to such qualitative differences, the extent and composition of the microtopes vary with
parameter settings, reflecting the variety observed in natural systems.
6 Our simple simulation model shows how small-scale, local processes can create a variety
of large and complex landscape patterns. These patterns can be used to describe raised
bogs in terms of biological entities of a higher organizational order (ecosystem biodiversity), typically recognizable in often species-poor peatland ecosystems.
Key-words: ecosystem biodiversity, hollows, hummocks, pattern formation, peatland
hydrology, peatland, raised bog, self-organization, simulation model, string–flark patterns
Journal of Ecology (2005) 93, 1238–1248
doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2745.2005.01035.x

Introduction
Raised bogs of the boreal and temperate zone commonly show striking surface patterns consisting of
strings of hummocks and hollows arranged perpendicular to the slope (Fig. 1; Gams & Ruoff 1929; Sjörs
1961; Ivanov 1981; Glaser 1999). Various explanations
for this phenomenon have been proposed (Auer 1920),
ranging from solifluction ( Weber 1910; Von Post &
Sernander 1910), fissuring (Pearsall 1956), frost action
(Sjörs 1961), differential thawing of surface elements
© 2005 British
Ecological Society
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(Auer 1920), differences in the local rate of peat accumulation (Alexandrov 1988; Foster et al. 1988) and
litter transport (Tanttu 1915; Sakaguchi 1980), to the
patterns simply reflecting underground relief (Auer 1920;
Radforth 1969). Recently, differences in evapotranspiration of vegetation types and resulting differences
in nutrient availability were proposed as an alternative
explanation (Rietkerk et al. 2004b), thereby linking
peatlands to other patterned nutrient limited systems
like tiger bush and similar arid ecosystems (Rietkerk
et al. 2004a).
Some of the most convincing explanations for the
origin of the striping patterns on raised bog domes
focus on the feedback mechanisms that exist between
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Fig. 1 Oblique aerial view of a patterned raised bog on the Onega peninsula (Russia). Photo: Michael Succow.
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the vegetation, peat and water (Couwenberg & Joosten
1999). Most clearly, these can be observed in Sphagnumdominated systems, where differences in local water
levels lead to intra- and interspecific changes in the
mosses (Beijerinck 1934; Overbeck & Happach 1957;
Clymo & Hayward 1982; Hayward & Clymo 1983;
Panov 1991) and in decomposition rates (Clymo &
Hayward 1982; Rochefort et al. 1990; Vitt 1990; Hogg
1993). These changes affect the hydraulic properties of
the uppermost mire layer, the acrotelm (Ivanov 1981),
which in turn affect the local water levels. On drier sites
hummocks develop with a typically lower hydraulic
conductivity than the hollows that develop on wetter
sites (Ivanov 1981; cf. Belyea & Clymo 2001).
In raised bogs (acrotelm bog sensu Couwenberg &
Joosten 1999; cf. diplotelmic raised bog sensu Ingram
1978), where the predominant flow of water is lateral
through the acrotelm ( Ivanov 1981) and where the dome
shape results in a centrifugal water flow, the interdependency of water level, vegetation and peat leads to
ponding of water upslope of hummocks, creating
wetter conditions that stimulate the development of
hollows (Malmström 1923). Hollows with their higher
hydraulic conductivity will drain upslope areas, creating drier conditions that stimulate the development of
hummocks. Finally, a striping pattern of hummock
strings and hollow flarks aligned perpendicularly to
the slope results. Although not explicitly stated, this
mechanism was originally proposed by Kulczy˜ski
(1949).
Using spatially explicit computer simulations, Swanson & Grigal (1988) showed that such a dependency of
vegetation and surface elements on water levels, combined with a difference in hydraulic conductivity of the
elements, will lead to the formation of striping patterns
on an inclined surface when the water flux is sufficiently
large. Revisiting this model, we were able to show that
this may also account for meandering and merging
string–flark striping patterns as they are observed in
natural systems (Couwenberg in press). Furthermore,

the formation of such patterns is controlled by positive
feedback mechanisms that cause a sharply defined relation between parameter settings and the presence or
absence of the strings and flarks.
The concentric rings of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ elements (cf. Goode 1973) vary from hummock–lawn to
hummock–hollow to hummock–pool combinations
( Masing 1972). We will refer to this combination of
elongated ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ elements as the
string–flark complex. In addition to this eye-catching
phenomenon a higher order pattern can be observed:
other microtopes (cf. Couwenberg & Joosten 1999) or
mikrolandshafty (Galkina 1946) occur, such as a wet
central plateau and a dry rand ( Weber 1902; Masing
1972, 1984; Overbeck 1975; Ivanov 1981), neither of
which has distinctly ordered surface elements.
We test whether these microtope patterns on a domeshaped bog may be the result of the same feedback
mechanisms described above. Furthermore, we analyse
how the shape of the dome and the amount of precipitation determine these patterns and their development.

Methods
The simulation model is derived from Swanson &
Grigal (1988) and is presented in more detail in
Couwenberg (in press). Simulations were carried out on
a square grid of 1001 × 1001 cells using the Matlab programming environment (Matworks 2000). Each cell is
characterized by values for surface height, water table
and transmissivity. Only two types of surface elements
are distinguished (cf. Belyea & Clymo 1999) and defined
by their respective transmissivity: hummocks are
associated with lower water levels and lower transmissivity, hollows with higher water levels and higher
transmissivity.
To generate a raised bog dome shape, each cell is
assigned a surface height using the formula for impeded
drainage in a homogeneous medium on a flat impermeable base (Huisman 1972; Ingram 1982):

Using the resulting water tables after a fixed number of
iterations (200) and the probability function (Fig. 2),
each cell is reassigned as hummock or hollow. Cells
outside the dome shape are not changed. Each calculation with a new distribution of hummocks and hollows
is called a development step. Between development
steps, the water level in each cell is raised by a set value
to simulate rainfall.
Following Swanson & Grigal (1988) and Couwenberg
(in press), and in accordance with findings of others
(Baden & Eggelsmann 1963; Rycroft et al. 1975; Ivanov
1981) and our own field measurements, transmissivity
of hummocks is set at a value 10 times lower than that
of hollows.
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Fig. 2 The probability P of a hummock occurring in a cell as
determined by the water level in that cell. The probability of a
hollow occurring is equal to 1 − P.
2

2

H x,y = S ⋅ ( R − rx,y )
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eqn 1

in which Hx,y [dimension L] is the height of the cell with
coordinates (x,y), S is a scaling factor, R [L] is the
radius of the dome and rx,y [L] is the distance of cell
(x,y) to the centre of the dome. Note that we do not
explicitly express S as a function of (catotelm) hydraulic conductivity and (catotelm) recharge (cf. Ingram
1982), but merely use the function to create the appropriate shape of a further impermeable (catotelm) dome
over which the cell grid is draped. All variables are
expressed in unscaled units.
The initial water level relative to the surface is equal
for all cells (−0.02 units). Using the probability function shown in Fig. 2, each cell is randomly assigned
either hummock or hollow status. Water levels in cells
outside the dome shape are kept at a user-defined constant level of −0.02 units and are all assigned as permanent hollows, thereby simulating a draining lagg zone
surrounding the bog (Overbeck 1975). Water flow in
the grid is restricted to the horizontal (x,y) direction,
in order to simulate the preferential flow through the
acrotelm (Ivanov 1981). Water flow is simulated by
explicitly implementing the Darcy law of water flow (i.e.
by calculating the hydraulic head difference between a
central cell and each of its four neighbours and then
multiplying each by transmissivity T [dimension L2T−1].
T is the integral of the hydraulic conductivity k [LT−1]
over the saturated depth of the water-transmitting
layer (aquifer); in raised bogs this is roughly the acrotelm. In this model T is defined per cell, i.e. inside a cell
a constant, homogeneous and isotropic T is assumed.
The effective transmissivity between adjoining cells is
calculated as the harmonic mean of T/1/2L of each cell,
where L [L] is the distance between the centres of the
cells involved. Hence, the T used to calculate flow
between cells x and y equals:
TT
Tx,y = 2 x y .
Tx + Ty

eqn 2

Results
As with pattern formation on inclined flat surfaces
(Swanson & Grigal 1988; Couwenberg in press), the
development of patterns on a mire dome is dependent
on the shape of the dome and on recharge. We focus
mainly on these factors although the ratio of transmissivity of hollows vs. that of hummocks, as well as the
shape of the probability function shown in Fig. 2, also
affect the resulting patterns.
During a typical run, the initial random distribution
of hummocks and hollows develops into a distinct
pattern within the first few development steps, before
gradually becoming more pronounced and remaining
stable after 80 –100 steps (Figs 3 & 4). In the initial phase
of less than a dozen development steps, the minimum
and maximum water levels show drastic change (Fig. 5),
but in contrast to pattern development on inclined flat
surfaces (Couwenberg in press) subsequent change
is more gradual and later distinct phases cannot be
distinguished.
Pattern formation can be observed on two distinct
scale levels. The characteristic string–flark striping
pattern develops on the first, lower level. On a higher
level it occurs alongside three other microtope patterns:
(i) hummocks and hollows occurring in a random distribution without any apparent order, (ii) only hummocks
or (iii) only hollows. Which types of pattern occur
together and their individual extent is determined by
the parameter settings (Figs 6 – 8).
On steep domes with limited recharge (Fig. 6,
area A), the entire surface is taken up by hummocks
and water levels drop far below the cut-off level for
which phummock = 1 (cf. Fig. 2). The combination of an all
hummock rand and a central plateau with randomly
arranged hummocks and hollows seems restricted to
flat domes with limited recharge (Fig. 6, area B). On
flat domes with moderate recharge a string–flark
striping pattern occurs as a band between the outer
all-hummock rand and a randomly arranged central
plateau (Fig. 6, area C) and with even larger amounts
of rain, particularly on flatter domes, the central
plateau will feature an all-hollow central area (Fig. 6,
area D).
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Fig. 3 Snapshots from a typical run showing the development of pattern on a raised bog dome. Black pixels denote hummocks, white pixels hollows. The
development step at which it occurs is given in the upper left corner of each snapshot. The grid size is 1001 × 1001 cells. Parameter settings are: shape factor
S, 0.04; recharge, 0.0008; water level at which phummock = 1, −0.05; transmissivity ratio hummocks : hollows, 1 : 10.
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The effects of recharge and shape on the extent of the
different microtopes are illustrated in Figs 7 & 8.
Increasing recharge on a dome with an all-hummock
surface (Fig. 7A) will introduce a central plateau consisting of randomly arranged hummocks and hollows
(Fig. 7B) the width of which increases with the
recharge. Further increase in recharge introduces the
string–flark striping pattern and both the central
plateau and the rand then become narrower. With more
recharge, the string–flark complex will grow wider at
the cost of the width of both the rand and the central
plateau. Moreover, the string–flark complex becomes
more distinct, with wider flarks (hollows) and more
slender strings (hummocks) (Fig. 7C–E). Even larger
amounts of recharge will cause the string–flark complex to collapse when the distance between the strings
and flarks across the slope becomes too small to be
maintained and stripes merge to form a coarser pattern
(Fig. 7F). Although it becomes increasingly irregular
(Fig. 7G), the width of the string–flark complex
remains stable until an all-hollow area appears. Finally,
a large area of the dome surface is covered with nothing
but hollows. The occurrences of randomly arranged
hummock–hollow and string–flark complexes are unevenly spread and the rand has become so thin that it
shows gaps and fails to enclose the entire perimeter of
the dome (Fig. 7H).
With sufficiently low recharge (< ∼0.001), lowering the shape factor on a dome with an all hummock
surface will also lead to the introduction of a central
plateau consisting of randomly arranged hummocks
and hollows (Fig. 8A). This randomly arranged

hummock–hollow complex will increase in size when the
dome becomes flatter. If the recharge is large enough
(> ∼0.0002), a string–flark complex will appear with
further flattening of the dome (Fig. 8B). As with the
width of the rand, the width of this string–flark complex decreases with increased flatness of the dome,
whereas the central randomly arranged hummock–
hollow complex becomes wider. The latter only decreases
in width once an all-hollow central area appears on
even flatter domes (Fig. 8C,D).
The string–flark striping pattern characteristically
shows meandering and merging of strings. Furthermore, the strings and flarks can be seen to move down
the slope towards the outer edge during subsequent
development steps (Fig. 4), mirroring the observations
made on inclined flat surfaces (Couwenberg in press).
Changing the ratio of transmissivity of hummocks
vs. that of hollows has much the same effect as was
observed on inclined flat surfaces (Couwenberg in press),
i.e. larger differences in transmissivity lead to more
sharply defined patterns at both larger and smaller
scales, whereas smaller differences lead to less clearly
defined patterns. If the difference is very small, no
string–flark striping pattern will develop, but the
all-hummock area will still develop on the steep
edges.
An increased sensitivity for water level changes (i.e. a
smaller difference between the water levels for which
phummock = 0 and phummock = 1, cf. Fig. 2) will shift the
relationship between patterns and parameters, showing similar patterns on flatter domes and with less
recharge.
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Fig. 4 Plot of the central column of the dome during development of the typical run shown in Fig. 3 (total 200 steps). Black
pixels denote hummocks, white pixels hollows. The plot
shows the rapid development of the string–flark pattern and
the movement of the strings and flarks down the slope. The
microtope zonation pattern stabilizes after ∼80 development
steps. The boundaries between rand (A), string–flark complex
(B) and randomly arranged central area (C) can be drawn
fairly precisely.

The final pattern develops independent of the initial
proportion and distribution of hummocks and hollows,
even when departing from an all-hummock or all-hollow
situation.

Discussion

© 2005 British
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The simulation model generates several hypotheses
and search images that can be tested and applied using
existing data. We assume that lateral water flow through
the acrotelm functions as the organizational force behind
the surface patterning on raised bog domes (Couwenberg
& Joosten 1999). Although not exhaustive, it seems at
least to provide an adequate explanation for some of
the more striking features such as string–flark striping
patterns. The absence of such surface patterning in bog
systems that lack a clear acrotelm (cf. percolation bog;
Couwenberg & Joosten 1999; Joosten & Succow 2001;
Joosten & Clarke 2002), and hence do not have a predominant near-surface lateral water flow, supports this
assumption.
The typical string–flark striping pattern only develops if the lateral water flux is high enough. This implies

Fig. 5 Mean, minimum and maximum water levels (top) and
fraction of hummocks (bottom) during subsequent development
steps for the typical run shown in Fig. 3.

that the recharge needs to be substantial and that the
dome needs to be sufficiently steep. As opposed to what
is often stated (Kulczy˜ski 1949; Swanson & Grigal
1988; Couwenberg & Joosten 1999), the role of hollows
in the development of the string–flark pattern is just as
important as that of hummocks. Strings and flarks
originate simultaneously, each stimulating the development of the other: hummock strings cause the ponding
of water, stimulating the development of wetter hollow
flarks upslope, while hollow flarks more effectively drain
upslope areas, stimulating the development of drier
hummock strings.
The dome shape implies that the slope changes from
very gentle near the centre to very steep at the edge. The
string–flark striping pattern will only develop on that
area of the dome where the slope is appropriate. The
steep edge of the dome is likely to be effectively drained
(Damman & Dowhan 1981; Ingram 1983) and thus to
become dominated by hummocks. The opposite applies
to the flat centre, where the slope and hence the organizational force of the water flow is not sufficient to create
string–flark patterns (cf. Tanttu 1915). In fact, owing
to its flatness, the centre is likely to become wet and
dominated by hollows (Bakker 1992). Thus, aside from
extreme cases of very steep or very flat domes and very
high or very low recharge, there will always be patterning on a dome, albeit on a higher level than that of the
string–flark complex.
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Fig. 6 The occurrence of microtopes in relation to recharge and shape factor S. The dashed lines delineate areas with distinct
combinations of microtopes. Area A: domes are entirely covered by hummocks; area B: domes show an all-hummock rand and
a central plateau of randomly arranged hummocks and hollows; area C: domes show a string–flark complex between the rand and
the plateau; area D: the central part of the dome is entirely covered by hollows (see illustrations in the upper right-hand corner).

The most robust of these microtope patterns is
the all-hummock outer edge, commonly observed in
natural systems (Weber 1902; Overbeck 1975). This dry
rand with its low hydraulic conductivity serves as an
effective barrier for the lateral runoff through the
acrotelm and helps to keep the dome as a whole wet
(Couwenberg & Joosten 1999). A wetter central plateau

without any apparent order in the surface features is
another typical feature of natural raised bog systems
(Venema 1855; Weber 1902; Dierßen 1984) reproduced
in the simulation results. The forced hummock–hollow
dichotomy of the simulation model means that, besides
varying fractions of hummocks and hollows, there is no
further differentiation of the pattern on the plateau into
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Fig.
7 Influence
of recharge. The shape factor S is 0.04; the amount of recharge is indicated in the upper right-hand corner of each snapshot. The final plot
from
Fig. 1248
3 (recharge = 0.0008) would fit between plots D and E.
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Fig. 8 Influence of shape. The recharge is 0.0008; the shape factor S is indicated in the upper right-hand corner of each snapshot. A lower value indicates
a flatter dome. The final plot from Fig. 3 (shape factor S = 0.040) would fit between plots A and B.
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dispersed hummocks and hollows, lawn communities
or open water as may be observed in natural systems
( Weber 1902; Masing 1972, 1982; Lindsay 1995).
Obviously, a gradient in the shape and size of positive
hummock and negative hollow or pool elements as
described by Venema (1855) is also absent. Future
implementations of the model must address these
points.
The gradient from the wet centre of a raised bog
towards the drier edge is usually described as gradual
(Sjörs 1948; Ruuhijärvi 1960; Aartolahti 1965; Goode
1973; Foster et al. 1988). Although different microtopes such as the central plateau, the string–flark complex and the rand are distinguished, they cannot always
be easily delineated in the field (Masing 1972). Our
simulations suggest, however, that these transitions are
sharply defined.
The transition between the rand and the string–flark
complex is easily recognizable, both in the field and in
our simulations. As the rand is devoid of any hollows or
pools, the first encounter with these features when going
from the edge towards the centre marks the border
between the two microtopes. In absence of a string–flark
complex (Fig. 6, area B), the distinction between the
rand and the central plateau is also easily made in our
simulations at the first occurrence of a hollow. The border between the string–flark complex and the central
plateau is, however, more difficult to draw. Simulations
on an inclined flat surface (Couwenberg in press) have
shown that the parameter domain at which a string–
flark striping pattern develops is sharply delineated: a
slight change in parameter values is sufficient to cross
the threshold and an ordered striping pattern will result
instead of randomly arranged hummocks and hollows.
This suggests that there is a positive feedback mechanism that reinforces an initial striping pattern so that it
becomes more pronounced. Such a dichotomy (i.e. an
ordered striping pattern either developing or not on an
inclined flat surface) implies that delineation of higher
level patterning on a dome should also be straightforward. With help of plots showing development of the
patterns (Fig. 4) it is indeed possible to draw a clear line
between the string–flark and the central plateau microtopes, implying that the delineation of the different

classes of patterned domes (Fig. 6, areas A–D) is also
straightforward.
Delineation of the microtopes may be more problematic in the field, where a gradual change in the water
level relative to the surface is reflected in an equally
gradual change in the character of the surface elements
(Venema 1855; Masing 1972, 1982, 1984; Lindsay 1995),
leading to less clear transitions between the microtopes.
However gradual the transitions, our simulations show
that the microtopes are real and can be delineated and
that classes of bog domes can be defined based on
which microtopes occur alongside each other.
The extent and location of the different microtopes
remain stable after about 100 development steps. Although
the string–flark complex itself remains stable, the individual strings and flarks move towards the outer edge
in consecutive development steps, as also seen in simulations on an inclined flat surface (Couwenberg in
press). Water will easily drain from the hollow flarks and
penetrate the hummock strings from upslope, whereas
the low transmissivity of the strings and the drainage
by the downslope flarks will cause areas downslope of
the strings to become drier. Neither the strings nor the
flarks can expand upslope, whereas conditions downslope are more suitable and stripes therefore move down
the slope.
Hummocks and hollows have been observed to change
their extent and position during the development of a
bog (Casparie 1969, 1972; Barber 1981, 1994; Karofeld
1998; Koutaniemi 1999), but unidirectional migration
towards the edge of the dome has not yet been described.
Increased resilience to change of the surface elements
in the model, including frost action or extreme irreversible states such as open water pools (Boatman
1977; Foster et al. 1988; Belyea & Clymo 1999), might
stabilize the position of the strings. If the assumption
of near-surface lateral water flow as a shaping force is
correct, the mechanism described for the downward
movement must, however, also apply in some form to
natural systems. Careful field and palaeoecological studies
and a re-evaluation of existing data are needed to clarify
this discrepancy. Published data from high-resolution
two- or three-dimensional bog sections are rare and,
generally, the orientation of the sections is not explicit
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(Walker & Walker 1961; Casparie 1969, 1972; Moore
1977; Barber 1981) or the figures are unclear. In other
instances, however, there are indications that the
hypothesized downslope movement of the strings and
flarks does occur (fig. 2 of Von Post & Grandlund 1910;
figs 7 & 8 of Svensson 1988).
An increase in the amount of recharge leads to an
increase in the amount of wet elements on the surface
of the dome. Besides the appearance of wetter types of
microtopes, and an increase in their extent, the microtopes themselves show an increase in hollows over
hummocks. Such shifts have also been described for
natural systems (Osvald 1925; Damman 1977; Seppä
1996), and changes in peat composition have been
correlated with changes in the wetness of the climate
(Casparie 1969, 1972; Barber 1981; Charman & Chambers
2004). Our simulations show that, in response to increased
rainfall, the string–flark complex becomes more pronounced and wider at the cost of the unordered central
hummock–hollow pattern. In natural systems, this
would likely correspond to a shift towards more concentrated occurrences of more pronounced hummocks.
This reaction on the level of the peatland microtopes
needs to be taken into account when inferring changes
in allogenic factors, such as climate, from changes in
peat composition. The analysis of peat cores to reconstruct former climate (cf. Charman & Chambers 2004)
should be treated with great care as it can only reveal
local changes of the nanotope (cf. IMCG 1998 in
Couwenberg & Joosten 1999) and these reflect both the
external driving factors of interest and the internal
microtope dynamics of the peatland itself (cf. Olausson
1957; Casparie 1969). Climate-induced changes in the
surface patterns are likely to have a considerable effect
on the carbon sequestration and methane emission
rates (Belyea & Malmer 2004).
Large amounts of recharge or very flat domes lead to
the development of a very thin rand, which may even be
interrupted and not encompass the entire perimeter (cf.
Fig. 7H). Moreover, the remaining part of the dome
surface will be dominated by hollows and have very
high water levels. The modelled patterns that develop
under such wet conditions find their parallels in the
so-called ‘precursor peat’ (Vorlaufstorf of Jonas 1934),
a layer of Sphagnum cuspidatum – Scheuchzeria peat
that extends, sometimes over several kilometres, as a
conspicuous light band in bogs in West and Central
Europe (Weber 1907, 1910; Florschutz 1942; Clapham
& Godwin 1948; Overbeck 1975). This layer indicates a
short very wet climate phase around 800  (Van Geel
et al. 1998; Speranza et al. 2002; Mauquoy et al. 2004)
that even may be reflected in an increase in global
atmospheric methane concentrations (cf. Brook et al.
1996).
Such a wet situation is unlikely to persist. If the rand
becomes too fragile, it will be unable to hold the bog as
a whole together and a bog burst will occur (Früh &
Schröter 1904; Schreiber 1927). This was also the fate
of the ‘precursor peat’ (Casparie 1972, p. 250).

Furthermore, long-term mire development under
permanent conditions of very high and constant recharge
would lead to a constant high water level in the uppermost mire layer. This would prevent the gradient in
permeability necessary for performing the regulatory
function of an acrotelm (Ivanov 1981; Ingram & Bragg
1984; Joosten 1993; Couwenberg & Joosten 1999) to
develop explicitly enough or over sufficient depth, thereby
nullifying the basic assumption of our model: a significant acrotelm–catotelm differentiation. As more water
would flow downward into the domed peat body, insufficient near-surface lateral flow would rule out the
development of hummock–hollow and string–flark
patterning. This situation indeed exists in Sphagnum
percolation bogs in the Colchis area (Georgia; Joosten
& Succow 2001; Joosten & Clarke 2002).
The vertical growth of the dome is assumed to decrease
with increased thickness of the catotelm (Clymo 1984,
1992) and it is generally believed that with increasing
age, raised bog domes become flatter relative to their
width (Granlund 1932; Aartolahti 1965; Belyea & Clymo
2001). Thus the series of domes shown in Fig. 8 reflects
the development of an ageing raised bog becoming
flatter and wetter ( Masing 1982; Glaser & Janssens 1986;
Couwenberg & Joosten 1999).
In order to explore the model system, we treated the
shape of the peatland dome and the amount of recharge
as individual, unrelated parameters. In reality, however,
a relationship between these two factors has long been
known to exist (Granlund 1932) and empirical data
suggest that the height is proportional to the square root
of the net amount of rainfall (Wickman 1951). This
relationship implies that raised bogs that have developed
under long-term wetter or drier climate conditions would
also have developed steeper or flatter domes, respectively, and would therefore show less drastic differences
in their surface patterns. More recharge implies a steeper
dome, which presents a negative feedback by stimulating
runoff (Olausson 1957). Moreover, the larger number
of wetter surface elements would further stimulate runoff, whereas the development of a broader and more
pronounced string–flark complex would rather reduce
runoff, thus creating a positive feedback loop. The
actual relationship between the recharge and the size
and shape of the bog is furthermore dependent on the
hydraulic characteristics of the catotelm peat (Ingram
1982; Bakker 1992), which in turn depends on (former)
vegetation and surface patterns and the associated
water level fluctuations (Belyea & Malmer 2004), which
again depend on the (former) climatic factors including
the distribution of rainfall over the year, snow cover
and frost.
Thus, it seems that also on the level of the mesotope,
i.e. the raised bog dome as a whole, various interdependencies and feedbacks may result in distinct types
that can be clearly delineated. These feedback mechanisms partly operate outside the boundaries of the
present model, however, and are beyond the scope of
this paper.
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The characterization and zonation of raised bog
microtopes can be used to classify and describe raised
bog mesotopes as biological entities of a higher organizational order. Together with classifications on the
nanotope and microtope level (Masing 1972, 1982;
Lindsay 1985, 1995), such a description of the mesotope level will be a useful tool in characterizing regional
differences (Masing 1982) and in understanding the
distinctive biological diversity (ecosystem diversity sensu
Convention on Biological Diversity 1992) of these often
species-poor ecosystems.
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“Everything is connected”
– Dirk Gently

Abstract
We studied a pristine, prominently patterned raised bog in Tierra del Fuego, Argentina to disentangle
the complex interactions between plants and water and peat. The studied bog lacks complicating
features often posed by other bogs. It is completely dominated by Sphagnum magellanicum, which
covers all niches and growth forms, and is joined by only a dozen higher plant species; it is entirely
ombrotrophic with very sharp borders to the surrounding fen; it has only one type of peat that shows
an only limited range in degree of decomposition; and it is situated in a very even climate with minimal
differences in rainfall and temperature over the year.
We present detailed measurements along a 498 m long transect crossing the bog, including water
table measurements (n = 498), contiguous vegetation relevés (n = 248), hydraulic conductivity just
below the water table (n = 246) and hydraulic conductivity in 11 depth profiles (n = 291); degree of
humification of the corresponding peat was assessed in conjunction with the hydraulic conductivity
measurements (n = 537). Sphagnum magellanicum moss samples were collected every 2 m along this
transect as well and genotyped (n = 242). In addition, along short, 26 m long transects crossing strings
and flarks water table and hydraulic conductivity just below the water table were measured every
metre. Sphagnum growth forms were assessed and the vegetation of the entire bog was mapped in
10 × 10 m relevés (n = 3322). A simulation model was applied to a generalised shape of the bog and
produced surface patterns that well matched those seen in the field.
The results were integrated with information from literature and discussed in the framework of a selfregulating and -organising raised bog. We identified nineteen hydrological feedback mechanisms. We
found that the various mechanisms overlap both in space and time, which means there is redundancy
in the self-regulation of the system. Raised bogs, when in a natural state, are among the most resilient
ecosystems known; resilience that is provided by feedbacks and back-up systems to these feedbacks.

Keywords
Peatland, Sphagnum magellanicum, genotyping, hydraulic conductivity, vegetation relevés, selforganisation, ecosystem diversity

1. Introduction
Peatland ecosystems can show striking surface patterns, which have prompted research since the
early days of peatland science. Regularities and variants were described, focussing on vegetation cover
but also addressing properties of water and peat. The hummocks and hollows typically occurring on
raised bogs posed difficulties for the developing vegetation science, as they obviously did not
represent homogenous areas. The solution was to distinguish ‘vegetation complexes’, which comprise
more or less regular patterns of different types of hummocks, hollows or pools (Cajander 1913, Osvald
1923, Bogdanovskaja-Guineff 1928).
Besides describing the hummocks, hollows and pools of the Augstumal raised bog, Weber (1902) also
made a distinction on a larger spatial scale between a central plateau, a marginal slope or rand, and
the fen peatland surrounding the bog. Cajander (1913) remarked that these distinct larger scale
constituents are so closely linked that they can only be understood when viewed in conjunction. This
led to peatlands in general being viewed and classified as hierarchical, nested systems with discernible
units at different spatial scales in terms of plants, peat and water and their interactions (Galkina 1946,
Sjörs 1948, Bogdanovskaya-Gieneff 1949, Masing 1984, Foster et al. 1988).
In peatlands there are strong interlinkages between plant cover, water and peat. These dependencies
are particularly apparent in raised bogs. To paraphrase Heinrich Dau (1821): Plants grow at the top
and add loose material that successively changes into ever denser peat under the influence of
decomposition and weight of the peat above. The presence of water ensures that the plant material
does not fully decompose after death but transforms into peat instead. The presence of peat ensures
that water does not simply run of the raised dome. Altogether, the system manages to stay ‘high yet
wet’.
The strong interdependencies between plants, water and peat give rise to feedback mechanisms
(Joosten 1993, Van Breemen 1995, Waddington et al. 2014, Joosten and Couwenberg 2019). These
feedbacks include direct (immediate) and indirect (mediate) reactions. An example of the former is
when Sphagnum capitula lose water and whiten, which increases albedo, thus reducing evaporative
losses (Eggelsmann 1963, Harris 2008). Or, in another example, if the capitulum dries out repeatedly,
apical dominance is diminished, resulting in more side-branches and a denser growth form, which
increases capillarity, keeping the capitulum moist (Smolyanitsky 1977, Green 1968, Masing 1984).
These negative feedbacks are a direct response of the plant irrespective of its surroundings.
Other, indirect feedbacks work through higher level structures or ‘entities’ with emergent properties
that result from the interaction between lower level entities. For example, a single moss stem with a
dense growth form will not affect water tables in its vicinity. A hummock, which is in some way merely
a collection of mosses with dense growth form, will affect water flow to some extent; a string, which
is a collection of hummocks arranged perpendicular to the slope, will affect water flow and water
tables very effectively. The local scale reaction of single plants to dry conditions can create higher level
entities like hummocks and strings that can effectively reduce run-off and keep the peatland wet. The
sum is more than its parts: it not only needs mosses with dense growth form, but also a sufficiently
large number and a certain spatial arrangement.
From a system ecological point of view, feedbacks that go through higher order entities are not only
self-regulating, but are also at the basis of self-organisation. Local order responses and interactions
create higher order entities that help stabilise the system (Couwenberg and Joosten 1999). In an
earlier paper, we showed how self-organisation of raised bogs can explain diversity in these systems
(Couwenberg and Joosten 2005). We used a spatially explicit, heuristic, simulation model in which we
defined responses between water and plants/peat at the level of small patches of moss. These local
interactions created groups of patches representing hummocks and hollows. On yet a larger scale
hummocks and hollows combined to form three different ecotopes: a plateau, a hummock-hollow
complex and a rand. We showed how different parameter settings resulted in different combinations
of these sites that actually defined different types of bogs. Our modelling thus provided an objective

basis for the hierarchical classification approaches first developed by Cajander (1913) and Galkina
(1946), in which classes on a higher level are defined as particular combinations of elements from the
lower level. Moreover, the modelling showed that the scale levels chosen by Cajander and Galkina are
‘real’ and not a mere classification construct of the human mind.
The modelling also hinted at the implications of the patterning for the bog. As Dau already noted, for
a raised bog to remain ‘high and wet’, the peat must be dense enough to retard water flow down and
out of the dome. In other words, pore space must be small. However, small pore space also means
small storativity and hence high water table fluctuations associated with losses and decomposition.
Through feedbacks the bog finds a compromise between small enough pores to reduce run-off of
water and large enough pores to guarantee or even enhance storage of water (Joosten 1993, Joosten
and Couwenberg 2019). On all levels of organisation surface elements can be found that are focussed
either on the task of obstructing flow of water or on the task of storing water. We pose that if the
compromise between these tasks cannot be met on a lower organisational level, it has to be realised
on a higher one for the bog to persist.
To test these ideas and modelling results, we studied a pristine patterned raised bog in terms of its
plant cover, its water and its peat. We assessed observables essential to the workings of the model,
viz. water tables and hydraulic conductivity. In addition, we looked at plant cover, Sphagnum growth
forms and genotypes, and degree of decomposition of the peat to better understand the triangular
relations between plants, water and peat.

Roadmap
In presenting our results and observations, we treat the entities on the different organisational levels
as ecotopes, which means we view them as homogenous and focus on the difference to other
entities/ecotopes on the same scale level. For example, we distinguish between dry hummocks and
wet hollows. We look at how hummocks differ from hollows, but we do not look at differences
between separate hummocks or within single hollows. We will start at the low level of hummocks and
hollows and move up to the level of the raised bog dome as one member of a group of contiguous
domes and fens. Once we reach this highest level, we will journey back to the lowest level of single
moss plants, but this time we will focus on the differences and patterns within the ecotopes. These
inner differences can show intermediate stages that help understanding how (only) quantitative
differences within ecotopes can result in qualitative differences between ecotopes.
Finally, we will look on the raised bog as a whole and how its self-regulation mechanisms work on
different levels of organisation. And we will look at how self-regulation mechanisms and their
shortcomings can drive self-organisation of the raised bog on different levels.

2. Methods
Study site
To be able to disentangle the complex interactions between plants and water and peat, we chose a
pristine, explicitly patterned raised bog in Tierra del Fuego, because of its minimalistic simplicity: it
essentially only carries one species of Sphagnum, which covers all niches and growth forms, and is
joined by only a dozen higher plant species; it is entirely ombrotrophic with very sharp borders to the
surrounding fen; it has only one type of peat that shows an only limited range in degree of
decomposition; and it is situated in a very even climate with minimal differences in rainfall and
temperature over the year.
The bog located in the Valle de Andorra, 5 kilometres north of the coastal town of Ushuaia in the
Argentinean part of Tierra del Fuego (54° 45’ S; 68° 20’ W, approximately 200 m a.s.l., Fig. 1). Remains
of the Pleistocene glacier that formed the valley are still found on the northern slopes.

Figure 1: Location of the study area

The climate of central Valle de Andorra is cool and humid with a mean annual precipitation of 610
mm. Precipitation is distributed nearly equally over the year with a slight maximum in April. The mean
annual temperature is 3.0 °C with a range of approximately 10 °C in monthly mean temperatures.
Frost occurs in all months. The cooler and wetter conditions in the Valle de Andorra compared with
nearby Ushuaia are mainly caused by the higher elevation, shading by the northern mountain range
Sierra Vicinguerra and the barrier effect of the southern mountain range Sierra Martial against mild
air from the sea (Iturraspe et al. 1989, 2012).

Figure 2: Satellite image of the study area (source: Google Earth, 2008) with approximate position of
transects 1 and 2 and the short transects 2a and 2b.
The studied bog is the largest member of a complex of raised bogs and is bordered to the north by the
river Arroyo Grande, to the south and east by a brook and to the west by a beaver pond (Grootjans et
al. 2010; Fig. 2). Since deglaciation around 11 000 BP, up to 9.8 m of peat have accumulated (Fig. 3; cf.

Loisel and Yu 2013). The upper peat layers consist of Sphagnum sect. Cymbifolia peat. The mire shows
clear surface patterning of alternating elongated hummocks and hollows, aligned perpendicular to the
slope (Fig. 4).
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Figure 3: Stratigraphic cross section based on 13 corings along transect 2. The black dots show the
position of the corings. Dashed lines indicate where the mineral underground was not reached.

Figure 4: Oblique view from the north over the studied bog showing the rand on the lower left, the
central plateau on the upper right and the distinct hummock-hollow striping pattern in between.
Photo: Katja Köpke, 2004.
There is some tourism and horse grazing in the valley. In 2011, the site was designated a Wetland of
International Importance under the Ramsar Convention (www.ramsar.org). Peat is being cut by hand
in a bog about one kilometre east of the study area.
Field measurements were carried out in 2004 and 2005. Moss samples were collected in March 1999.
Additional moss samples for DNA analysis were collected in November 2015 when also water table
measurements were carried out.

Relief
Absolute height above sea level of the mire surface was measured at one point using a precision GPS
(Topcon Turbo SII) and further derived with help of a transparent water filled hose as a levelling device
to assess the exact horizontal. The surface level was defined as the top of the Sphagnum capitula.
Measurements were carried out every metre along transects 1 and 2 as well as along a third transect
(transect 3) that crosses the peatland at its widest width perpendicular to transect 2.

Plant cover
In the beginning of 2005 (austral summer), vegetation was recorded along transect 1 (Fig. 2) in
contiguous 2 × 2 m relevés (n = 248). Percentage cover of plant species, bare peat and open water was
estimated as exactly as possible. In summer 2004, the vegetation of the entire mire surface was
recorded in contiguous 10 × 10 m relevés (n = 3322) using a modified Braun-Blanquet scale of 7 units
(Pfadenhauer 1997), with the first three classes combined into one. Vascular plants are named
according to Moore (1983), moss species according to Van der Wijk et al. (1967). Two species,
Pernettya pumila and P. mucronata were difficult to distinguish in the field and were lumped as the
much more common P. pumila. As the ecological niche of both species is very similar (Moore 1983),
this protocol will not significantly affect the results.

Plant morphology
In March 1999, using a plastic bottle (⌀ 10 cm) with the bottom cut off, a volumetric sample of
Sphagnum magellanicum mosses was collected to a depth of 15 cm at each of four sites that differed
in their water table depth (50, 28, 11 and 1 cm below the Sphagnum capitula). The number of branches
per stem length was assessed for 100 Individual stems and dry bulk density was determined. In
summer 2004 every metre along transect 2a (26 m long) the angle of moss stems off the vertical was
estimated at 15° intervals.

DNA analysis
For DNA analysis, Sphagnum magellanicum capitula were collected every second metre along transect
1 in November 2015. Samples were immediately dried after collection using silica gel. For each sample,
DNA was extracted from a small piece of the collected capitulum following the CTAB protocol (based
on Doyle and Doyle 1990, altered by Shaw et al. 2003). Eight microsatellite markers developed for
Sphagnum (loci M1, M9, M10, M14, M18, M20, M28 and M30, Shaw et al. 2008) were amplified in 12
µL reaction tubes using the single-plex approach and later diluted based on expected signal strength.
The same thermocycling regime was used for all eight reactions: An initial step of 95°C for 5 min,
followed by 28 cycles of 95°C for 35 s, 54°C for 60 s, 72°C for 60 s and a terminal phase of 72°C for 15
min. In addition, a five cycles long touch-down regime (ΔT = -1°C) with 95°C for 35 s, 59°C for 60 s and
72°C for 60 s was implemented to reduce unspecific binding.
Fragment analysis was performed by mixing two sets of four markers each containing 4 × 1 µL
amplificates, 5.9 µL HiDiTM formamide and 0.1 µL 500 LiZ size standard by using APPLIED BIOSYSTEM
Genetic Analyzer Prism 310. GENEMAPPER® was used for the read-out and fragment length analysis.
A total of 242 samples were successfully genotyped.
Similar methods have recently been used in Holarctic Sphagnum species and the S. magellanicumcomplex (Kyrkjeeide 2015 and 2016), demonstrating the practicability of the microsatellite loci
mentioned above on the global scale and on the genus and species level.

Water tables
Water tables relative to the surface were measured in perforated PVC-tubes (outer diameter 4 cm,
inner diameter 3.7 cm) every metre along transect 1 on 31 January 2005 (n=497) and every second
metre on 24 and 31 November 2015 (n=250). Along transects 2a and 2b water tables were assessed
every metre during single days in early 2004 (outer diameter of tubes 2 cm, inner diameter 1.7 cm,
both transects 26 m).
The 2015 measurements were made in conjunction with the collection of Sphagnum magellanicum
capitula for genetic analysis. Hence, deep open water areas without S. magellanicum were avoided
and substitute measurements were carried out at closest proximity of the actual transect.
Hydraulic conductivity
Hydraulic conductivity k [LT-1, in this paper expressed as m·day-1] was measured 10-20 cm below the
water table at 246 locations along transect 1 between 6 February and 30 March 2005. Hydraulic
conductivity was determined as the average of three repeats using the modified piezometer-method
of Van der Schaaf (1999) and calculated by the recovery time of the initial water table in piezometers
(iron tubes, inner diameter 1.7 cm, outer diameter 1.9 cm, filter length 10 cm, degree of perforation
22 %) after adding water in falling head tests with an imposed head of 9 cm. In addition, at 11 locations
along transect 1 hydraulic conductivity was measured in depth profiles with intervals between 5 and
20 cm starting just below the water table to a depth of ca. 2 m (n=291). Along transects 2a and 2b
hydraulic conductivity was measured every metre at 10-30 cm (filter position) below the water table
using a PVC tube (outer diameter 2 cm, inner diameter 1.7 cm, filter length 20 cm, degree of
perforation 16 %). Measurements were carried out during a single day for each of the respective short
transects.
Water table response
Changes in water table depth after heavy rainfall were assessed on three different days
(7 March 2005: 14.2 mm rain; 23 March: 13.6 mm; 5 April: 21.2 mm; measured locally) at 30 sites (14
along transect 1, 16 along transect 2). The change in water table is expressed relative to the amount
of rainfall (cf. Heikurainen 1963).
Degree of humification
Following the method of Von Post (1922), the degree of humification H was determined for all sample
depths where hydraulic conductivity measurements were carried out along transect 1. Degree of
humification is expressed on a modified Von Post scale with a 0.5 step increment and was assessed
using color plates for better reproducible estimations of water color.
Statistics
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS 10.1 and Microsoft Excel 2016. We refrain from using
the phrase ‘statistically significant’ to denote certain p-values associated with statistical analyses (cf.
Calquhoun 2014, 2017). Instead, effects are labelled ‘(un)clear’, while presenting the associated pvalue. Regression findings refer to geographic mean analyses.
Modelling
Surface patterning of the study site was simulated in a spatially explicit, heuristic model derived from
Swanson and Grigal (1988, see Couwenberg 2005 and Couwenberg and Joosten 2005). Simulations
were carried out on a square grid of 600 × 1001 cells using the Matlab programming environment

(Mathworks 2000). As the actual shape of the study site is complex and was not measured in detail in
the field, the southern contour (Fig. 2) was mirrored to obtain an idealised, symmetric eccentric dome
shape that was transposed to the model by giving each grid cell a surface height. Heights followed an
idealized smooth curve derived from measurements along transects 2 and 3. Each cell is further
characterised by values for transmissivity and water table. Transmissivity is determined as a function
of the water table and has two extreme states (cf. Belyea and Clymo 2001) that can be associated with
hummocks with low water tables and low transmissivity, and hollows with high water tables and high
transmissivity, respectively.
The initial water table relative to the surface (–0.02 units) and transmissivity (ca. 0.01) is equal for all
cells. The draining brook, river and pond surrounding the study site are simulated by assigning
maximum transmissivity (0.10) to all cells outside the dome shape and by removing water from the
system by keeping their water table at a user-defined level of –0.5 units. Water flow is assumed to be
largely restricted to the acrotelm (Ivanov 1981). Simulations are therefore restricted to the horizontal
(x,y) direction and flow is calculated by multiplying the hydraulic head difference between a central
cell and each of its four neighbors by transmissivity T [dimension L2T−1] (Darcy law of water flow). The
effective transmissivity between adjoining cells is calculated as the harmonic mean of the
transmissivities of both cells (Couwenberg and Joosten 2005).
After 200 water flow iterations, which sufficed to reach quasi-steady state, the resulting water tables
are modified by adding a random value (mean 0, variance 0.01) and then used to assign a new
transmissivity value to each cell according to Fig. 5. Note that this transfer function differs from our
previous approach (Couwenberg and Joosten 2005), in which each cell was assigned one of two
possible transmissivity values, corresponding to hollow or hummock, respectively. Here any value of
transmissivity between the two extremes is possible. Morris et al. (2013) tested the workings and
assumption of our simple heuristic model and found that the principle is robust and that the simple
approach produces valid results.
Each calculation with newly assigned transmissivities is called a development step. Between
development steps, the water table in each cell is increased by 0.002 units to simulate rainfall.
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Figure 5: Transmissivity as a function of
water table. Note the logarithmic scaling of
the ordinate.

Terminology
Many terms exist for the different ecotopes that make up a bog dome. We follow the ecotope
nomenclature of Joosten et al. (2017), who present a review of historical sources, pointing at various
approaches and inconsistencies. A distinction is made between the organisational level at which an
ecotope occurs and the actual, palpable component. From smallest to largest in the hierarchy, the

scale levels are referred to as pico-, nano-, micro-, meso- and macrotopes (with the supertope added
to refer to geographical peatland regions) (Tab. 1). The corresponding actual components of the
peatland are referred to as ero, feature, site, massif and complex. For example, on the nanotope scale
the distinction is between features like hummocks, hollows and pools; on the microtope scale between
sites like the plateau, the ‘hummock-hollow complex’, and the rand.

Table 1: Ecotope components and organisational levels on which they occur
Organisation level

Component

Example

Picotope

Mire ero

Single plant

Nanotope

Mire feature

Hummock, hollow, pool

Microtope

Mire site

Central plateau, string-flark complex, rand, lagg

Mesotope

Mire massif

Concentric raised bog, ribbed palsa mire1

Macrotope

Mire complex

Red Lake peatlands2, Great Vasyugan Mire3

Supertope

Mire region

Atlantic bog region4, maritime forested bog region5

1

Joosten et al. 2017; 2Heinselman 1963; 3Katz and Neustadt 1963; 4Moen et al. 2017; 5Glaser and

Janssens 1986
There is no commonly accepted international term to refer to the microtope pattern of alternating
elongated hummocks and hollows so prominent in our study site; at least not in raised bog settings.
In Finnish the term kermi and kulju are used for hummock strings and hollows in raised bog settings,
but the term kulju simply refers to a wet depression, irrespective of its orientation. The
Swedish/English term flark is used for elongated and oriented depressions (Finnish: rimpi), but is
restricted to fen settings. In a string-flark fen, the flarks are groundwater fed, whereas the strings can
be ombrotrophic. Although we are aware of all these existing terms and their meaning, we will in our
study for convenience refer to the fully ombrotrophic microtope site with elongated hummock ridges
and hollow troughs as ‘string-flark complex’.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Nanotope (mire features)
Plant cover
Only 12 species were recorded along transect 1 (Tab. 2). The dominant species, Sphagnum
magellanicum, nearly completely covers the raised bog and is absent only where there is open water
or disturbance. Along transect 1, S. falcatulum prominently replaces S. magellanicum in two open
water pools. Also Empetrum rubrum is present in almost every relevé, whereas the remaining species
are more restricted in their occurrence (Fig. 6). Using conventional plant sociology methods (cf.
Wilmanns 1998), only one association – the Pernettyo-Sphagnetum – can be distinguished (Schwaar
1976).

Figure 6 (next page): Plant cover and genotypes, water levels and surface height (asl), water tables
(relative to surface), and degree of humification as measured along transect 1. Plant cover is expressed
in percentage; other units as indicated. Water table difference is the difference in water table
measured in 2015 minus that measured in 2005. The vertical lines delineate mire sites and their
subdivisions

Table 2: Correlations (Pearson) between percentage cover of single species in relevés along transect 1
(n = 248). The p-value of each correlation is given rounded to a single digit; p-values below 1·10-5 are
denoted by a dot; a dash denotes a p-value of 0.1 or higher. Cluster analysis used Ward-linkage,
Squared Euclidian Distance with Z-standardization of percentage cover. Sphagnum magellanicum

Nanodea muscosa
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Rostkovia magellanica
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Based on correlations between the percentage cover of the plant species along transect 1 (Tab. 2),
three species groups can be distinguished. The species of group A (Marsippospermum grandiflorum,
Nothofagus antarctica, Empetrum rubrum, Nanodea muscosa and Pernettya pumila) correlate
positively with each other and negatively with species of the other groups. The species of group B
(Rostkovia magellanica, Carex magellanica and Tetroncium magellanicum) are negatively correlated
with species of group A and show poor correlation with species of group C. Species of group C
(Sphagnum falcatulum, Poa pratensis and Carex curta) correlate positively with each other, but do not
show any clear correlation with species of the other two groups. Correlations between the cover
values of the plants mapped in the 10 × 10 m relevés follow the same pattern (data not shown).
The species of group C occur only sparingly in or near open water pools. Sphagnum falcatulum fills a
niche comparable with the northern Sphagnum cuspidatum (Seppelt 2012). S. falcatulum is thought
to disperse primarily or even exclusively through vegetative diaspores in the form of moss fragments
(Karlin et al. 2013). The presence of Carex curta and Poa cf. pratensis near the open water pools was
clearly associated with disturbance by birds, which is the most likely dispersal vector for S. falcatulum
as well (cf. Whinam and Copson 2006, Lewis et al. 2014). We will not further address species group C.
The relative importance of the other two species groups is calculated as the total cover of species
group A minus the total cover of species group B. This plant cover index shows a bimodal distribution

(Fig. 7). The two modes of the fitted curve (r2 = 0.94) are μ1 = 43.2 (σ1 = 16.7, group A) and μ2 = –1.5
(σ2 = 9.1, group B). The 90% confidence intervals of the two modes do not overlap. The valley of the
bimodal curve is used to draw a sharp demarcation at index value 22 (Fig. 7).
Water table depth
Water tables measured along transect 1 follow a bimodal distribution (Fig. 7). The two modes of the
fitted curve (r2 = 0.94) are at μ1 = –49.32 cm (σ1 = 10.03) and μ2 = –15.78 cm (σ2 = 6.53), representing
dry and wet mire features. Intermediate levels are rare. The 95% confidence intervals of the modes
do not overlap. We draw a sharp demarcation in the valley of the bimodal curve fit at −31 cm between
dry and wet nanotope features (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Frequency histogram of plant cover index (n=248, classes span 5 %; top-left) and water tables
along transect 1 measured on 31 January 2005 (n=498, classes span 2.5 cm; bottom right). Both
histograms are fitted with a bimodal distribution curve of the form f = a∙N(μ1, σ1) + (1−a)∙N(μ2, σ2),
where N(μ, σ) denotes a normal distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ. Regression
coefficients are high for both fits (r2=0.94). The valley of the respective fits is used to separate the two
modes, creating four quarters in the plot with the actual values for plant cover index and water table
in the relevés (n=248; top-right). All but 10 of 248 data points fall into the upper left and lower right
quarters, illustrating a strong correlation between plant cover and dry / wet mire features.

Water tables measured along transect 1 in November 2015 (during spring snow melt) were generally
higher than in January 2005 with a strong correlation between the two sets of measurements (linear
regression slope = 0.9, r2 = 0.86, Fig. 8). The position of the original transect was marked by piezometer
installations and was still recognizable in the field. Small location errors cannot be excluded.

Figure 8: Water table measured along transect 1 in November 2015 in relation to the same measured
on 31 January 2005 (n=241). The solid line shows a linear regression (slope = 0.9, r2 = 0.86), the dashed
line denotes equality in water tables.

Plant cover and water table depth
There are clear relationships between the percentage cover of vascular plant species and water table
(Fig. 9). Yet, variation in plant cover values is high and correlation coefficients are only low (although
p-values are often very low, Tab. 3). Consequently, single species are unsuited proxies for water table.
Besides the association of species group C with open water pools, just two species are restricted to a
single water table class: Rostkovia magellanica occurs only at water tables above −31 cm. It is not
suited as general indicator for high water tables, however, as its distribution and constancy is only
limited (Fig. 6). Nanodea muscosa is strictly absent at water tables above −31 cm, but its low cover
and constancy also make it unsuitable as an indicator species.
With respect to the total cover of plants belonging to species groups A and B correlations and hence
predictive value are higher than of the single constituent species. If total cover of group A is above
27 % the water table is below −31 cm in all but 7 out of 88 cases; if total cover of group A is below
27 % the water table is above −31 cm in all but 8 out of 160 cases (total error 15 out of 248 cases = 6
%). Similarly, if the total cover of group B is above 0% the water table is above −31 cm in all but 18 of
175 cases; if total cover of group B equals 0 the water table is below −31 cm in all but 2 of 73 cases
(total error 20 of 248 cases = 8 %). Predictive performance is higher when looking at the difference
between the cover of the two groups: if this plant cover index (total cover group A minus total cover
group B) is above 22 % the water table is below −31 cm in all but 5 of 89 cases; if it is below 22 % the
water table is above −31 cm in all but 3 of 159 cases (total error 8 of 248 cases = 3 %). So, the relative
dominance of species group A over B allows for a sharp delineation of plant cover on the level of the
nanotope that coincides with the two water table classes (Fig. 7).

Figure 9: Vascular plant species cover in relation to mean water table on 31 January 2005 in grid
relevés (n=248); note scaling of the ordinate axes.
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Table 3: Correlation (Pearson ρ) between
the water table on 31 January 2005 and
plant percentage cover for 11 species in the
2 × 2 m relevés (n=248). The p-value of all
correlations is below 1·10-10, except as
indicated.

Peat characteristics
The average degree of humification of the peat just below the water table along transect 1 is 1.7
(SD = 1.0, n = 128) for the wet and 3.0 (SD = 1.3, n = 119) for the dry mire features. Although the
averages differ clearly (p = 1·10−16, Welch’s t-test), there is a considerable overlap in values. No strict
demarcation can be drawn between wet and dry nanotope features on the basis of degree of
humification. A very low degree of humification of 0.5 is only found in the wet features and relatively
high degrees of humification (5 and 6) are restricted to dry features.
Hydraulic conductivity measured 10-20 cm below the water table along transect 1 is higher for the
wet (mean log transformed k = 0.6, SD = 0.8, n = 107) than for the dry mire features (mean −0.3,
SD = 1.2, n = 119). Although the averages differ clearly (p = 6·10-9, Welch’s t-test), there is considerable
overlap in values. As we saw for the degree of humification, the wet and dry mire features cannot be
strictly separated based on hydraulic conductivity alone. Except for three wet outliers, all values below
10−1.25 m·d-1 were measured in dry sites (n = 35).
As both the degree of humification and the hydraulic conductivity along transect 1 clearly differ
between the wet and dry mire features, a correlation between the two can be expected. The p-value
for the correlation between degree of decomposition and hydraulic conductivity is indeed low (p =
6·10−42), but the regression coefficient is only modest (r2 = 0.6). Still, it is higher than the regression
coefficients for degree of humification against depth (r2 = 0.3) or hydraulic conductivity against depth
(r2 = 0.2) (Fig. 10). We conclude that the degree of humification determines hydraulic conductivity,
but that there are other factors in play.
The average hydraulic conductivity of the dry mire features is about 7 times lower than for the wet
ones. Yet, at the same water table, wet elements tend to show lower values than their dry
counterparts. Remember that all measurements were made at 10–20 cm below the water table, which
means that a deeper measurement depth is associated with a deeper water table. If the water table
drops, a thicker peat layer becomes unsaturated and is no longer supported by pore water pressure
(loss of buoyancy). Nevertheless, moisture content of the unsaturated peat is still (very) high and adds
to its weight. This weight exerts pressure on the saturated peat below, reducing pore space and hence
hydraulic conductivity (Ivanov 1981, Price 2003). Apparently, this deformation of the saturated peat
is stronger in the wet mire features than in the dry ones (see Section 3.4).
The denser cover of vascular plants provides more, partly even woody, roots and stems to the peat
matrix of the dry mire features. These roots and stems not only provide for higher hydraulic
conductivity (cf. Boelter 1969), but also create a scaffold that ensures that the peat does not collapse
as readily as the less supported moss peat of the wet mire features (Weber 1902, Malmer et al. 1994,
Waddington et al. 2010). Moreover, the Sphagnum magellanicum mosses of the dry mire features are
sturdier than those of the wet features (Section 3.6) and not bent in the direction of water flow
(Section 3.6).
Hydraulic conductivity clearly decreases with depth in each of the 10 profiles (Fig. 11). A linear
regression fit between 10log(k) and measurement depth has a coefficient of 0.023 for wet and 0.026
for dry features (r2 = 0.6 and 0.5 respectively; p-values < 0.001). In other words, hydraulic conductivity
in the profiles is about 2.5 orders of magnitude lower when it is measured one metre deeper. Whereas
dry and wet features show similar hydraulic conductivity profiles when data are lumped, things are
much more complex. We will address the profiles in more detail below in Section 3.2 and make a
comparison between hydraulic conductivity measured in the profiles and along the transect in Section
3.4.

Figure 10: Hydraulic conductivity k and degree of humification H in relation to each other (top-right)
and to measurement depth (top-left and bottom-right respectively). Black circles denote dry sites with
water table depth below −31 cm on 31 January 2005; grey dots wet sites with water table above −31
cm. Measurements were made at 10-20 cm below the water table (filter depth); dots are placed 15 cm
below the water table at the time of measurement. Note that measurements were carried out over a
period of several weeks and that considerable differences in water table depth can exist compared
with 31 January. Boxplots drawn between the graphs show the mean and quartiles with whiskers
denoting the range of values (without outliers). Note the logarithmic scale of the hydraulic conductivity
axis.

Figure 11: Hydraulic conductivity k as
measured in the depth profiles. Black circles
denote dry sites with water tables below
−31 cm on 31 January 2005; grey dots wet
sites with water table above −31 cm. Filter
length was 10 cm and dots are placed at its
centre. Note the logarithmic scale of the
hydraulic conductivity axis.

3.2. Microtope (mire sites)
Thus far, our focus has been on generalized characteristics of water and plant cover and peat, and
their interrelationships. In other words, on observations that are valid at the level of the nanotope
and that reflect characteristics and correlations without acknowledging the relationship of every
measurement plot with its vicinity, nor its position on the dome. In this section we will describe how
mire features on the nanotope level combine into mire sites on the microtope level (Fig. 6).
Plant cover and water table depth
As seen in the previous chapter, the plant cover index and water table depth allow for sharp
delineation of dry and wet mire features. Along transect 1 (from SW to NE), distinct mire-sites
comprised of particular sequences of mire features can be discerned. For the first 27 metres there is
a rand composed solely of dry mire features. From 28 to 32 m first wet, and then dry features are
found between 32 and 38 m. This alternation of wet and dry features is a hummock-hollow complex
that – at least along the transect – consists of only one hummock and one hollow. From 39 to 288 m
there is a central plateau, composed solely of wet mire features. From 289 to 401 m dry and wet
features alternate. This is the string-flark complex consisting of elongated dry ridges or strings and
elongated wet flarks. From 402 m onward there is a rand consisting of dry mire features only.
There are some small deviations from this overall pattern. On the central plateau an isolated hummock
occurs at 87-88 m. At the beginning of the plateau, the plant cover index of the relevé between 38
and 40 m is 30, indicating a dry feature, but the average water table is -28 cm, indicating a wet feature.
This mismatch arises from simple methodological issues: The contiguous vegetation relevés are 2×2
m large and a transition between a wet and a dry mire feature may well occur within one relevé. Water
table measurements were made every metre, using the average of three measurements to
characterise the relevé, which is not necessarily perfectly representative for the 2×2 m area. Similar
mismatches are found at the transition between dry and wet features in the string-flark complex. Of
the total of 57, there are five relevés in the string-flark complex with a mismatch.
On the plateau, another interruption in the contiguous series of all wet water tables occurs at 53-54 m
where the water table is slightly below the −31 cm threshold for two consecutive measurements (−34
and −31.5 cm respectively). Yet, the average water table for the relevé is above −31 cm and also the
plant cover indicates a wet mire feature. At 103-105 m plant cover just barely indicates a hummock,
but water tables do not. Also these two mismatches occur because water table measurements and
associated relevés represent different mire features. In both cases there are small isolated hummocks.
On the nanotope level only two plant species are narrowly restricted to either dry (Nanodea muscosa)
or wet (Rostkovia magellanica) mire features. On the higher microtope level of mire sites, additional
restrictions or close associations become apparent. With the exception of very minor occurrences at
the very beginning or end of the transect, Tetroncium magellanicum and Carex magellanica occur only
on the central plateau and in the string-flark complex: All three species of group B are absent in the
rand. Where they appear to be associated with strings, it involves the five mismatched relevés in the
string-flark complex mentioned above. This means that along transect 1 plants of species group B
actually are restricted to wet mire features.
With respect to plant species of group A – which are associated with dry conditions – the only narrowly
restricted species on the nanotope level, Nanodea muscosa, is on the microtope level restricted to the
rand only; it does not occur on the equally dry strings of the string-flark complex. Of the other species
of group A, only Marsipospermum grandiflorum is restricted to dry features and thus to the rand and
the string-flark complex. The other species of the group occur on wet features as well, although higher
than 5% cover of Pernettya pumila is restricted to the rand.
The difference in water table along transect 1 between November 2015 and January 2005 tends to be
larger for the wet features of the flarks than for those of the plateau (but see Section 3.4). A likely

explanation is that the water table response in the flarks is coupled with that in the neighboring
strings. The strings have more strongly decomposed peat with less pore space and elasticity, as
exemplified by lower hydraulic conductivity (Fig. 10). As a result, their storativity will be lower meaning
that water table fluctuations will be larger. If there is much precipitation, or in times of snow melt, a
rising water table in a string will cause the water table to rise to a similar extent in the upstream flark
as well.
Changes in water table in response to heavy rainfall are complex, but ultimately related to pore space
and storativity (Heliotus and DeWitt 1987, Price and Schlotzhauer 1999). Correspondingly, the
response in the dry features was larger (Fig. 12). In the wet features the response was mixed: it was
limited in the plateau, but large in the flarks. This large response does not match with the large pore
space of the flarks as attested by their high hydraulic conductivity as shown in the next section.

Figure 12: Water table response after heavy
rainfall. The response is expressed as the amount
of rain divided by the increase in water table. The
vertical lines span the water table before and
after the rainfall events.

Peat characteristics
For the peat samples taken just below the water table, there is no strong correlation between the
degree of humification and depth and thus no clear distinction between wet and dry mire features on
the nanotope level (Section 3.1). Inevitably, clear patterns in the degree of humification are largely
absent on the microtope level as well. The degree of decomposition is generally high in the rand,
although slightly decomposed peat was found here as well. Similarly, the degree of decomposition is
generally low in the central plateau, but also here higher degrees of decomposition are found, and
not only in the isolated hummock at 87-88 m. In the string-flark complex the degree of decomposition
changes from relatively high to low and back again, but a low degree of decomposition is not exclusive
to flarks, nor is a high degree exclusive to strings.
Degree of humification was assessed in conjunction with the measurements of hydraulic conductivity
just below the water table, which were carried out over a period of almost 8 weeks. Water tables
changed considerably during this period, which means measurements were made at different depths
relative to the water tables on 31 January 2005 shown in Fig. 6. At the time degree of humification
and hydraulic conductivity were determined, water tables in the upper rand (first 27 m along the
transect) were on average 4 cm lower than on 31 January 2005. In the hummock-hollow complex (28
– 38 m) they were 12 cm lower, on the plateau (39 – 288 m) 10 cm lower, in the string-flark complex
(289 – 401 m) 2 cm lower, and in the lower rand (402 – 498 m) 5 cm lower. This sampling procedure
can certainly explain some of the deviations. Sampling different depths means sampling peat of

different age: the deeper, the older and in tendency more decomposed. Note, however, that in the
depth profiles changes in the degree of humification with depth are not regular nor unidirectional (Fig.
13).

Figure 13: Hydraulic conductivity (top) and degree of humification (bottom) as measured in the various
depth profiles (indicated by different dots and lines) in the different sites plateau, string-flark and rand.
Although the trend is clear, also the correlation between degree of humification and hydraulic
conductivity is only weak in the profiles (cf. Fig. 13). Yet, hydraulic conductivity is in most cases strongly
correlated with depth (r² > 0.7 for 8 out of 11 profiles). If degree of humification can only in part
explain why hydraulic conductivity decreases with depth, compaction offers the most obvious
additional explanation. It leads to a loss of pore space, with lower hydraulic conductivity as a result.
The deeper the peat, the older it is and the more often it has been exposed to water table drops and
associated weight pressure from above. Part of the resulting compaction is irreversible and a distinct
gradient results in porosity and therewith in hydraulic conductivity.
The decrease in hydraulic conductivity with depth differs between the different mire sites (Fig. 13).
The central plateau and the rand show a steep decrease of about three orders of magnitude over a
1 m depth range. The strings and flarks of the string-flark complex show a decrease of only two orders
of magnitude over the same 1 m depth range. In other words, wet and dry mire features show
different hydraulic conductivity profiles depending on which mire site they belong to. But how to
explain the gentler decrease in hydraulic conductivity both in the flarks compared with the plateau
and in the strings compared with the rand?
In a previous paper, we presented a simulation model of surface pattern development and we
postulated that strings and flarks would move down the slope and that this movement should be
identifiable in the peat (Couwenberg and Joosten 2005). Using ground-penetrating radar, Kettridge et
al. (2012) indeed found downslope movement of dry and wet mire features over time. The result are
alternating thin layers of sturdy hummock and soppier hollow peat (Fig. 14). Therefore, the peat
underneath the dry and wet mire features of the string-flark complex is not hummock- or hollow-type
peat, but a string-flark-peat. This peat is a product of the mire site; it originates on the higher
microtope scale level.

Figure 14: Hybrid ‘zebra’ peat formed in the string-flark complex. The photograph was taken in the cutover bog East of the study site (Photo: Hans Joosten, December 2006).
The ‘hybrid’ peat of the string-flark complex combines the characteristics of the wet and dry features
found on the plateau and rand. Just like the plateau, the wet flarks have high water tables and loose
near-surface peat with high storativity. The dry strings have low hydraulic conductivity at typical low
water tables, but a sturdy peat structure, just like the rand. As mentioned, after heavy rainfall, the
water table in the flarks increases in tandem with the water table in the strings. Similarly, the high
storativity of the flarks will limit water table drops in dry times (cf. Sjörs 1948). Being coupled to and
‘fed’ by the flarks, the strings will show limited drops in water table as well. Overall, the string-flark
complex is well buffered against water table draw downs, but also has sturdy peat that will not
collapse as readily as the peat of the plateau. Less deep water tables combined with more sturdy peat
make for a less steep decrease in hydraulic conductivity with depth.
In the plateau, the decrease in hydraulic conductivity with depth is steeper because the peat is less
sturdy and although limited in number and extent, water table draw-downs lead to relatively strong
irreversible compaction. In the rand, the peat is sturdy, but water table draw-downs are frequent and
deep and decomposition and compaction are the result.
3.3. Mesotope (mire massif)
For all the attention to differences in hydraulic conductivity gradients, the overall decrease in hydraulic
conductivity with depth is logarithmic and large. The decrease is related to loss of pore space with
depth, which not only affects hydraulic conductivity, but also storativity. Their high storativity limits
water table fluctuations to the upper peat layers. The peat below this ‘aktivnyy gorizont’ (sensu Ivanov
1981) is always water saturated. Water is still flowing out of this saturated peat layer following Darcy’s
law, but it cannot readily. The result is a mound of water and peat, the shape of which can be
approximated by the Dupuit equation (cf. Ivanov 1981, Glaser et al. 2004). The shape of the Valle de
Andorra bog indeed roughly follows this parabolic equation.

A generalised shape of the mire massif was fed into our simulation model, which produced patterns
on two distinct scale levels (Fig. 15). On the lower nanotope level the characteristic strings and flarks
are found; on the higher microtope level this string-flark complex occurs alongside the rand and
plateau. The extent and location of these mire sites corresponds well with the pattern in the studied
peatland as indicated by the plant cover (Fig. 16). Remember that the initial state of the simulated
surface is an even lawn of ‘mosses’ at intermediate water table. Once the simulation starts, the rand
will drain and the now dry cells will be given low transmissivity. Depending on slope and water input
a rand of a certain width will develop (see Couwenberg and Joosten 2005). Upslope of this rand water
will pond and cells will become wet and be given high transmissivity. These will in turn drain upslope
cells that become dry and be given low transmissivity, etc. This ponding and draining of respective
upslope areas is only effective if the slope is steep enough. Going from the rand inward, once the slope
becomes too gentle, run-off will be small, water will remain and a wet plateau develops (Couwenberg
and Joosten 2005).

Figure 15: Surface pattern produced by the simulation model after 200 development steps. Dark tones
indicated dry features, bright tones wet features. Note that any state between dry and wet is possible
in the model. Pixels with an intermediate tone can be seen on the plateau and on the upper part of
flarks.

Although the model allows for it, cells with intermediate water tables are rare and largely restricted
to the plateau. As is the case in the field, also the simulation model shows strong divergence into dry
and wet elements in the string-flark complex. Once a cell located on a slope becomes wetter, its
transmissivity will be higher and so water will more easily flow into it, keeping it wet; once a cell
becomes drier the opposite occurs. The simulated intermediate water tables did not occur in reality
on the plateau.
So the shape and slope of the massif (mesotope level) drive development of lower level patterns. The
slope of the absolute water level (relative to datum) differs between the five microtopes delineated
along transect 1 in Section 3.2. above: Over the initial 38 metres of transect 1, covering the upper rand
and hummock-hollow complex, the height of the water level drops by 19 cm, with an average slope
around 0.5 %. The water level remains nearly flat across the central plateau with a slope < 2.5 ‰
(calculated as a running linear spline over 49 metres). The slope then becomes steeper in the stringflark complex, increasing to 2.9 % at 401 metres (average c. 1 %, range 0.25 – 2.9 %). In the final 95 m
rand of transect 1 the height of the water level drops by 4.76 m (average slope 5 %). The height
measurements along transect 2 show a similar change in slope (Fig. 3). After an initial rather steep

section over c. 50 m, the height drops by only 0.5 m over the next c. 200 m wide central plateau (slope
c. 2.5 ‰), by 2.25 m over the following c. 230 m string-flark complex (slope c. 1 %), and by c. 7.5 m
over the final 290 m rand (slope c. 2.5 %).

Figure 16: Maps of the bog depicting the cumulative cover of species group A, species group B and for
the vegetation index (cover of group A minus cover of group B). The underlying relevés are 10×10 m
large. Cumulative cover is the sum of the cover of each species belonging to the group. Plant cover was
assessed in a modified scale of 5 units.

Ivanov (1981, p. 93) presents slopes well below 0.5 % for string-flark sites and more gentle slopes of
up to 2 % for the rand as well. The slopes that initiate development of the different sites are not

universal. Rather, pattern formation depends on flowing water acting as the organising force. This
force can express itself only if there is enough water on a slope that is steep enough and with
differences in transmissivity between wet and dry ecotopes that are large enough (Couwenberg 2005).
So, next to the slope, climate and landscape setting play a role in determining the availability of water
(affecting both input and output). Transmissivity of hummocks is strongly diminished if ice is present,
which of course depends on the climate setting as well. In this light, the lower slopes reported by
Ivanov (1981) for mires in continental Russia are no surprise. The absence of clear striping patterns on
tropical domes may be related to their gentler slopes and to smaller difference in transmissivity
between hummocks and depressions (Dommain et al. 2010).
Despite the range in slope and despite the variety in wet and dry features and sites, practically the
entire massif is covered by Sphagnum magellanicum.

3.4. Macrotope (mire complex)
Although we did not take an in-depth look at the next higher level of organisation, the macrotope, we
can share some observations. The studied massif is one of five that form a mire-complex together with
surrounding lagg zones and separating brooks. The two Eastern massifs still have fen characteristics
and can be considered ‘transitional’. As the peat stratigraphy (Fig. 3) indicates, originally a percolation
fen (sensu Joosten et al. 2017) with slightly decomposed sedge peat developed between the
mountains in the South and the river in the North. The fen was fed by groundwater seeping from the
foothills. Groundwater is still seeping into the lagg zone of the mire complex here, as indicated by the
presence of Primula magellanica (Pérez-Haase et al. 2019) and of ‘schwimmeisen’ (mixed-valent Fe
films) on the surface of ephemeral pools (cf. Grathof et al. 2007).
At one point, Sphagnum magellanicum established, indicating that rainwater started to suppress the
influence of alkaline groundwater at the surface in the mire (cf. Wassen and Joosten 1996), leading to
the development of the raised bogs. In a peat core taken on the plateau approximately 54 m along
transect 1, Sphagnum established slightly over 2300 years ago and accumulated about 2.5 m of peat
(Loisel and Yu 2013). There is up to 5.5 m of Sphagnum peat along transect 2 (Fig. 3), suggesting that
the transition from fen to bog started much earlier. Below the thickest Sphagnum peat layers along
transect 2, we found two tephras about 2.5 m and 1.3 m below the transition from fen to bog peat.
These tephras are likely associated with the Hudson I and Burney II events, suggesting that the bog
established well after 4.200 years ago (Loisel and Bunsen 2020).
It is highly unlikely that the brooks already existed in the percolation fen. The fine sedge peat (cf.
Schulz et al. 2019) deposited by this fen is only slightly decomposed. Yet, when coring, it was hardly
possible to penetrate the sedge peat and upon opening the Russian type corer, the peat expanded to
double its size. Apparently, the original peat was very loose and fibrous and thus highly permeable
(Verry et al. 2011), enabling the groundwater to flow to the river in a diffuse way through the peat. It
was highly compacted when the raised bog grew over it. Indeed, the peat stratigraphy shows a
conspicuous depression in what must originally have been a gradual and smooth sedge peat surface
(cf. Wassen and Joosten 1996, Schipper et al. 2007) under the area with the thick bog deposits (Fig.
3). Assuming that the fen used to have a flat surface with a constant slope, the fen peat has been
compressed by up to 2 metres and is now only 60-70 % of its original thickness. Hydraulic
conductivities measured in piezometer tubes with their filter in the fen peat showed values below
10−4 m/d (data not shown).
Brooks are a common feature of raised bogs (Weber 1902). When a rainwater fed raised bog becomes
older and larger, its rain receiving surface will increase quadratically (πr2), but its circumference only
linearly with its radius (2πr). More run-off water will have to leave a relatively shorter border and at
one point this border will break and a brook will develop (Masing 1984). Yet, such a brook would
originate in the bog and not dissect it fully. So the lay-out of the brooks tells us that raised bog

development started in at least 3 areas in the former percolation fen and increasingly forced the
diffuse groundwater flow to concentrate in the developing brooks, which also received the run-off
water from the bogs domes.
The landscape setting with its relief and seepage enabled the percolation fen that in turn provided a
template for the three raised bog massifs. Fen areas are still present upslope of the bog massifs and
fed by seepage water from the hills stagnating in front of the heavily compressed fen peat and the
raised bog rand. In this sense, the bog massifs act like giant hummocks that also divert part of the
seepage water to the sides. The mire complex is easily recognisable as a single unit on remote sensing
imagery like figure 2. Its components are easily recognisable as units as well, but it is also easily
recognised that each of the massifs looks very different, as do other units belonging to the same
macrotope component.
We started this Chapter at the nanotope and have now arrived at the macrotope scale. On our ‘way
up‘, we have focussed on differences between the various components on each scale level. In the
following, we will move back down the scale levels and focus on differences that exist within
recognisable components on every scale level.
3.5. “Sub-microtope”
On the level of the microtope, different expressions can be distinguished within each of the three
types of mire sites: an upper and a lower rand, an upper and a lower hummock-hollow complex and
an upper and a lower plateau. Coming from upslope, the upper rand of the bog starts with steep
Sphagnum magellanicum hummocks that rise up to a metre above the fen lagg. In the upper rand the
absolute height of the water and the surface appear to slope downwards towards the plateau, which
is not uncommon for eccentric raised bogs (Eurola 1962). The lower rand slopes away from the plateau
and is steeper than the upper rand. Despite these differences in slope and its direction, water tables
cover the same range in the two rand sites. The upper and lower rand also share the same species
that display similar plant cover values. Although along transect 1, Nanodea muscosum solely occurs
on the lower rand and is absent from the top, this rare species occurs only intermittently along the
rand and was found along the southern slope as well.
In the upper rand the peat just below the water table consistently shows a relatively high degree of
humification, whereas the peat of the lower rand is generally less decomposed. Probably the peat of
the upper rand still receives some groundwater, which stimulates decomposition. Stronger
decomposition would normally be associated with reduced pore space. Indeed, the hydraulic
conductivity just below the water table is much lower in the upper than in the lower rand (Fig. 17).
The upper hummock-hollow complex consists of a series of hummocks arranged in an open ring shape
that follows the contour of the massif, but the hummocks have not all coalesced to form one elongated
string. Our earlier simulations showed that such strings of individual hummocks occur early during the
development of the string or when the slope is only gentle (Couwenberg 2005, Couwenberg and
Joosten 2005). The Sphagnum peat layer is thinnest here and the pattern is younger accordingly. The
slope is comparable to that at the start of the lower hummock-hollow complex (= the string-flark
complex) where the first strings coming from the plateau are not fully closed either – which might be
because of the gentle slope or because they are only young, or both. In terms of water table and
vegetation cover the upper and lower hummock-hollow complex do not differ.
The degree of humification is clearly higher in the upper hummock-hollow complex. Accordingly, the
few hydraulic conductivities measured here are consistently lower than at similar depth in the lower
string-flark complex (Fig. 17). There is one measurement from a lower string and one from a lower
flark that show comparably low – or even lower – values. We will address these measurements in
Section 3.5).

Figure 17: Hydraulic conductivity measured 10-20 cm below the water table in different ecotopes along
transect 1. Grey dots denote measurements made in the upper rand, upper plateau or upper stringflark complex, open dots in their lower counterparts. For the plateau the grey dots with black border
denote measurements made over the first 46 m of the upper plateau. Crosses denote outliers marked
with their distance along transect 1. Note the logarithmic scaling of the x-axis.
Also the plateau can be subdivided into an upper (39 – 167 m) and a lower part (168 – 288 m). On the
satellite image (Fig. 2) the upper plateau shows as a darker grey shade than the lower. The large pools
with Sphagnum falcatulum are all located on the lower plateau (Fig. 18). Marsippospermum
grandiflorum is basically absent from the plateau (see section 3.2). The occurrence of Nothofagus
antarctica and Pernettya pumila, two additional species of group A, is (largely) restricted to the upper
plateau; these species are absent from the lower plateau. In contrast, Rostkovia magellanica almost
exclusively grows on the lower plateau. The 10 × 10 m relevés (Fig. 18) and the satellite image show
that it also occurs in a plateau area that is devoid of open water to the south-east of Transect 1.
Transect 1 did not pass through this area it cannot be characterised it any further.
Water tables are comparable between the upper and lower plateau and measurements made in 2015
hardly differ from those made in 2005, except for the first 46 m where water tables were about 10 cm
higher in 2015. Here the degree of humification is higher, which suggests lower storativity and
hydraulic conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity measured just below the water table is indeed
always below 0.5 m/d in this part of the upper plateau (cf. Fig. 17; log10(0.5) = −0.3). None of the depth
profiles of hydraulic conductivity were measured in the upper plateau and a comparison with the
lower plateau is not possible here.

Fig. 18: Maps of the bog depicting the cover of different plant species in contiguous relevés of 10×10 m.
Plant cover was assessed in a modified scale of 5 units.

The hydraulic conductivity measurement made on the plateau at 70 m along the transect produced
an outlier value (Fig. 17). On 31 January 2005 the water table was 10.5 cm above the moss capitula
here. In other words, it is an open water pool. Yet, when hydraulic conductivity was measured on 15
February the water table was 1.1 cm below the capitula. The very loose pool peat must have collapsed
when the water table dropped below the surface. The result is a relatively low hydraulic conductivity.
One of the depth profiles of hydraulic conductivity from the plateau shows a gradient similar to that
of the string-flark complex. This profile was taken at 264 m along transect 1, which is only 24 metres
away from the first string of the string-flark complex. In this sense, the string-flark complex can be
thought to start with a flark that is on the surface, however, indiscernible from the surrounding
plateau.
The depth profiles of hydraulic conductivity showd that the decrease in conductivity with depth was
steeper in the plateau and the rand than it was in the flarks and strings (Fig. 13). Going 20 cm further
down the profile, hydraulic conductivity is about 3 times lower in the plateau and rand and only 2
times lower in the strings and flarks. In case of the transect measurements the distinction is rather
between the wet and dry features (Fig. 17). The wet features (plateau and flarks) show a very steep
decrease in conductivity. If the water table is 20 cm lower, hydraulic conductivity decreases by a factor
of about 180. In the dry features the decrease is only by a factor 10.
As already mentioned in Section 3.1, the decrease in hydraulic conductivity in the profiles is related to
stronger humification and irreversible compaction with depth. The decrease in the transect
measurements points to increased weight pressure when water tables are lower as an additional
cause of decreased conductivity (Ivanov 1981, Price 2003). In case of the plateau, if the water table is
20 cm lower, the depth profiles tell us that the hydraulic conductivity of the peat would be 3 times
lower, whereas the transect measurements show that weight pressure additionally decreases
conductivity by a factor 60. In case of the flarks, the profiles show a decrease by a factor 2 over 20 cm
and weight pressure adds a factor 90; in case of the strings, profiles show a factor 2 and weight adds
a factor 5; in case of the rand profiles show a factor 3 and weight adds a factor 3.
As mentioned above, the hybrid peat of the string-flark complex is less prone to loss of pore space
with depth, because it combines the sturdiness of the strings with the storativity of the flarks. Yet, the
near surface peat of the flarks readily collapses under weight pressure. It follows that this collapse
pertains to the upper layer of peat and moss only, a layer that is entirely the product of the current
wet conditions.
Compression in reaction to added weight could have affected the profile measurements if water table
were not constant while measurements were made. This problem did not play a role, however. In the
wet features the measurement series for the hydraulic conductivity profiles could all be carried out
during single days. Consequently, the water table in the wet features changed by 2.5 cm at most
between the first and the final measurement. The lower hydraulic conductivity of the dry features
took longer to measure and profile measurements were in many cases carried out over multiple days.
Water table differences amounted up to 15 cm in the profiles of the rand. We scrutinized the (noisy)
data to see whether these changes in water table between measurements caused conspicuous jumps
in the trend of hydraulic conductivity vs. depth, but they did not. The effect of surplus weight is
anyhow smallest in the sturdy rand peat.

3.6. Sub-nanotope
Differences between mire features (nanotope) of the same type can be found in the string-flark
complex and the strings in particular. The low hydraulic conductivity of the strings results in stagnation
of the water flow. As a result, the absolute water level is higher on the upslope than on the downslope
side of a string; it shows a clear drop inside the string. This drops expresses itself as a steep (more
negative) slope in the absolute water level. However, not all the strings are effective in stagnating

water flow (Fig. 19). Of the eight strings crossed by transect 1, three do not affect the water level in
any substantial way. At least they did not on 31 January 2005.

Figure 19: Transects through the stringflark complex, showing the slope in the
water level above datum and the
absolute height of the surface and
water level. The slope dips when
absolute water level falls inside
hummocks marked with an asterisk. In
three hummocks along transect 1
marked with a circle a dip in slope did
not occur. Also shown for transects 2a
and 2b are the relative water table and
hydraulic conductivity k as measured
10-30 cm below the water table. For
transect 2b the angle of Sphagnum
stems is displayed in 15° steps.

The small string around 314 m along the transect did not affect the water level on 31 January when
the water table was at −42 cm. However, on 3 March the water table was at −50 cm and a hydraulic
conductivity of 0.028 m/day was measured (log10 = −1.6), which is even lower than the 0.54 m/day
(log10 = −0.27) measured on the same day in the large string just upslope at 308 m; it is actually the
lowest of hydraulic conductivity measured along the transect in the string-flark complex. The string
must be young and overlie loose flark peat that it easily compresses with weight. When the water
table is high, no impounding effect can be observed, but when water table is low the then even more
compressed original flark peat will effectively obstruct water flow. So there are ‘full-time’ strings,
which always obstruct water flow, and ‘part-time’ strings that are young and only effective in reducing
run-off when water tables are low enough. Yet, when they are effective, they are very much so.
Next to differences in features of the same type within the string-flark complex, differences exist
within the mire features of the string-flark complex as well. A detailed look at the strings and flarks
shows that these are asymmetric (Fig. 19). The transition between the two is steeper at the upslope
side of the strings. Here the water, which flows easily through the flark upslope, collects in front of
the flow-impeding string. The simulation model produces this pattern for the (strings and) flarks close
to the plateau as well, where the downslope side of the flarks has highest, the upslope side only
intermediate transmissivity. In the model, the dome is rising towards the plateau, but the water table
in the flarks tends towards the horizontal. The result is a wet upslope and a drier downslope side. In
reality, the pattern is reinforced when the peatland goes through drier times repeatedly. If water
tables temporarily fall, the area immediately upslope of the string will still remain wet, whereas the
area immediately downslope will become drier and thus conducive to expansion of the hummock
string. Herein also lies the key to the downslope migration of the strings and flarks: A string cannot
move upslope because it is always wet there and so it moves downslope, not because there is any
pressure to do so, but because it is possible to move down and impossible to move up (BogdanovskajaGuineff 1928, see also Osvald 1923).
When going downslope, the measurements along the short transects 2a and 2b show that at the start
of every hummock string hydraulic conductivity is still high, even though water tables are already low.
Similarly, at the start of every hollow flark hydraulic conductivity is still low, even though water tables
are already high. The same phenomenon occurs along transect 1, but the picture is blurred here
because of the differences in water table at the time hydraulic conductivity was measured. Why
hydraulic conductivity does not change in full sync with the water table, can only be hypothesised.
There are three factors decisive for hydraulic conductivity below the water table: the original
sturdiness of the peat and belowground biomass material, the degree of humification and the weight
pressure exerted by unsaturated peat above the water table.
On the upslope side of the strings, sturdy hummock peat occurs that has many (also woody) roots and
stem fragments and is generally well fed with water from the flarks upslope. The peat at the upslope
side of a string may be expected to be particularly sturdy, because – with the strings moving
downslope – this peat has longest been deposited by dry vegetation. The relatively high and relatively
stable water tables limit humification of the peat that is anyhow less prone to structural degradation
following decomposition. So, both the sturdiness of the peat and the relatively high and relatively
stable water table support high hydraulic conductivity at the upslope side of the strings.
The string not only receives water from the flark upslope, keeping it wet, but also loses water to the
flark below. The result, as shown above, is a rather steep slope in the absolute water level inside the
strings (Fig. 19). As the water table decreases further downslope in the string, there is increasingly
more pressure on increasingly deeper, older and more decomposed peat and hydraulic conductivity
decreases rather steeply as well. With respect to the upslope side of the flarks, the inflow of water
from the string upslope is limited and in dry times, the peat will not remain saturated like at the
downslope side. As a result, the peat at the upslope side of the flark underlies stronger water table
fluctuations and is more decomposed (Fig. 6). Consequently, hydraulic conductivity is low. Keep in
mind that the general distinction between strings and flarks still holds and the peat forming vegetation

is adapted to wet conditions and largely lacks plants with woody roots and stems.
In conclusion, there is a strong differentiation between parts with low and parts with high hydraulic
conductivity in the string-flark complex. Yet, the distribution of these two conductivity modes does
not coincide with the two, fully coinciding modes in water table and vegetation cover.

3.7. Picotope
Growth form
At the level of the picotope we distinguish mire eros. An ero is a single plant or, in case of mosses, a
single moss stem. The Sphagnum magellanicum mosses of the string-flark complex show different
growth forms in the wet and dry features (Fig. 20 and 21). The mosses of the dry features have more
branches (Fig. 21) that in turn have more leaves and the mosses are overall much denser as a result.
Incidental measurements of bulk density and number of capitula show a parallel trend to the number
of branches (data not shown). Moreover, repeated drying of the moss capitulum can lead to adversely
high concentrations of ions that then suppress apical dominance and result in more frequent
bifurcation of the stem. Overall, these changes in growth form make for a denser moss stand with
increased capillarity that is able to keep the capitula moist (Smolyanitsky 1977, Masing 1984). Their
dense build makes them less prone to loss of stability upon decomposition or weight pressure.

Figure 20: Variation in growth form of Sphagnum magellanicum. Samples were collected in the string
flark complex where water tables were 1 cm (left) and 50 cm below the surface (right).
In the wet flarks the mosses are less dense and sturdy, hydraulic conductivity is higher and water is
flowing more easily, exerting horizontal pressure on the mosses. Growing mosses are known to bend
in the direction of least resistance (Overbeck and Happach 1957). As a result, the stems of the mosses
can be tilted in the direction of water flow if the pressure is strong enough (Panov 2006). Indeed, moss
stems are tilted in the direction of water flow along transect 2b (Fig. 19). Bending of moss stems has
also been observed in reaction to snow load in winter. After snow melt, mosses would grow straight
up again and annually repeated snow loads would result in multiple bends in the stems (cf. Pakarinen
and Tolonen 1977, Mironov et al. 2016). Moreover, mosses in strings would be affected by snow load
as well, although snow loads are typically higher in flarks than in strings, of course. Instead of multiple

bends, the mosses in the flarks show only a single angle. In aquatic plants similar adaptations are
known to reduce adverse effects of drag forces on the plants (Biehle et al. 1998, Puijalon et al. 2008,
Miller et al. 2012).

Figure 21: Number of branches per centimetre stem length of Sphagnum magellanicum collected at
sites with different water tables. Box plots show median and quartiles, whiskers the 1.5 interquartile
range. Grey open circles show the actual measurement values (n = 100 for each respective water table).
Differences between each of the respective water tables are very strong (p < 10-10).

Genotypes
DNA analysis revealed 35 genotypes of Sphagnum magellanicum along transect 1. Most of these
genotypes occur only once (n = 19) or twice (n = 5). There are 6 genotypes that occur 13 times or more
along the transect. The most frequent type occurs in 51 sample spots. The results of the DNA analysis
are only preliminary. Meanwhile, instead of 8, 12 microsatellite markers developed for Sphagnum
(Kyrkjeeide et al. 2016) have been amplified, which revealed 51 genotypes along the transect
(Lamkowski et al. in prep.). The overall picture did not change with the more detailed analysis,
however. There are still 6 dominant genotypes and the remainder occur only sparingly.
In light of the stark differences in growth forms, we had expected to find specific genotypes to be
more dominant in wet or dry features. Yet, with the possible exception of genotype A, none of the
genotypes seems to occur more frequently in either wet or dry sites (Fig. 22). Genotype A is about
twice as frequent in the wet than in the dry features. Note that some strong associations with water
table (high frequency of a genotype in a water table class) must be ascribed to the rarity of some water
table classes. If a water table class has only one entry, there can be only one genotype associated with
it and the frequency of this genotype is then necessarily 1.
If genotype A were indeed associated with wet conditions, its occurrence in dry water table classes
could be explained by mosses occurring on strings in the direct vicinity of wet flarks. Yet, it appears
that the occurrence of genotype A under dry conditions is not in the strings but rather in the lower
rand (Fig. 6 and 23). Genotype B may seem associated with the wet (upper and lower) plateau, but it
also occurs frequently in the upper rand. Like A, genotype C seems associated with the plateau and
the flarks, but – like A – it is also frequent in the lower rand.

Figure 22: Distribution of the 6 common genotypes A through F in relation to water table on 31 January
2005. Water table classes span 5 cm. The number of sites for each water table class is shown in grey
bars; the number of sites where a particular genotype occurs in black bars; the fraction of total sites of
a water table class where the genotype occurs in transparent bars.
Rather than being associated with wet or dry sites or with specific ecotopes, single genotypes seem
to occur in large patches with single genotypes occurring in up to 6 subsequent samples along transect
1 (i.e. over 10 metres distance). The average patch size of each of the six common genotypes is clearly
larger than expected on the basis of a random distribution (Table 4). Clonal growth is ubiquitous in
Sphagnum (Cronberg 1996, Gunnarsson et al. 2006) and would explain the patches. Genotype A
happens to dominate between 240 and 290 m along transect 1 (Fig. 6 and 24), where it is only
occasionally interrupted by single samples belonging to other genotypes. This stretch of the transect
happens to cover the lower plateau, which consists solely of wet features. And so, genotype A is
seemingly associated with wet features.
Looking at the water table of the sites at which the respective genotypes occur, there is a different
mean water table for each genotype and there even are ‘significant’ differences. Yet, with randomly
initiated clonal growth of a limited number of genotypes forming patches on a peatland with a clear
pattern of wet and dry features it is inevitable that such differences arise.
No sporophytes were observed, although we did not actively search for them. Considering that each
of the genotypes can cover the whole width of the different niches and associated phenotypes, clonal
growth seems a more efficient way to reproduce. Moreover, the closed cover of Sphagnum
magellanicum hardly offers any room for germination of spores (Sundberg and Rydin 2002). If one of
the genotypes currently present had established and expanded only later in an already existing S.
magellanicum stand, it should have been more competitive than the mosses already present. One
would then expect it to be associated with a particular growth form and niche. It is more likely that
the different genotypes have been present from the onset of the raised bog phase at least 2000 years
ago. Shaw and Srodon (1995) arrive at the same conclusion in their study on Sphagnum rubellum
genotypes in a North American bog. To explain the presence of seven genotypes, they suggest that as
many as seven colonisation events could have occurred, and that at least four (plus interbreeding) are
required.

Figure 23: Occurrence of the 6 common genotypes A through F in the different ecotopes upper rand
(uR), hollow (Ho) and hummock (Hu) of the upper hummock-hollow complex, upper plateau (uP), lower
plateau (lP), flarks (Fl) and strings (St) of the lower string-flark complex, and the lower rand (Ra). The
number of sites for each ecotope is shown in grey bars; the number of sites where a particular genotype
occurs in black bars; the fraction of total sites of an ecotope where the genotype occurs in transparent
bars.

Figure 24: Occurrence of the 6 common genotypes A through F in classes each spanning 20 m along
transect 1.

Table 4: Number of occurrences, frequency and clustering of genotypes along transect 1. The size of
genotype clusters is expressed as the average number of subsequent sampling sites at which the same
genotype occurs. Cluster size is also given as expected for a random distribution based on the frequency
of the respective genotypes. The ‘remainder’ group of genotypes collectively represents types that each
in total occur in 6 or less sampling sites, hence cluster size characterisation is omitted.
Genotype

Number of
occurrences

Frequency

Observed
Cluster size

Random
cluster size

Observed /
random

A

50

0.21

1.76

1.33

1.32

B

44

0.18

1.91

1.27

1.50

C

43

0.18

1.79

1.26

1.42

D

25

0.10

1.39

1.13

1.23

E

15

0.06

1.88

1.07

1.75

F

13

0.05

1.63

1.06

1.53

remainder

52

(0.21)

‒

‒

‒

total

242

1

‒

‒

‒

4. Integrative interpretation
Having presented the various – often correlating – patterns in plants, water and peat on multiple scale
levels, we will place our observations in the framework of a self-regulating and self-organising raised
bog. Bog Sphagna are what are called ecosystem engineers that change their environment to their
own advantage, which involves various feedbacks in which the presence of bog Sphagna stimulates
the expansion of bog Sphagna (van Breemen 1995). Here, we focus on hydrological feedbacks.
Hydrological self-regulation of a raised bog is based on three principles (Joosten and Couwenberg
2019, cf. Joosten 1993, Waddington et al. 2014): i) Regulating evaporation, ii) following the water
level, and iii) changing transmissivity and storativity. The measurements in the Valle de Andorra bog
focus on the third principle. Before we address them, we will briefly turn to the other two.

Regulating evaporation
Regulating evaporation is important, because it constitutes by far the biggest loss item in the water
balance of raised bogs. On an annual basis, about two-thirds of total precipitation is commonly lost
through evaporation (Romanov 1961, Ingram 1983, Eggelsmann 1990). Regulation of evaporation
occurs on two different scale levels and with two different speeds. First of all, evaporation decreases
promptly when water tables sink too low to uphold capillary water supply (Romanov 1968, Hayward
and Clymo 1982, Kettridge and Waddington 2014). On the picotope level changes in the albedo of
Sphagnum mosses and of dwarf shrubs may occur and on the nanotope level shifts in plant cover.
When water in the hyalocytes in Sphagnum capitula is replaced by air, the color of the chlorocytes
manifests itself much less. The result is a lighter color – or an increase in albedo – leading to a
reduction in evaporation (Eggelsmann 1963, Hayward and Clymo 1982, Harris 2008). A similar change
in albedo is achieved when the leaves of typical bog dwarf shrubs such as Andromeda polifolia or
Oxycoccus palustris under dry conditions change orientation, contract against the stem and show their
lighter underside. The dwarf shrubs growing in the Valle de Andorra bog do not show this feature,
however. The bleaching of Sphagnum and dwarf shrubs functions very rapidly: if conditions become

dry, the change occurs immediately. Of course the albedo of dry surfaces is in general higher than of
wet ones (Ångström 1925), which also accounts for bogs (Kurbatova et al. 2002).
On a slower time-scale, evaporation can also be influenced by changes in plant cover. If the site
becomes drier over a longer period of time, plant cover will respond, in Northern Hemisphere bogs
for example by a change in Sphagnum species. Individual Sphagnum mosses can hardly regulate their
evaporation, but different species have a different evapotranspiration rate, also at identical water
tables, because of different stand densities and canopy roughness (Overbeck and Happach 1957,
Clymo and Hayward 1982, Rice et al. 2001). Moreover, shading by higher plants, which can regulate
evapotranspiration, will reduce these losses (Rydin 1995). Dwarf shrubs like Empetrum rubrum or
Pernettya pumila, but also Marsippospermum grandiflora of the Juncaceae family and the dwarf form
of Nothofagus antarctica, which occur under dry conditions all have xeromorphic features to minimise
evapotranspiration. Dead, dried leaves of Marsippospermum with their light color are strewn across
the surface where they reflect radiation.

Following the water level
Like any porous medium, peat can shrink and swell, depending on the forces exerted on it. At every
depth in the peat there is a balance between the weight of the layers above, the strength of the
skeleton of the porous medium, and the water pressure in the pores (Glaser 1987). Hydraulic
conductivity, which directly relates to pore space, decreases drastically when the water table drops
and the now unsaturated top layer of peat is no longer supported by water pressure in the pores and
thus becomes weight on the peat below. The effect was stronger in the wet than in the dry features
because the skeleton is stronger in the latter. When the water table rises, the mosses and upper peat
layers are carried by water again and no longer weigh down on the deeper peat layers. These changes
also affect peat at a greater depth (Schothorst 1977). Kellner and Halldin (2002) found that 40% of
changes in water storage were related to compression and swelling of peat below 40 cm.
As the peat layers shrink and swell, this leads to an oscillation of the peat surface. This bog oscillation
(or Mooratmung – bog breathing) commonly has an amplitude of a few centimetres per year (Weber
1902, Ingram 1983, Fritz et al. 2008). In the Valle de Andorra mire we measured surface oscillation
between 2 and 8.5 cm, but these measurements were made in an unsystematic way. An oscillating
surface dampens water table fluctuations relative to this surface (Kulczyński 1949) and conditions
remain more stable and conducive to peat accumulation. The effectiveness of bog oscillation depends
on the thickness and elasticity of the peat deposit. A thicker, less humified peat layer can buffer more
variation in water supply than a thinner and more strongly humified layer. As a result, bog oscillation
differs between mire sites (Fritz et al. 2008) and is more effective in the plateau than in the rand.
Considering its thick layer of only slightly humified Sphagnum peat, the capacity of the Valle de
Andorra mire for oscillation will be much larger than measured. Yet, in the stable climate of the valley,
this regulation mechanism is hardly called upon.

Changing transmissivity and storativity
As a self-organising system, a raised bog finds a compromise between small pore space that limits runoff and large pore space that enables water storage and it does so on multiple levels (Couwenberg &
Joosten 1999). We distinguish a total of 16 self-regulation mechanisms in this category, numbered [1]
to [16] below. Self-regulation mechanisms work to maintain the status quo; they are negative
feedbacks that dampen or constrain changes to the system.
The most important self-regulating mechanism of a raised bog is the acrotelm [1]. The acrotelm
consists of the upper few decimetres of living plants and the recently formed upper peat layer. Its
most important property is that it shows a steep decrease in pore space with depth. If the water table

is below the surface, aerobic decomposition of the dead plants and peat can proceed rather rapidly.
The resulting loss of dead plant and peat material also leads to a loss of pore space. Yet, this lost pore
space is continuously replenished from above by new plant material. As the older material below has
been subject to more decomposition and longer pressure from unsaturated layers above, a distinct
gradient in pore space results (Fig. 13).
The steep gradient in pore space forces lateral run-off of water, which creates new options for
regulation (Ivanov 1981, Ingram 1982). The ease with which the water flows depends on the
transmissivity of the peat, which is the integral of hydraulic conductivity over depth. The steep
gradient in pore space means that when the water table rises, lateral water flow is increasingly
through thicker layers with an increasingly higher hydraulic conductivity. As a result, excess water
flows off quickly but diffusely without causing erosion. When the water table drops, lateral flow is
more and more restricted to thinner layers with less and less hydraulic conductivity. If the water table
has dropped sufficiently, lateral discharge may even stop completely (Verry 1984, Van der Schaaf
1999).
Because the Sphagnum growing on top replenishes the pore space that is lost due to decomposition
and compaction, the storativity of the acrotelm remains large and water table fluctuations are well
buffered: The water table remains within decimetres from the surface. The peat below – called the
catotelm – remains permanently water saturated.
The acrotelm fulfils two tasks: it offers high storativity combined with transmissivity that it regulates
as needed. It covers the entire raised bog and it is the only regulation mechanism that works though
an existing pattern, viz. the vertical gradient in pore space. Other regulation mechanisms are
subordinate to the acrotelm. They change the vertical gradient of the acrotelm in time or split its tasks
in space. In the following we will first address how the vertical gradient is flexed in time in reaction to
changes in the water table; then at how it diversifies in space as the mire adapts to local conditions,
which expresses itself in higher organisational levels.
The acrotelm function of limited transmissivity when water tables are low is reinforced by mechanical
changes in porosity of plants and peat. To start with, weight pressure of unsaturated surface layers of
peat can decrease saturated hydraulic conductivity. This mechanical change in acrotelm porosity [2]
can surpass the effect of decomposition and compaction with age by a multitude (Fig. 17 vs. Fig. 13).
This mechanism depends on the stiffness of the peat and plants, and is therefore particularly strong
in the wet features (see below). A change in water table furthermore results in an immediate change
in the porosity of Sphagnum mosses. As part of the mechanical change in the plant porosity [3], the
pendulous branches of Sphagnum mosses contract against the stem and later also the leaves against
each other, which increases capillary water supply to the moss capitula (Clymo and Hayward 1982).
The mechanical changes in acrotelm transmissivity are associated with the bog oscillation addressed
above. As noted, compression and swelling affects the lower catotelm peat as well. If the water table
drops, compaction, or mechanical change in catotelm porosity [4], reduces the permeability of the
entire peat under the water table, reducing infiltration and outflow.
In a related way, on a landscape scale a raised bog massif that grows upwards over a fen would lose
more water towards the subsoil as the height difference increases. Yet, with its enormous weight of
c. 1 ton per m2 for every metre of peat, the bog compresses the underlying, originally loose layers of
fen peat so strongly that they become very compact and scarcely permeable. A phenomenon seen in
Valle de Andorra as well.
If a feature is very wet and located on a slope, high transmissivity will result in flowing water that may
bend the mosses in the direction of flow. This change in moss stem orientation [5] is an adaptation to
reduce drag forces on the mosses. It enables faster run-off without damaging the moss plants. This
response is a negative feedback that sets in only when water tables are (very) high and water already
flows rather quickly. The feedback then allows for quick but still diffuse removal of the excess water
to prevent even higher water tables that might cause a catastrophic water breakout.

Lower water tables lead to stronger humification [6], which reduces transmissivity. This increased
humification mainly takes place in the acrotelm, but because all acrotelm peat eventually becomes
catotelm peat – it will affect deeper peat as well. One might expect that prolonged drier periods in
the order of decades – or steeper slopes – would create a steeper pore space gradient in the acrotelm,
but this is not necessarily the case as other changes occur simultaneously (see below). In reaction to
prolonged lower water tables the growth form of the Sphagnum mosses becomes denser (Section
3.6). Like the mechanical change in plant porosity, this biological change in plant porosity [7] improves
capillarity and keeps the capitula moist. Moreover, the plants and peat become more compact, which
reduces transmissivity. Conversely, Sphagnum plants become more ‘open’ under wetter conditions
and their growth form and resulting peat more permeable (Früh and Schröter 1904, Hayward and
Clymo 1983). These changes occur in single mosses, but their effect is expressed particularly at the
higher nanotope level of the mire features.
A more lasting response is achieved when the plant cover changes [8]. In northern peatlands such
changes involve shifts in Sphagnum species, of which some are better adapted to drier, others to
wetter conditions. Their adaptations in growth form primarily involve maximising competitive growth
while securing moisture provision to the capitula (e.g. Overbeck and Happach 1957, Clymo 1973,
Clymo and Hayward 1982, Andrus 1986). The specialized growth forms of the different species then
consolidate the dry or wet character of the mire feature. Yet, in the Valle de Andorra mire all niches
are occupied by Sphagnum magellanicum, which shows a broad plasticity – apparently even
independent of genetic differences. Still, once the growth form changes, it will reflect in the peat as
well and the changes are not immediately reversible and may thus consolidate (see above).
Moreover, the cover of higher plants will change as well. Drier conditions are associated with a denser
cover of dwarf shrubs in particular. The shrubs provide a scaffold for Sphagnum to grow up (Weber
1902) and woody debris is incorporated in the peat. The dense form of the mosses and the higher
degree of humification is counteracted by more sturdy components that prevent the gradient in
hydraulic conductivity from becoming too steep. Pore-space gradients are actually comparable
whether conditions are wet or dry (Fig. 13). Still, water flows through deeper, older, more
decomposed parts of the dry features, with their much lower transmissivity.
Until a couple of thousands of years ago, a percolation mire covered the Andorra valley (cf. Loisel et
al. 2003, cf. Fig. 3), which was then progressively overgrown by a Sphagnum raised bog. The bog
gradually formed the dome shape it has now. In the beginning, its surface simply followed the
underlying fen relief. As the dome rose, its slopes became steeper. Steeper slopes will drain more
readily, initiating the development of a dry rand. The dry features of a rand per sé are not more
effective than those found in strings (Fig. 13 and 16), but just like a string is more effective than a
single hummock in obstructing water flow, the rand – like an oversized string – is even more so. In the
rand, the compromise between small and large pore space or limited transmissivity and maximum
storativity has shifted in favour of smaller pore space. The lack of storativity in the rand is somewhat
compensated by water supply from its large internal catchment. A larger dome not only supports a
steeper slope, but also a flatter centre further away from this slope (cf. Clymo 2017). A central plateau
will develop where the compromise shifts in favour of larger pores and storativity. On the level of the
mesotope the ‘tasks’ of the acrotelm are thus spatially divided between dry and wet mire sites.
The steeper the dome, the wider and less permeable the rand (see simulation results in Couwenberg
and Joosten 2005). Upslope of the rand water tables are determined by the input of run-o
ff
water from the bog interior (internal catchment), the slope and the (im)permeability of the rand. As
the dome expands, the internal catchment grows, the rand steepens and widens. At one point, runoff is no longer sufficient and water will accumulate in the area just above the rand and stimulate the
development of wet features. This initial flark with its high transmissivity will in turn drain the area
directly upslope where a string develops that in turn will obstruct run-off from the area directly
upslope where a flark develops, etc. A more or less regular striping pattern results as long as the slope,

the amount of water, and the difference in transmissivity between dry and wet features are large
enough (Swanson and Grigal 1988, Couwenberg 2005, Couwenberg and Joosten 2005).
A division of the acrotelm tasks between wet and dry elements at higher levels of organisation – from
the nanotope upwards – opens up new ways for feedbacks and regulation. Let us first turn to the
hummock-hollow complex. The hummocks are associated with low transmissivity, the hollows with
high storativity. The hummocks act mainly to reduce run-off, while the hollows account more for the
storage of water. The shape of hummocks (wide at the bottom, narrow at the top) and hollows
(narrow at the bottom, wide at the top) mirrors the pore space gradient of the acrotelm. This
correspondence strengthens the acrotelm: when water tables are
low, run-off is even further
reduced because it is through more narrow stretches of hollow and when water tables are high runoff is further increased because it is through more narrow stretches of hummock.
The transmissivity and storage of the hummock-hollow complex depends on the porosity of the
constituent dry and wet features, or how the acrotelm expresses itself in each of these features (see
above). In addition, on a higher level it also depends on the ratio of dry to wet features [9], their shape
[10] and their orientation and arrangement [11].
When water tables are low for a prolonged period of time (years to centuries), dry features will expand
at the expense of wet ones. In case water tables are high, the opposite occurs (Casparie 1968, Barber
1981). The run-off of water is regulated by such changes in the relative proportion of dry and wet
features [9]. During occasional dry periods the wet features are actually very effective in reducing runoff (Fig. 17), but they will adapt their growth form if dry conditions continue. Most obviously they will
do so at the transition to the dry features, making existing dry elements larger. Next to expansion of
existing features, a new hummock was seem to originate along transect 1 (Section 3.5). This ‘parttime’ hummock was very effective in obstructing run-off when water tables were low. Over time, the
peat below this new dry feature will no longer have been formed under predominantly wet conditions,
but be an expression of the dry feature itself. It can then consolidate and expand.
Note that the very effective reduction in transmissivity of the wet flarks when water tables drop, is
related to their large porosity, which could not exist on its own on a slope. It is the limited
transmissivity of the strings that enables the presence of the flarks with their large porosity. The flarks
primarily fulfil the task of storing water, but not at the cost of the ability to reduce run-off when
needed. Also the ‘part-time’ hummock can only be effective because it is embedded between ‘fulltime’ strings.
In reaction to larger water table fluctuations, the more compact dry features also become higher and
steeper: the shape of the features [10] changes. A higher dry feature has lower transmissivity, because
the water flows further below the surface; a steeper dry feature retains more of its low transmissivity
when the water table rises (see above). Larger water table fluctuations are associated with peak flow
and overall larger run-off losses than when the water table would remain stable at an average depth.
Changes towards higher and steeper dry features counteract these increased losses. A gradient from
higher and steeper hummocks at the rand to lower and flatter ones in the centre has been described
for the Boertangerveen by Venema (1855, see Joosten et al. 2017, p. 35). Such a gradient is not seen
in the Valle de Andorra mire.
Not only the amount of dry and wet features is important, but also the orientation and arrangement
of mire features [11]. From a hydrological point of view, the surface elements are most effective when
oriented perpendicular to the direction of water flow. Indeed, if the slope, the amount of water and
the difference in transmissivity between dry and wet features are sufficient, such an orientation
organises itself (Couwenberg and Joosten 2005). If the direction of water flow changes, the pattern
will adapt, but the new pattern will take decades to establish and the old one will linger (Masing 1982).
Where slopes are gentler the organising force of the water flow will be too weak and dry and wet
elements will be randomly arranged. The resistance to water flow will be lower, which stimulates
removal of excess water.

The oriented hummock strings and hollow flarks function on the higher level of the microtope
(Section3.1). Next to the string-flark complex, a rand and a plateau can be discerned. In the rand the
pore space compromise is clearly tilted towards small transmissivity, in the plateau to high storativity
and the string-flark complex locally manages a combination of the two. At this mesotope level changes
in the extent and spatial distribution of microtopes [12] offer an additional regulation mechanism.
The shape of a raised bog dome necessarily results in combinations of always a rand with a plateau
when the dome is wetter or flatter and also a string-flark complex when a certain combination of
wetness and flatness is met (Couwenberg and Joosten 2005). While growing in width and height,
raised bogs will develop flatter centres and steeper slopes (Clymo 1984, Glaser et al. 2004), with shifts
in the microtopes as a result (Masing 1984, Glaser and Janssens 1986, Couwenberg and Joosten 2005).
The increasingly flatter centre of the raised bog is partly self-reinforcing (a positive feedback), because
under wet conditions productivity decreases. At one point, open water pool formation [13] will occur,
in which peat degradation exceeds production (Boatman 1977, Glaser and Janssens 1986, Foster et al.
1988, Loopmann 1988). Pools are at the extreme end of the porosity compromise where storativity is
maximized and transmissivity is not regulated at all.
For larger raised bogs in particular it is important to lose the excess water. The amount of precipitation
received by a bog increases quadratically with its radius, whereas its perimeter increases only linearly.
The larger the bog becomes, the more water has to leave the bog per unit perimeter. The result is the
development of preferential watercourses [14], the so-called ‘Rüllen’ (Weber 1902), which break
through the perimeter (Masing 1984). They allow for fast removal of excess water without the risk of
erosion. Large and effective bog streams may result in a bog division [15], in which a large bog is split
into two (or more) lobes, considerably reducing the wetness of the total system (Masing 1984).
The increase in the proportion of wetter, weaker features (hollows, pools, plateau) in an ever larger
bog threatens the stability of the peat body. In extremely wet periods, when the wet centre can no
longer be held by the rand, a bog burst can occur [16] (Früh and Schröter 1904). Bog bursts are the
ultimate negative feedback (Schreiber 1927) that can reset large parts of the bog to allow for renewed
growth (Ivanov 1981, Casparie 1972, Dupont 1986, Caseldine and Geary 2005, Van Geel et al. 2014,
Stastney et al. 2018).

Self-regulation mechanisms in space and time
In response to allogenic (climate) and autogenic (peat growth) hydrological changes, changes occur in
the hydrologically active structures of a raised bog on all possible spatial scales: from microscopic plant
tissue and pore structures to the enormous bog complexes like the Hudson Bay Lowlands (Sjörs 1959,
Glaser et al. 2004), the Red Lake Peatlands (Heinselman 1963, Glaser et al. 1981) or the Great
Vasyugan Mire (Katz and Neustadt 1963) where raised bog domes alternate with fens and lakes
(Tables 1 and 5).

Table 5: Raised bog elements focussing on minimum pore space for stagnating water flow and
elements focussing on maximum pore space for storing water on various spatial scales
Organisational
level
0
picotope
nanotope
microtope
mesotope
macrotope

Indicative spatial
scale (m2)
10-8
10-2
10-1-109
101-106
102-107
105-109

water stagnating
water storing elements
elements
plant tissue
pores
individual plants
spaces between the plants
acrotelm, catotelm
acrotelm
hummocks, strings
hollows, flarks, pools
rand
hummock-hollow-complex
plateau
raised bog domes
fen matrix

The hydrological self-regulation mechanisms that we identified each work on their own respective
spatial and temporal scale. We created a tentative overview of the spatio-temporal extent of each
mechanism (Fig. 25). Other mechanism may exist and we do not claim to know the exact limits of each
mechanism. There is a conspicuous lack of mechanisms in the combined small spatial and large
temporal scale realm (upper left corner in Fig. 25). Here we would situate evolution of genetically
different peat mosses with distinct phenotypic expression. We do not see ourselves fit to place a box
here. The lack of habitat related genetic differences in the Valle de Andorra mire may indicate that
selective forces and consequent genetic evolution may work – at least concerning Sphagnum
magellanicum – over longer time scales.

Figure 25: Tentative overview of hydrological self-regulation mechanisms of a living raised bog in space
and time. On the horizontal axis (in 10x m²) the surface over which the mechanisms work, on the
vertical axis the reaction time with which they react to changes (in 10x y, with more familiar units on
the secondary axis). Note the logarithmic scale of the axes.
The various mechanisms that were identified overlap both in space and time, which means there is
redundancy in the self-regulation of the system. As in the case of surface oscillation in the Valle de
Andorra mire, redundancy may exist within a single mechanism as well, and may be almost complete.
Not all mechanisms were analysed in detail in this respect, but likely additional redundancy exists.
Raised bogs, when in a natural state, are among the most resilient ecosystems known – resilience that
is provided by feedbacks and back-up systems to these feedbacks. Note that the reaction time of the
self-regulation mechanisms differs from their build-up time. In case of surface oscillation for example,
thousands of years may be needed to build up a peat body of sufficient thickness for it to ‘breathe’
effectively. Once such a peat body exists, however, surface oscillation reacts instantaneously to
changes in water supply.

5. Outlook
The interconnections are all very clear in the simple world of the Valle de Andorra mire, but they exist
elsewhere too. It may take the right search image to see them, however. Although they differ in their
practical workings, similar feedbacks have been described for the physiognomically very different
tropical domed peat swamps of Southeast Asia (Dommain et al. 2010). Ombrotrophic peatlands with
hardly any or much less self-regulation mechanisms exist as well. However, they are restricted to
climates with abundant and very regular rainwater supply, like the ‘blanket bogs’ in highly oceanic
areas (Lindsay 1995) and the ‘percolation bogs’ in the extremely humid warm-temperate climate of
Colchis, Transcaucasia (Krebs et al. 2017). In more ‘normal’ climates with intermittent rainfall,
however, self-regulation mechanisms must realise the ‘critical compromise’ between transmissivity
and storativity.
In the Sphagnum dominated peatlands of the Northern Hemisphere and Tierra del Fuego only a
handful of Sphagnum species seem to have the right characteristics to shape that critical compromise
on various levels of organisation (Joosten 1993), and in this paper we illustrate that it can even be
done with only one of these Sphagnum species, even without genetic diversity. The comparatively
wide distribution of such Sphagnum ‘acrotelm’ raised bogs (named after the dominant regulation
mechanism, Couwenberg & Joosten 1999), from the subarctic to the temperate-continental climate
zone (cf. Moen et al. 2017), shows the impressive effectiveness of this strategy.

6. Conclusions
A raised bog is extremely poor in nutrients, lacks alkalinity, which makes it very acidic, and consists
largely of pore space. The first two properties result in the selection of hardy species and in only
limited rates of decomposition. Accordingly, they in fact facilitate the effective dealing with porosity
– limiting transmissivity without losing too much storativity. This compromise is on any spatial scale
crucial to the origin and survival of a raised bog. The pore space gradient in the acrotelm is the logical
consequence of decomposition combined with replenishment of lost pore space from above. Lateral
water flow is the logical consequence of the existence of an acrotelm. The domed shape of a bog is
the consequence of simple physical processes. As the dome grows, the steep rand becomes drier with
a consequent smaller pore space in the plants and peat, which reduces transmissivity and thus water
losses. The mechanical response is immediate, the biological response of a changing plant cover is
slower, just like the biochemical reaction of increased decomposition. The dry rand exists in contrast
to a wet plateau, creating a higher level of organisation. On this level the compromise shifts towards
limited transmissivity in the rand and towards maximum storage in the plateau. Other surface patterns
like the string-flark complex follow from similar rules of self-organisation and create similar shifts in
the compromise. In a growing raised bog local conditions are always changing. Whenever the critical
compromise can locally not be met anymore, the bog – through self-organisation –apparently creates
new structural elements on a higher level with new options to meet the necessary compromise on
this new level, with consequences for every level below.
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SUMMARY
This article explores the hydrological constraints on the existence of forested peat domes (peat swamp forests) in
the humid tropics, the self-regulation mechanisms that enable them to persist and the implications for restoration of
damaged domes. The most important requirement for the preservation of peat is permanent saturation by water.
The variable input of precipitation must be translated into a constant water supply to the peat mound. In
intact tropical peat swamp domes, water is stored above the peat surface in depressions between hummocks
that surround tree trunks and between spreading buttress roots. This above-ground water store is analogous
to the water stored in the loose upper layer of peat and vegetation in Sphagnum bogs. The horizontal
differentiation of the peat swamp forest floor into hummocks with limited hydraulic conductivity and
depressions with high storage capacity resembles the hummock-hollow patterning of these Sphagnum bogs.
Hummocks and other surface elements functionally resemble V-notch weirs that regulate water availability.
Buttressed trees play a key role in providing the structural elements for hydrological self-regulation. An
additional level of regulation is found in the concentric zonation of forest types with increased presence of
buttressed trees on steeper margins. Conservation and restoration efforts should take into account the interrelationships between trees, water and peat and the hydrological feedbacks that operate as a consequence.
KEY WORDS: bog, buttress roots, Indonesia, peatland hydrology, peatland restoration, tropical peat swamp
forest, tropical trees.
_______________________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION
Most of the lowland peat swamps in south-east Asia
are, in essence, raised bogs: ombrotrophic, domeshaped landforms located on interfluvial divides
(Anderson 1964, Figure 1). Molengraaff (1900) was
the first to report explicitly on the existence of
raised bogs in tropical south-east Asia. Describing
the peatlands of the Madi Plateau (inland Borneo),
he noticed how the peat was made up mainly of
trees instead of the mosses and dwarf shrubs he
knew from the raised bogs of the temperate zone.
Polak (1933) studied and described in detail the
domed, biconvex shape and the ombrotrophic nature
of lowland tropical peatlands, further stressing their
correspondence to temperate raised bogs.
Few people realise how special a raised bog
dome is: it embodies the paradox "high and wet"
(Dau 1823). In the raised bogs of the temperate and
boreal zones close interactions between vegetation,
peat and water operate as 'self-regulation' mechanisms
that enable these domes to persist under varying
climatic conditions for thousands of years (Joosten
1993). The apparent resilience of the coastal peat
swamp domes of south-east Asia to Late Holocene
climate variability (Dommain et al. 2009) suggests that

similar self-regulatory forces control tropical peatland
ecosystems.
More than a decade ago, Bragg (1997) suggested
that there were parallels in hydrological functioning
between temperate raised bogs and south-east Asian
peat swamps. Additional data and insights have
become available since. It is now possible to develop
further the analogy between temperate and tropical
domed peatlands and derive implications for
management of the latter.
This paper explores whether mechanisms similar to
those that operate in temperate raised bogs are
responsible for sustaining tropical peat swamp domes.
First, we focus on the peat that constitutes the dome
and how it is preserved under permanent water
saturation. Then we present fact-based hypotheses on
how plants and litter may regulate water availability.
Finally, we address the importance of these regulation
and feedback mechanisms for peat swamp conservation
and restoration.

THE PEAT DOME
In very simple terms, a peat dome can be described
as a mound of peat (dead organic material) overlain
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Figure 1. Cross-sections of peat domes in Borneo (after PS Konsultant 1998). Black lines denote the peat
surface and grey lines the underlying mineral stratum. The domes are restricted in size by streams, in the
lower example incising the dome.
by vegetation. The peat of the mound does not
completely decompose so long as water saturation
and consequent anoxic conditions prevail. However,
permanent water saturation is not easily attained as even in the absence of evaporation - water is
continuously lost from the mound by gravity
drainage. To maintain permanent water saturation
these water losses have to be compensated by a
continuous input of rainwater. The question is then
how much water input from above is needed to keep the
mound fully and continuously water-saturated. For a
mound with a circular base and half-elliptic crosssection, this amount (U) can be derived from
Equation 1 (Childs 1969, Huisman 1972, Ingram 1982,
Bakker 1992):

U
2h 2
= 2
k R − r2

[1]

in which:
U = the rate of water input to the mound (m d-1);
k = the hydraulic conductivity of the peat (m d-1);
h = the height of the mound at point r (m);
R = the radius of the mound (m); and
r = the distance (m) from any point to the centre of
the mound

This simple equation incorporates the following
assumptions:
1. No water disappears into the mineral subsoil
beneath the peat mound. This approximation is
valid for tropical peat domes as the subsoil
beneath them consists of mangrove clay or
podsols with an impermeable hardpan layer
(Anderson 1964, 1983, Bruenig 1974, 1990), or
the peat is isolated from the mineral subsoil by
sparingly permeable peat or strongly humified
layers.
2. The hydraulic conductivity is uniform in all
directions throughout the peat mound. This
assumption may not apply to tropical peat domes
(Ong & Yogeswaran 1992, Takahashi &
Yonetani 1997; cf. Nughroho et al. 1997) but, as
we shall see, inaccuracy here would not change
our principal findings.
Let us take as an example a peat dome with a radius
of 3 km and a summit height of 5 m. Equation 1
shows that, in order to keep a peat mound of these
dimensions permanently wet, U/k must be 5.6 10-6
m d-1. The required water input (U) can thus be
derived if the hydraulic conductivity k is known.
Reliable data for hydraulic conductivity (k) of
tropical peats are still limited, particularly for deeper
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Table 1. Hydraulic conductivity of tropical peatswamp forest peats.
Hydraulic
conductivity (m/d)
0.4

Specifications

Reference

1.5 m below the surface

Takahashi & Yonetani (1997)

0.05 – 2.8
9
0.5 – 28
0.001 – 35
4 – 59

Nughroho et al. (1997)
estimated for uppermost 1 m of peat

Takahashi & Yonetani (1997)

fibrous woody peat

Ong & Yogeswaran (1992)

review of measurements in Sarawak peats

Ong & Yogeswaran (1992)

measurements, probably in upper peat layer

DID & LAWOO (1996)

30
10 – 140
200
116 – 483

Siderius (2004)
review of modelled values

Ong & Yogeswaran (1992)

derived from field observations

Hoekman (2007)

fibrous woody peat with preferred flow pathways

Ong & Yogeswaran (1992)

layers (Table 1). Applying a hydraulic conductivity
value of 10 m d-1 we calculate a necessary water
supply of only 5.6 x 10-5 m d-1 or 20 mm per year. If
the hydraulic conductivity were lower or the radius
larger, an even lower water supply would suffice.
So, in a climate with several thousands of
millimetres of annual precipitation, a peat mound
apparently needs only a very small fraction of that
amount to maintain itself (Hooijer 2005, Hoekman
2007). The question then arises: why aren’t there
many more peat domes in the humid tropics?
The preservation of the peat mound requires
permanent water saturation, which implies that the
small amount of water input - in our example
20 mm per year - has to be distributed absolutely
uniformly over the year. If the water supply is
irregular, during every moment that the peat mound
is not fed with water, the water level will drop, the
uppermost layer of peat will no longer be saturated,
and the now aerobic peat will decompose. If an
absolutely constant supply of water is not
guaranteed, peat cannot persist and will eventually
disappear.
Even in the humid tropical climate of south-east
Asia it is not raining most of the time. Most of the
peat swamp area of south-east Asia is in fact subject
to marked dry spells. A distinct dry season is
experienced in monsoon regions (Aldrian & Susanto
2003, Hendon 2003), and droughts of 30 days or
more may also occur in coastal perhumid regions
(Brunig 1969, Whitmore 1975, Walsh 1996,
Harrison 2001). In southern Borneo, southern
Sumatra, Java and the Lesser Sunda Islands the
monsoon-governed dry season (May–September) is

particularly strong; monthly mean precipitation may
drop below 100 mm (Aldrian & Susanto 2003).
During El Niño events, which recur every 2–10
years (Philander 1983). droughts are more extreme
(Walsh 1996, Harrison 2001, Figure 2a, Figure 3a).
Even in the wet season, dry spells spanning several
days may occur (Figures 2a, 2b, 3a).
The varying weather conditions severely
constrain peat formation and preservation because
they induce large water table fluctuations.
Consequently, a peat mound in the humid tropics
also needs an interface between the reality of
fluctuating water supply and the requirement for
constant water saturation. The temporally varying
precipitation and evapotranspiration must be
transformed into a steady supply of water to the peat
by a structure placed between the atmosphere and
the peat. Such a structure on top of the peat mound
must combine:
- a limited horizontal hydraulic conductivity, i.e. a
resistance to water flow ensuring the retention of
water that would otherwise immediately flow
away after rain showers, and
- a large storage capacity, i.e. the storage of
sufficient water to compensate for water lost from
the mound by gravity drainage and
evapotranspiration during rain-free periods.
Limited hydraulic conductivity requires the
presence of densely packed material with little
interspace. Such material leaves little room for
water storage, however. Thus these requirements
seem diametrically opposed. The solution to the
dilemma is found in passive spatial and/or active
temporal division of the contrary tasks.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Precipitation data for Palangka Raya, Central Kalimantan, Indonesia: (a) daily rainfall between
1981 and 2009, shaded areas indicate data gaps in 2002 and 2003, asterisks denote *weak, **moderate and
***strong El Niño years; (b) high resolution (6-hourly) data for January–July 2005 (abscissa = hours after
00:00 hrs on 01 January 2005), data from NOAA National Climatic Data Center.

SURFACE STRUCTURES
In Sphagnum bogs of the boreal and temperate zones
the upper layer of loose moss biomass and scarcely
decomposed peat combines a limited hydraulic
conductivity - which restricts drainage - with a high
storage capacity which restricts water level fluctuations
and facilitates the small but continuous supply of water
to the denser underlying peat mound. In addition, the
upper layer displays a coarser-scale horizontal
differentiation. Limited hydraulic conductivity and a
large storage capacity are also combined in a
hummock-hollow surface pattern where dense and
higher hummocks stagnate the flow of water and
hollows store the surplus. The random configuration

of hummocks and hollows can develop into regular
string-flark surface patterns aligned perpendicular to
the water flow, which further increases water
storage (Couwenberg 2005).
In addition, a temporal separation of limited
hydraulic conductivity and large storage capacity is
realised in the upper layer of a Sphagnum bog. In
this upper layer decomposition and collapse of the
peat matrix result in decreased pore space, lower
hydraulic conductivity and consequently less
discharge. Addition of fresh material to the top
continually replaces the lost coarse pore space and
restores high storage capacity (Couwenberg &
Joosten 1999). The result is a distinct vertical
gradient in pore space and hydraulic conductivity
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Hydrological data for an area of pristine peat swamp forest near Palangka Raya, Central
Kalimantan: (a) water levels and precipitation in 1996–1998, after Takahashi et al. (2000) (note that 1997
was a strong El Niño year); and relationships of water level during days without rainfall with (b) runoff from
March 1998 to February 1999 (after Kayama et al. 2000), and (c) runoff in June–October 1997 (●) and
March–October 1998 (●) (after Takahashi et al. 2000). The datum level (zero on the vertical axes) is the
ground surface.
(functionally similar to a V-notch weir, Clymo
1991). At high water levels, discharge through the
more open structure at the top is rapid, regulating
peak discharge and preventing erosion. As the water
level is lowered, discharge occurs through the
progressively smaller pores of deeper, more
decomposed material (Ivanov 1953, 1981).
Moreover, at lower water levels the loss of surfacelayer buoyancy causes an increase in effective stress
on the underlying water-saturated peat layers, which
further compacts the peat and reduces hydraulic

conductivity (Price 2003). The uppermost layer thus
provides, by negative feedback, a self-regulation
mechanism that limits the amplitude of water table
fluctuations
under
varying
meteorological
conditions and guarantees the constant water supply
that the underlying peat mound needs.
In domed tropical peat swamps we find trees
growing on hummocks of root material and litter.
Particularly large hummocks (> 0.4 m high)
establish around buttressed trees (Shimamura &
Mimose 2005, 2007; Figure 4). Spreading plank
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Figure 4. Change in surface height with distance from
living established and dead buttressed trees and from
trees of two non-buttressed species (after Shimamura
& Momose 2007).
buttresses are additional elements that restrict the
movement of water across the forest floor (Herwitz
1988, Takahashi et al. 2000, Kayama et al. 2000,
Figure 5). In this way runoff is retarded and water is
stored in depressions between hummocks and
behind buttresses (Herwitz 1988). This pattern of
live and dead plant material and the general surface
roughness result in large amounts of water being
withheld in depression storage and surface
detention. The peat swamp forest floor and the
lower part of the above-ground vegetation thus fulfil
the combined but horizontally separated tasks of
limited hydraulic conductivity and high storage
capacity. In undisturbed peat swamp forests the
water level remains above the surface for most of
the year (Anderson 1964, Ong & Yogeswaran 1992,
Takahashi et al. 2000, de Vries 2003, Hooijer 2005;
Figure 3). As in Sphagnum bogs of the boreal and
temperate zone, water level fluctuations in tropical peat
swamps are largely restricted to an uppermost layer; in
this case composed of above-ground roots, litter and
vegetation and the depressions between them. The peat
underneath this layer is kept permanently wet.
Aerobic decay on the forest floor is rapid (Brady
1997, Chimner & Ewel 2005, Yule 2008), whereas
below-ground anaerobic decomposition of the more
recalcitrant material is low (cf. Miyajima et al.
1997, Jackson et al. 2008, Couwenberg et al. 2010).
As a consequence, no V-notch structure develops in
the upper peat layer. Instead, a gradient of hydraulic
conductivity is created above the ground surface (cf.
Bragg 1997, Hoekman & Vrielink 2007; Figure
3b, c) by litter and vegetation including buttress
roots (Shimamura & Momose 2005, 2007; Figures
4, 6). The lower the water level drops, the more
runoff is obstructed. While low water levels lead to

decomposition, too-high water levels would prevent
peat swamp forest trees from growing and lead to
excessive surface runoff, causing erosion. In order
to maintain the dome it is, therefore, imperative to
weaken the velocity and force of surplus runoff
water (Evans & Warburton 2007). The gradually
widening V-notch of the above-ground hummocks
and buttress roots results in diffuse drainage that
discourages convergent flow and prevents the
development of erosion channels (Figures 4, 6).
Thus, the major difference between Sphagnum bogs
of the boreal and temperate zone and peat swamp
domes in the tropics is that in the former the most
important zone for hydrological regulation and the zone
of peat formation coincide (Clymo & Pearce 1995),
whereas in the latter these zones are spatially separated.
Peat formation in tropical peat swamps - as in grass and
sedge fens in the temperate and subtropical zones largely takes place as ‘replacement peat’ by roots
growing into permanently waterlogged layers (Esterle
& Ferm 1994, Brady 1997, Prager et al. 2006).

ZONATION
A dome shape implies a near-horizontal centre and
progressively increasing surface gradient towards
the edges. In boreal and temperate raised bogs, this
results in a concentric arrangement of distinct
vegetation and micro-relief patterns (Couwenberg &
Joosten 2005). In the flatter centre, wetter
conditions favour the establishment of more
permeable elements that readily permit water flow
(Bakker 1992) and compensate for the effect of the
small slope, a negative feedback. Towards the
margins, drier conditions favour less permeable
elements that impede lateral runoff - again a
negative feedback (Couwenberg & Joosten 1999,
2005).
An analogous pattern is found in the concentric
arrangement of plant communities in the tropical
peat swamp forests of south-east Asia (Anderson
1983, Bruenig 1990, Shepherd et al. 1997, Yamada
1997, Page et al. 1999, Momose & Shimamura
2002). Going from the margin towards the centre of
a tropical peat dome, large and abundant buttresses
become smaller and rarer (Anderson 1983, Bruenig
1990, Yamada 1997, Page et al. 1999). The sloping
rand of a peat dome is dryer, water table fluctuations
are larger and nutrient availability is higher than in
the interior (Anderson 1983, Esterle & Ferm 1994,
Page et al. 1999). Under these conditions, buttressed
trees establish and grow to substantial height.
Buttress roots stabilise, and thus provide a
competitive advantage for, shallow-rooted trees
(Ennos 1993, Crook et al. 1997). In addition,
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Figure 5. Spreading buttress roots reduce surface runoff and cause ponding of water. Tanjung Puting National
Park, Central Kalimantan, April 2008. Photo: René Dommain.

Figure 6. Vegetation in the peatland near the 20/21 March camp, as seen by the Dutch botanist Sijfert Koorders
during the 1891 IJzerman expedition through Sumatra (IJzerman et al. 1895, Potonié 1907) with explicit V-notchstructures at the surface, formed by the buttressed bases of the tree trunks and by stilt roots.
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buttresses disperse stemflow during heavy rainfall,
averting erosion at the tree base and promoting
infiltration of the nutrient-rich stemflow water
within reach of the tree’s own root system (Herwitz
1988). As a result, buttressed trees grow taller than
their neighbours. Taller trees are subject to wind
stress, which further stimulates the expansion of
buttresses (Richter 1984, Ennos 1993). Buttressed
trees prompt the formation of hummocks which, in
turn, promote the establishment of buttressed trees
(Shimamura & Momose 2005); and water ponding
upslope of buttresses and hummocks suppresses the
establishment of competing buttress-forming species
in the close vicinity (Shimamura et al. 2006). This
feedback explains the higher aerodynamic canopy
roughness observed in the forest on the sloping
margin of the dome (Anderson 1983, Bruenig 1990,
Yamada 1997). Canopy roughness increases wind
stress, stimulating the expansion of buttresses and
consequently a decrease in surface runoff. This
response of the vegetation and surface micro-relief
to drier conditions thus provides a negative
feedback to the drier conditions.
In response to long-term water level changes, the
proportion of hummock-forming buttress trees to
non-hummock-forming trees is likely to alter
(Shimamura & Momose 2005, 2007, Shimamura et
al. 2006). Buttress-forming trees, because of their
general flood intolerance, respond to rising water
levels with reduced recruitment (Shimamura et al.
2006) and probably also with lower growth rates or
even dieback, while flood tolerant non-moundforming trees are favoured. Such a change in
vegetation
increases
horizontal
hydraulic
conductivity, mitigating the effect of increased
water input or decreased water losses. Under drier
conditions, buttress-forming trees may establish also
in depressions (Shimamura et al. 2006) and
outcompete flood-tolerant species, thus increasing
the density of stagnating structures on the peat
surface, which will moderate the lowered input or
increased loss of water.
Moving towards the centre of the tropical peat
swamp dome, the water table is generally closer to
the surface and flooding is more frequent and
persistent, making species with stilt roots and
pneumatophores (e.g. knee roots) more competitive
(cf. Richards 1952, Corner 1978, Wittmann &
Parolin 2005). These adaptive root formations
obstruct water flow less than the buttresses on the
dome margin, thereby allowing better lateral
drainage. In conclusion, the flat and wet central area
is dominated by forest types that readily permit
runoff, whereas lateral water losses on the sloping,
drier margin are limited through increased
representation of tree species that form buttresses
and hummocks.

VEGETATION
In temperate and boreal raised bogs, only a handful
of the ca. 300 moss species of the genus Sphagnum
in existence (Michaelis in press) are able to shape a
continuously renewing upper peat layer that
combines a small hydraulic conductivity with a
large storage coefficient (Joosten 1993). The
effectiveness of these few species is illustrated by
the wide distribution of Sphagnum raised bogs.
In contrast, the occurrence of tropical
ombrogenous domed peatlands is much more
limited. Of the 12.5 million km2 of humid tropics in
the world (Schultz 2005), less than 1% is covered by
peat swamp domes, almost exclusively in south-east
Asia. Some 165,000 km2 of forested peatland exists
in tropical Africa and South America (Joosten
2009), but ombrogenous peat domes of similar
extent and thickness have not yet been described
from these continents in spite of seemingly suitable
climatic,
geological,
and
geomorphological
conditions (IMCG Global Peatland Database
www.imcg.net/gpd/gpd.htm, Whitmore 1975,
Sieffermann 1988). There are some large mounds of
ombrogenous peat in the coastal plain of Surinam
and French Guiana, but their maximum thickness is
only 2.5 m (Brinkman & Pons 1968). Lähteenoja et
al. (2009) report the occurrence of ombrotrophic
peat domes of similar thickness from Peruvian
Amazonia. Domed forested peatlands may prove to
cover large tracts of the Congo basin interfluves (cf.
Campbell 2005), but hardly anything is known
about them.
Several of the dominant peat swamp forest taxa
of south-east Asia are endemic to this region,
including the genera Shorea, Gonystylus,
Dactylocladus, Swintonia, Madhuca, Palaquium
and Parastemon. Trees of these taxa may play a
decisive role in the formation and maintenance of
peat swamp domes (cf. Whitmore 1975). The role of
these taxa may be similar to that of the few key
Sphagnum species in boreal and temperate bogs. On
the other hand, tree species adapted to oligotrophic
waterlogged conditions occur also elsewhere in the
tropics (Richards 1952, Bruenig 1990) and display
similar morphological adaptations such as
buttressed roots. Possible differences in the
recalcitrance to decomposition of the plant material
(cf. Hedges et al. 1985) may explain why extensive
tropical peat swamp forests have been found only in
south-east Asia. We are, however, not aware of any
comparative research into this issue. On the other
hand, the apparent restriction of extensive peat
domes to south-east Asia may rather result from
peculiarities of Holocene landscape, climate and sea
level evolution in the Sunda region (Anderson 1964,
Sieffermann et al. 1987, Dommain et al. 2009).
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HYDROLOGICAL SELF-REGULATION
Besides its v-notch structure and vegetation
patterning and zonation, a living tropical peat swamp
may possess various other hydrological self-regulation
mechanisms that guarantee a more or less stable water
table. These mechanisms function over a varying range
of spatial and temporal scales. In Sphagnum bogs of the
Northern Hemisphere (and Tierra del Fuego), a whole
series of regulation mechanisms has been identified
(Joosten 1993, Couwenberg & Joosten 1999,
Couwenberg et al. 2005). Table 2 explores whether
equivalent mechanisms exist in domed tropical
peatlands and lists related research needs.
Albedo change, surface oscillation and
intraspecific changes in plant growth form (Table 2)
will function over the short term, i.e. on sub-annual
to decadal timescales. Changes in composition,
shape and configuration of vegetation and relief
elements may constitute important self-regulation
mechanisms on a decadal to centennial timescale.
Changes in the spatial configuration of the surface
elements over time stabilise against broad-scale
changes in the hydrological boundary conditions.
Detailed palaeo-ecological investigation could
unfold such spatio-temporal dynamics for past
periods of strong climate variability, whereas
dynamic forest models with an integrated hydrology
component could simulate these feedback
mechanisms and identify thresholds that trigger
them under different climate scenarios.

RESTORING SELF-REGULATION
The challenges to be faced in restoring severely
disturbed peatlands to living peatswamp forests are
enormous. Deforestation and fire destroy the
vegetation, which is the regulating structure that
maintains the hydrological conditions needed to
sustain the peat body. Furthermore, the removal of
vegetation cover leads to increased soil surface
temperatures and faster peat decomposition (Brady
2004, Ali et al. 2006, Ludang et al. 2007). Drainage
also leads to subsidence with the strongest subsidence
occurring along the ditches and canals, thus
promoting erosion and the formation of explicit ‘mini
domes’ (Hooijer et al. 2008), which frustrates rewetting of large areas. Severe fires may remove large
parts of the peat body (Usup et al. 2004). Flooding of
repeatedly burnt areas hampers re-establishment of
trees (Giesen 2004, Van Eijk & Leenman 2004,
Wösten et al. 2006).
Crucial for restoration is the awareness that in
peatlands plants, water and peat are mutually
interdependent. The plants determine the surface

hydrology and the hydraulic properties of the peat
that is formed. Water levels determine which plants
will grow, whether peat will be accumulated and
stored, and how strongly decomposed it will be. The
plant cover and peat structure determine how the
water will flow and how the water level will
fluctuate. These close interrelations imply that when
any one of these components is degraded, the others
will also deteriorate. Not necessarily all at once, but
in the longer run inevitably.
Selective logging alters species composition and
therewith organic matter supply to the peat body
(Brady 2004). More importantly it renders the
hydraulic structure of the vegetation more ‘open’,
most significantly along the dome margins where
large trees with buttresses, which are essential for
hydrological self-regulation, are preferentially
removed. Restoration should focus on protecting
and re-establishing these species. If hydrology has
been altered by (often illegal) selective logging and
the construction of narrow and shallow canals for
transporting the logs, the canals must be closed.
When vegetation and hydrology are severely
altered, up-to-date three-dimensional models with
small contour interval must assess whether a
hydrologically viable shape is still present, will
spontaneously re-develop (e.g. by decomposition of
too-dry protuberances), or can easily be restored.
Based on such models and on data on local climate
and hydraulic conductivity, surface flow paths with
their specific discharge rates have to be identified in
order to place dams in the most effective way
(Edom et al. 2007). With respect to dam placement
it is important to think in terms of coherent systems
rather than of single dams. One should keep in mind
that enormous volumes of water have to leave the
dome, even in pristine peat swamp forest. It is thus
senseless to make dams fully impermeable and to dam
up as much water as possible. Restoration measures
should be designed to allow the surplus water to leave
the dome without causing damage (Ritzema &
Wösten 2006), while retaining a sufficient store for
drier periods. Canal blocks should force the water to
spread out over the surface of the peatland to re-wet as
wide an area as possible. This approach will often
mean that a dense network of cascading dams with
small head differences must be constructed (Ritzema
& Wösten 2006, Edom et al. 2007). To disperse the
water, damming should proceed centripetally starting
from the centre of the dome. By spreading the water
over the largest possible area, flow velocity and erosive
power are reduced, flood-tolerant plants (e.g. Pandanus
spp., Combretocarpus rotundatus) can re-establish
more easily in the channels (self-recovery by
terrestrialisation), and pressure on downstream dams
decreases (Edom et al. 2007).
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Table 2. Self-regulation mechanisms in domed Sphagnum bogs and possible equivalents in tropical peat
swamp forest domes, together with an estimate of how important each one might be in tropical peat domes.
Mechanism

Sphagnum bog

Tropical peat dome

Potential importance in
tropical peat domes

Evapotranspiration
control

Increase in surface albedo
(reduces evaporation by
reflecting heat) due to
Sphagnum capitula turning
white when suffering water
shortage (Eggelsmann
1963, Harris 2008).

Leaf shedding during
severe droughts (less
than 100 mm rain
month-1 and at least
two weeks without
rain; Goldammer
2007).

Most short-term
control of
evapotranspiration by
tropical peat swamp
trees will rely on
stomatal behaviour.

Surface oscillation
(Mooratmung)

Reversible swelling and
shrinking of peat with
changing water supply
between seasons reduces
water level fluctuations
relative to the surface
(Weber 1902, Whittington
et al. 2007, Fritz et al.
2008). Changes in water
level furthermore coincide
with immediate changes in
pore space and hydraulic
conductivity (Price 2003).

Surface oscillation up
to 2 cm observed in the
Mawas peatland
(Central Kalimantan;
Hoekman & Vrielink
2007); drainage-related
drying of peat is partly
reversible (Salmah et
al. 1992).

Likely to be less
intense than in
Sphagnum bogs. Also
likely to be less
important in peat
swamps because
woody material will
make peat structure
more resistant to
elastic changes.

Intraspecific changes
in growth form

Growth form and thus
hydrological characteristics
of a single species of
Sphagnum change with
changing water level,
giving better capillarity and
lower permeability in dry
locations and conditions
(Joosten 1993,
Couwenberg et al. 2005,
Baumann 2006).

Size and extent of
buttresses changes
along hydrological
gradients, for instance in
Shorea albida
(Anderson 1983,
Bruenig 1990).

Requires further study,
particularly with
respect to whether
intraspecific changes in
morphology represent
negative or positive
feedbacks to changing
hydrological site
conditions.

Different Sphagnum
species with different
growth forms occupy
different hydrological
niches (e.g. Overbeck &
Happach 1957, Ratcliffe &
Walker 1958, Luken 1985,
Rydin 1993, Rydin et al.
2006) and have different
hydraulic properties.

Wide variation in tree
growth forms, floristic
composition and of
micro-relief elements
along hydrological
gradients (Anderson
1983, Yamada 1997,
Page et al. 1999,
Shimamura et al. 2006,
Shimamura & Momose
2007).

Detailed palaeoecological studies may
reveal temporal
dynamics in relation to
changes in site
conditions.
Quantitative research
into feedback
mechanisms and
further inventories of
species and their
morphological traits is
needed.

Changes of species,
vegetation types and
micro-relief
structures

(continued)
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Table 2 continued
Tropical peat dome

Potential importance in
tropical peat domes

Microtope pattern

Arrangement of elongated
drier hummocks and wetter
hollows perpendicular to
the slope increases
efficiency of hydrological
regulation. Wetter elements
store water whilst drier
ones impede runoff
(Couwenberg & Joosten
1999).

Hummock coalescence
to form ridges has been
described (Yonebayashi
et al. 1997) and patterns
of large stripes are
visible in the Baram
peat dome between the
Baram and Bakong
Rivers in northern
Sarawak (Anderson
1983, Bruenig 1990).

Formation of such
explicit patterns is less
likely on tropical peat
domes because of their
rather gentle slopes,
the large water level
fluctuations and the
smaller difference in
hydraulic conductivity
between hummocks
and hollows (cf.
Couwenberg 2005). In
many areas, any
natural patterns may
already have been
obliterated by
drainage, logging or
natural degradation.

Mesopattern

The increasing surface
gradient from the centre to
the margins of the dome is
reflected in concurrent
decreasing wetness and
hydraulic conductivity of
distinct concentric zones.
Changes in size and shape
of the dome affect the
extent of these zones
(Couwenberg & Joosten
2005).

Concentric zonation of
forest types, with
flood-tolerant species
dominating the centre
and buttressed trees
more abundant towards
the edges (Anderson
1964, 1983, Bruenig
1990, Page et al.
1999).

Needs quantitative
hydrological research.

Limit to dome size

With increasing width, the
dome becomes flatter and
thereby wetter, increasing
the likelihood of bog-burst.
Surface area increases
quadratically in relation to
bog diameter, whereas
circumference increases
linearly. If concentrated
water discharge then
creates an incision in the
peat dome, the original
dome cannot persist and
splits into two smaller parts
(Masing 1972,
Couwenberg & Joosten
1999).

Landslides are known
to occur in peatswamp
forests (Lee & Pradhan
2007), but descriptions
are rare. Wilford
(1966) reports a
landslide in a peat
swamp in Sarawak.
Dividing blackwater
streams are common
(Figure 1).

Probably important,
especially through
time.

Mechanism

Sphagnum bog
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Overflow provisions in dams intended to prevent
the development of erosive flow paths around them
may introduce the drawback that water flow is
concentrated and the drainage base remains too low.
Preferential channelling around the dams must be
restricted by extending them sidewards and
encouraging a protective sward of vegetation to reestablish.
In deforested areas and severely degraded
forests, the structure that provides hydrological
regulation under natural conditions has been
removed and runoff is too rapid due to lack of
surface resistance. Thus, water drains away too
quickly in the wet season, leaving the surface peat dry
and prone to decomposition during the dry season. To
keep the surface permanently wet, depression storage
and surface detention must be established by
stimulating the development of vegetation that can
effectively reduce water discharge. Pioneer species
like ferns may not slow down water flow sufficiently,
whereas seedlings of the necessary buttressed trees
germinate and survive only on hummocks
(Yonebayashi et al. 1997, Shimamura & Momose
2007) and cannot cope with the harsh conditions that
prevail after degradation and re-wetting (Giesen 2004,
Van Eijk & Leenman 2004, Wösten et al. 2006). Thus,
in addition to blocking the canals, restoration should
re-introduce buttressed trees by creating hummocks
and re-plant areas where surface slopes lead to toorapid runoff. Intensive hydrological assistance over
prolonged periods may be necessary.
Because common agricultural activities such as oil
palm and Acacia cultivation require lowered water
levels, the allocation of different parts of a single
peat dome to different land uses will frustrate
attempts to restore the hydrological integrity of the
peatland. Drainage canals will reduce the potential
height of the water table mound that sustains the peat
dome (cf. Glaser et al. 2004, Equation 1), slowing or
halting peat formation even in zones that are allocated
to conservation and not directly drained. Furthermore,
the associated migration of the water divide towards its
new equilibrium point will render areas elsewhere on
the dome no longer saturated with water and thus also
subject to peat losses (cf. Glaser et al. 2004).
When the shape of the peatland is so disrupted by
drainage, oxidation and fire that there is no prospect
of restoring one or more (new) self-sustaining living
peat domes, the focus must be on slowing down peat
oxidation and preventing fire by re-wetting the
peatland as completely as possible. As buttressforming tree species are unlikely to have sufficient
capacity for re-wetting under such conditions, it may be
necessary to construct artificial ridges perpendicular to
the slope to retain wet-season runoff (cf. rice terraces).

The challenge for such severely degraded areas is to
develop and implement land use systems that combine
economic benefits with maximal re-wetting.
The management principles described above should
not be misconstrued to suggest that restoration of
degraded peat domes is reasonably simple; this would
give a totally false impression. The fact that large
supplies of rainwater and sophisticated self-regulation
processes are necessary to guarantee even a minimal
constant water supply to the peat mound illustrates the
improbability of peat swamp dome existence and the
consequent difficulties of restoration. That their
resilience against changes in climate and vegetation is
not unlimited is underlined by the ongoing degradation
of the peat domes in inland Central Kalimantan which
have already been degrading for more than a thousand
years (Sieffermann et al. 1988, Dommain et al. 2009).
As peat domes with limited or no damage are
already extremely rare in south-east Asia - if they
persist at all (Miettinen & Liew 2010a, b) - high
priority must be given to conserving any surviving
examples, and to restoring domes that still have good
potential for reinstatement as self-regulating peat
accumulating entities. It is imperative that such areas
are rapidly identified and adequately protected, restored
and managed (cf. Wetlands International 2010).
Peat must be retained not only in conservation areas
but also in agricultural and forestry areas in order to
avoid sustained CO2 emissions (Couwenberg et al.
2010) and increased risk of flooding and loss of fertile
soil. Thus, for areas that cannot be maintained or
restored to living peat swamp forest, the challenge is
to develop and implement management techniques that
combine economic benefits with minimal impact on the
remaining environmental functions of the peatland
(Brady 2004, Joosten & Augustin 2006, Wichtmann
& Joosten 2007). Although such ‘paludicultures’ such
as wet agriculture, wet forestry and pisciculture may
not yet be fully profitable, they will become so when
the functions of carbon storage and avoidance of CO2
emissions are monetarised and appropriately
remunerated (cf. Butler et al. 2009).
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